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THE SPREAD OF LUXURY CULTURE AMONGST KUWAIT WOMEN. 
ANALYSIS OF LUXURY BRAND DEVELOPMENT IN KUWAIT From the Oil 
Discovery Until Present. 
Muna Jafar 
 
This research investigates the distinct characteristics of Kuwaiti heritage in 
the context of textile and fashion accessories. Moreover, it addresses how 
these characteristics can be used in the creation of new contemporary 
designs that reflect Kuwaiti women’s cultural identity at the current time and 
are perceived as luxury fashion. 
Luxury has always been associated with privileged and high-class people 
who use it as a tool to distinguish themselves from the public in any society. 
This has been practiced as far back as ancient civilisations such as the 
Ancient Egyptians and Greeks. In Kuwait, before the discovery and 
production of oil, Kuwaiti society was predominantly living in modesty and 
poverty, luxury being exclusive to merchants and the ruling family since they 
could afford it and, importantly, had access to it. Nowadays, a phenomenon 
exists, mostly among women in Kuwaiti society, in which women’s identity 
and social status are determined by the visible brands and luxury fashion 
logos they choose to wear. This research concentrates on the spread of 
luxury culture in Kuwait from the period just before the discovery of oil until 
the current time.  Furthermore, the research investigates the relationship 
between the formation of cultural identity and luxury fashion brands within 
the context of Kuwait. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the main factors and events that 
have a significant impact on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards the 
acquisition of Western luxury fashion brands. In addition, it aims to identify 
the factors that have remarkably contributed to changing the perception of 
luxury in Kuwaiti society, in order to understand the relationship between 
luxury and the formation of cultural identity. 
The researcher uses interviews as the main method for data collection and 
deploys observation, analysis of visual evidences and participation as 
supporting methods. Moreover, the chosen strategy is mainly employed in 
the form of a case study and action research. 
This study found that there is usually a model for the spread of luxury culture 
in any society. Kuwait passed through a number of phases in that model 
within almost 75 years. Currently, Kuwaiti women are recognizing the 
concept of luxury fashion through their access to Western luxury brands.   ii 
They wear luxury fashion brands as a means of defining their social position 
in society, demonstrating that they are economically capable of purchasing 
expensive fashion labels. However, they are defining their cultural identity 
through other aspects than fashion. Moreover, both cultural identity and 
perception of luxury are constantly changing and are influenced and shaped 
by the surrounding dynamic environment.     iii 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Luxury has always been associated with privileged and high-class people 
who use it as a tool to distinguish themselves from others in a society.  This 
has been practiced as far back as the ancient civilisations, such as the 
Ancient Egyptians and Greeks.  The definition and perception of luxury is 
under constant change, being influenced and shaped by the surrounding 
dynamic environment, whether political, economic, social…etc.  In Kuwait, 
before the discovery and production of oil, Kuwaiti society was predominantly 
living in modesty and poverty, luxury being exclusive to merchants and the 
ruling family since they could afford it and, importantly, had access to it.  In 
that period, in the context of fashion, luxury products were clothes and 
textiles that were imported from India, Persia and some European countries.  
These textiles were considered luxurious because they were hand-
embroidered and decorated with lavish materials, such as gold and silver 
threads and sequins.  In addition, elite women were able to afford the 
expenses involved in their costumes being made by specialised local 
workers and embroiderers.  At that time, the perception of luxury mainly 
reflected the craftsmanship and the quality of the material and the finished 
product rather than the logo or the brand name.  Although these costumes 
were used as a part of traditions, there is a sense that old traditions die hard, 
not because the traditions survived to the present day, but because there are 
aspects associated with luxury, such as exclusivity and craftsmanship. 
Oil discovery and production in Kuwait has elevated Kuwait, which lacks both 
natural resources and wealth, to become one of the richest countries in the 
world.  This event caused a dramatic change in the Kuwaiti society’s lifestyle 
due to the economic boom and the emergence of a middle class.  Moreover, 
the role of Kuwaiti women has significantly improved as they started to 
participate significantly in building the modern Kuwait.  Prior to oil discovery, 
their education level and role were very limited and mainly concerned with 
the housework.  Consequently, traditional female roles made it inconvenient 
to practice a range of professions; therefore, Kuwaiti women’s cultural   2 
identity has changed in the context of fashion, such as their dress code and 
fashion choices, to become more westernised and seemed more suited to 
their new professions and lifestyles.   
Currently, almost 65 years since the discovery of oil, Kuwaiti women’s 
choices of fashion and their perception of luxury fashion brands have 
progressed and developed rapidly. Fashion and identity have a strong bond 
and association; they can reflect several attributes about people, such as 
gender, class, and status. In addition, the selection of fashion may be 
intended either to hide the real identity or to reveal a fake one (Entwistle, 
2000). Furthermore, the construction and the formation of identity and 
fashion share some common grounds. Identity is formulated through the 
establishment of unique attributes and characteristics that distinguish one 
individual or entity from others. Nowadays, luxury fashion seems to be an 
essential commodity for Kuwaiti women.  Furthermore, a phenomenon has 
emerged in Kuwaiti society, mostly among women, of women’s identity and 
social status being determined by visible brands and luxury fashion logos 
they choose to wear.  The discovery and production of oil, combined with 
major events and factors such as the spread of luxury fashion culture 
globally since the late 1990s, has noticeably affected the way Kuwaiti women 
perceive luxury fashion brands.  Kuwaiti women’s perception of luxury 
fashion since the 1990s has been reflected through their gravitation towards 
and acquisition of globally-known luxury fashion brands, which are Western 
luxury brands. 
 
1.1 Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study is to investigate the main factors and events that 
have significant impact on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards the acquisition 
of Western luxury fashion brands.  In addition, it aims to identify the factors 
that have remarkably contributed to changing the perception of luxury in 
Kuwaiti society, in order to understand the relationship between luxury and 
the formation of cultural identity.     3 
The researcher, a Kuwaiti woman sent from an academic institution in Kuwait 
to pursue a PhD in Textile and Fashion, found a gap in the academic 
literature because no extensive and thorough study has been conducted in 
the field of the luxury fashion culture in Kuwait.   
 
Moreover, since the researcher is also a textile designer for fashion, she is 
aware that there is no current global or regionally known Kuwaiti luxury 
fashion brand.  Thus, the researcher intends to discover Kuwaiti women’s 
perception of luxury fashion, along with the characteristics of luxury fashion 
that helps in the creation and launch of a start-up luxury fashion brand that 
reaches regional and International levels. 
Therefore, this is a practice-based study involving the researcher in two 
different roles at different stages of the study, one as art director and the 
other as designer.  This is necessary in order to create new contemporary 
visual elements for the formation of a Kuwaiti luxury brand for fashion 
In order to address the needs of the practice-based study and the theoretical 
objectives of the research, the following research question and hypotheses 
were constructed. 
 
1.2 Research Hypotheses 
With the spread of the luxury fashion culture internationally/globally, there is 
a natural tendency amongst Kuwaiti women to perceive luxury fashion 
brands as a modern set of signs that they use to redefine their social position 
in Kuwaiti society and to define their cultural identity globally.  Therefore, 
Kuwaiti women are recognizing the concept of luxury fashion in the guise of 
Western modern luxury fashion brands at the current time. 
   4 
1.3 Research Questions 
What are the characteristics of Kuwaiti heritage that are distinct from the 
modern luxury fashion brands in the context of textile and fashion 
accessories?  Moreover, how can these distinctive characteristics be used in 
the creation of new contemporary designs that reflect Kuwaiti women’s 
cultural identity at the current time and are perceived as luxury fashion? 
 
1.4 Aims and Objectives  
Aims: 
This research, in its broader sense, aims to investigate the possibilities for 
establishing a new contemporary luxury fashion brand that is inspired by the 
distinctive embroidery found in traditional Kuwaiti customs and textiles. 
1- To investigate the main factors that influence Kuwaiti women in their 
gravitation towards acquisition of globally-known luxury fashion 
brands.   
2- To demonstrate the possibility of being trendy and luxurious while still 
preserving and reflecting the Kuwaiti cultural identity.     
Objectives: 
1-  To examine the distinct characteristics of traditional Kuwaiti designs in 
the context of textile and fashion.   
2-  To investigate the main factors that influence Kuwaiti women in their 
gravitation towards acquisition of globally-known luxury fashion 
brands.      
3-  To employ globally-known luxury fashion marketing strategies and 
features in the creation of textiles for fashion, which have the 
originality of the Kuwaiti heritage and globally-known luxury brands’ 
characteristics, as suggestions to help in maintaining the identity of 
Kuwaiti women in the present day.   5 
4-  To exhibit new ideas and designs for textiles and fashion with the soul 
of the Kuwaiti heritage and the current fashion trends of globally-
known luxury fashions to maintain the cultural identity of Kuwaiti 
women within the concept of globalisation. 
 
1.5 Importance of the Study 
This research is important because it focuses attention on a very significant 
issue in Kuwaiti society, the radical change in the perception of luxury 
fashion since the discovery of oil.  A phenomenon exists mostly among 
women in Kuwaiti society, in which women’s identity and social status are 
determined by the visible brands and luxury fashion logos they choose to 
wear.  The research concentrates on the spread of a luxury culture in Kuwait 
from just before the discovery of oil until the current time.  Furthermore, the 
research investigates the relationship between the formation of cultural 
identity and luxury fashion brands within the context of Kuwait.  After that, the 
research addresses the marketing strategies appropriate for launching a 
luxury fashion brand in Kuwait.  An in-depth review of the literature has 
shown that no research currently studies the influence of globally-known 
luxury fashion brands on the cultural identity of Kuwaiti women in the context 
of fashion.  Currently, this research is considered to be the first academic 
study being conducted in Kuwait that is concerned with the spread of luxury 
fashion, its perception and its relationship with cultural identity. 
 
1.6 Structure of the Study 
This thesis consists of nine chapters.   
Chapter 1 provides an introduction and background for the topic being 
researched.  It addresses the research problem, presents the hypotheses 
and formulates suitable research questions.  Moreover, chapter 1 discusses 
the importance of the research, its aims, objectives and purpose, as well as 
the structure.     6 
Chapter 2 is a crucial part of this thesis; it starts by presenting the overall 
position of the study along with verifying the main characters of the chosen 
sources.  It continues by providing an outline of the methodology used for the 
study in addition to explaining the reasons for selecting interviews, action 
research and case study as the main methods for the research.  This chapter 
also explains the procedure employed for data collection because it is 
important to clearly explain the methods used in order to be able to justify the 
findings of the study.  Moreover, it describes the role of the researcher as 
practitioner and designer and how the action research method has been 
employed in the context of the practical part of this study through the two 
different roles; first the researcher as design/art director and, in a later stage, 
the researcher as designer, embracing the nature of the cyclical process of 
planning, acting, observing and reflecting. 
Chapter 3 starts to introduce a historical account of the background of the 
origin and development of luxury, beginning with its conception in Ancient 
Egypt, in order to establish the context within the region.  In addition, this 
chapter points out Greek antiquity, followed by luxury in the 18
th and 19
th 
centuries.  Having established the relationship between luxury and fashion, it 
is possible to address examples of the emergence of modern luxury fashion 
brands in the 19
th century, such as Louis Vuitton, Chanel and Christian Dior.  
Those examples will raise curiosity towards American fashion, which is 
considered the most recent.  It is important to identify the drivers that 
changed the way the concept of luxury has been formed, particularly in the 
20
th century.  Furthermore, this chapter addresses the characteristics of 
luxury brands. 
Chapter 4 explores the origins of Kuwait, its evolution and the revolution 
after oil discovery.  It will provide an overview of the key events in Kuwait’s 
history within the context of this research and goes on to discuss the 
perception of luxury in the eyes of Kuwaiti women from the period prior to oil 
discovery until the current time.  In addition, this chapter will provide an 
overview of traditional female Kuwaiti costumes and crafts, such as Al-sadu, 
in the context of fashion and textiles.   7 
Finally, the chapter will conduct a detailed investigation into the spread of 
luxury culture in Kuwait, along with how it has developed, and addresses the 
main factors that contributed to the spread.  The researcher will apply a 
model created and used by Chadha and Husband (2006) in their book The 
cult of the luxury brand: inside Asia’s Love Affair with Luxury, in which the 
model was used to explore how luxury spread in some Asian countries, in 
order to establish the context in regard to Kuwait. 
Chapter 5 will start by broadly introducing the notion of identity within the 
context of fashion after having established the perception of luxury fashion 
brands by Kuwaiti women.  The chapter focuses on the idea of the formation 
and development of identity and its relationship with the formation and 
development of luxury fashion.  The research aims to argue that the 
formation of identity and luxury fashion have some common characteristics 
of constantly moving, changing and pursuing something that is not defined in 
the same way every time.  This is because, although they are trying to 
remain classic in many ways, they are trying to cope with a moving entity at 
the same time, which is known and described as identity.  It is important to 
understand this relationship as a researcher because I think this relationship 
is similar in one way or another with Kuwaiti women’s identity, which is 
constantly in the process of changing.  Although they are trying to remain 
classic in many ways, they are simultaneously trying to stay with the ever 
moving phenomenon known and described as the flux of luxury fashion.  
Furthermore, the chapter discusses cultural identity, individualism and brand 
identity and their relationships to luxury fashion.   
 
Chapter 6 starts with descriptive data presented in the form of consumer 
profiles for three Kuwaiti women from the selected sample.  It describes their 
lifestyles, fashion tastes and shopping habits to provide an insight about 
Kuwait women consumers.  This chapter aims to provide an analysis of the 
interviews as well as the findings derived for the research’s qualitative 
investigation.  The results of the interviews are categorised into different 
themes to provide deeper insight as well as additional information about the 
interviewee’s demography, characteristics and shopping habits.  This is   8 
followed by a detailed discussion of the findings.  The purpose of this section 
is to relate the findings of the interviews to the research hypotheses and 
questions.  Furthermore, the findings play a significant role in directing and 
making proper decisions for the practical stage of the research, which 
includes the design of luxury fashion products.  Moreover, the findings will 
assist the researcher in formulating and choosing an appropriate marketing 
strategy that is discussed in Chapter 7 and will be suitable for launching and 
managing a luxury fashion brand in the Kuwaiti market. 
Chapter 7 is designed to broadly articulate ways that support the researcher 
in formulating a marketing strategy suitable for launching a new luxury 
fashion brand in the Kuwaiti market before expanding it regionally.  The 
sought after marketing strategy includes various key points, such as building 
the brand image, selecting the products, advertising, customer relationships 
and experience management and pricing. 
In addition, this chapter will point out the traditional marketing strategies 
adopted by various marketing scholars, such as Noel Capon, Posner and 
Chevalier and Mazzalovo, in order to investigate how a marketing strategy 
overall is formulated.  It will be important to identify a luxury marketing 
strategy and to realize the differences and similarities between it and 
traditional marketing strategies.  Having established the differences and 
similarities, we will then be able to address examples of two case studies 
showing the marketing strategies of one long-established luxury brand and 
one newly-founded luxury brand.  The case studies show how these two 
brands adopted successful strategies to build a brand image and make profit.  
In this chapter, the researcher also employs the findings and implications 
from the group interviews conducted with Kuwaiti women and uses them in 
conjunction with traditional and luxury marketing strategies to formulate a 
strategy that is most suitable for the Kuwaiti market in the context of luxury 
fashion.   
Chapter 8 is designed to exhibit issues regarding the practice component of 
this study.  It will discuss the two different roles of the researcher: as an art 
director in the early stages of the project and the researcher as a designer in   9 
the final stage of the project.  In addition, it will address how an action 
research method has been employed in the context of the practical part of 
the study through the adaptation to two different roles, embracing the nature 
of the cyclical process of planning, acting, observing and reflecting.  This 
chapter will also propose examples of the designs for the logo, textile 
patterns and fashion collection, along with their visual analysis based on the 
brief associated with the formation of new contemporary visual elements and 
designs for the establishment of a new Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand. 
In conclusion, Chapter 9 will present a summary of the study and the key 
findings.  Moreover, it will point out strengths of the study and propose areas 
for further research.     10   11 
Chapter 2: Methodology 
2.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter comprised an introduction and background about the 
subject of this research.  The following methodology chapter is a crucial part 
of this thesis, as its main purpose is to present the overall position of the 
study, along with verifying the main characters of the chosen sources.  It 
continues to provide an outline for the methodology of the study in addition to 
explaining the decisions for selecting interviews, action research and case 
study as the main methods for the research.  This chapter will also explain 
the procedure employed for data collection because it is an important matter 
to clearly explain the methods used in order to be able to justify the findings 
of the study.  Moreover, it describes the role of the researcher as practitioner 
designer and how the action research method has been employed in the 
context of the practical part of this study through alternating between two 
different roles.  It starts with the researcher as design/art director and, in a 
later stage, the researcher becomes a designer, embracing the nature of the 
cyclical process of planning, acting, observing and reflecting. 
 
2.2 Research Approach 
In this study, data have been gathered from several sources, taking 
advantage of the different research methods available for the researcher in 
order to get in-depth information about the phenomenon under investigation.  
Thus, choosing the most beneficial method is one of the major and crucial 
decisions.  Edwards and Talbot (1994) assert that choosing the proper 
research method is as important a decision as choosing the right research 
question.  
It is noteworthy at this stage of the study to explain the difference between 
the terms ‘methods’ and ‘methodology’.  According to Cohen et al. (2007, 
p.47), the term ‘methods’ means the range of approaches used in the 
research for gathering data used as the basis for “explanation and   12 
prediction”.  Kawamura (2011, p.25) defines research methods as “a 
systematic plan for doing research.”  In other words, methods are the tools 
and techniques used by the researcher while conducting his research 
problem.  On the other hand, ‘methodology’ is about the overall approach to 
the research; that is, the various steps and methods adopted by the 
researcher in studying the research problem, as well as the logic behind the 
whole procedure.  It is the logic and scientific process undertaken by the 
researcher to systematically solve the research problem.  Blaikie (2002 cited 
in Baker and Foy, 2008) asserts that the methodology includes the critical 
evaluation for the logic of enquiry.  The aim of the methodology is to help 
researchers to understand, in the broadest possible terms, the process of 
inquiry.   
 
2.3 Research Hypotheses 
With the spread of the luxury fashion culture internationally/globally, there is 
a natural tendency amongst Kuwaiti women to perceive luxury fashion 
brands as a modern set of signs that they use to redefine their social position 
in Kuwaiti society and to define their cultural identity globally.  Therefore, 
Kuwaiti women are recognizing the concept of luxury fashion in the guise of 
Western modern luxury fashion brands at the current time. 
 
2.4 Research Questions 
What are the characteristics of Kuwaiti heritage that are distinct from the 
modern luxury fashion brands in the context of textile and fashion 
accessories?  Moreover, how can these distinctive characteristics be used in 
the creation of new contemporary designs that reflect Kuwaiti women’s 
cultural identity at the current time and are perceived as luxury fashion? 
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2.5 Qualitative Approach 
The purpose of the study is to investigate the main factors that have 
significant impact on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards the acquisition of 
Western luxury fashion brands.  In addition, it aims to identify the factors that 
have remarkably contributed to changing the perception of luxury in Kuwaiti 
society, in order to understand the relationship between luxury and the 
formation of cultural identity.  The researcher performs a practice- based 
study involving her in two different roles at different stages of the study, one 
as design/art director and the other as designer.  This is in order to create 
new contemporary visual elements for the formation of Kuwaiti luxury fashion 
brand.  Therefore, in order to have a good and thorough understanding of 
the phenomenon under investigation in this research, choosing appropriate 
methods is crucial.  Due to the nature of this research, which is under the 
umbrella of interdisciplinary studies, qualitative research seems to be the 
most pertinent method in this context.  For the purpose of this study, a 
variety of research methods were involved to cover the different types of 
knowledge, such as theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge, which 
combine as essential elements for answering the research questions (Seale 
et al., 2007).   
Morgan and Smilcich (1980, p.491) noted: 
The choice and adequacy of a method embodies a variety of 
assumptions regarding the nature of knowledge and the methods 
through which that knowledge can be obtained, as well as a set of root 
assumptions about the nature of the phenomenon to be investigated.  
 
The methodology used in the study is qualitative in nature as it deploys 
traditional research methods for data gathering, data analysis and 
interpretation, in addition to the final presentation or reporting of the results of 
the study.  This approach was selected because it allows for investigation of 
individuals’ opinions and perceptions on phenomena that could be difficult to 
obtain from a quantitative research.  Kawamura (2011) asserts that research 
in the field of fashion and dress needs to be studied theoretically and 
empirically when the theoretical views and positions vary depending on the   14 
research’s choice of tools and methods, backgrounds and disciplinary 
affiliation.  He argues that qualitative strategies can be considered the 
primary methodological tools in researches related to fashion, as they 
concern descriptive data that can only be retrieved by deploying qualitative 
methods. Huberman and Miles (2002) and Blaxter et al. (2001) claim that the 
collected data in any study can be classified as qualitative if the data 
describes individuals, situations or factors related to a phenomenon and 
usually they come in word form.  Conversely, data are considered 
quantitative if they are offered in the form of counts, numbers or 
quantifications that aim to give precision to a series of observations.  Gall et 
al. (1996) offer more detail on the difference between the two research 
approaches, noting that quantitative research “is grounded in the assumption 
that features of the social environment constitute an independent reality and 
are relatively constant across time and settings” (p.28).  Moreover, they state 
that quantitative research tries to “develop knowledge by collecting numerical 
data on observable behaviours of samples and then subjecting these data to 
numerical analysis” (p.28).  On the other hand, they describe qualitative 
research as being: 
…grounded in the assumption that features in the social environment 
are constructed as interpretation by individuals and that these 
interpretations tend to be transitory and situational.  [Qualitative] 
researchers develop knowledge by collecting primarily verbal data 
through the intensive study of cases and then subjecting these data to 
analytic induction.  
(Gall et al., 1996, p.28) 
 
Al-rifai (2007) argues that qualitative research is characterised by the small 
sample population needed in comparison with quantitative research and data 
can be collected using the diverse methods available to the researcher, such 
as interviews, documents and observation.  
From the above discussion, the types of method used in qualitative 
approaches include:  
1-  Case study: helps in providing descriptive data for the problem of 
the inquiry;    15 
2-  In-depth interviews: in different forms, it is considered a flexible 
tool for gathering data from individuals about deep and complex 
matters; focus groups enable the researcher to gather collective 
data and views rather than individual opinion;  
3-  Observation: allows the researcher to gather data directly from its 
occurring situation without depending on any type of second-hand 
account;  
(Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2007)  
In spite of the advantages of qualitative research, researchers should take 
into account its disadvantages.  Some scholars have argued that qualitative 
studies are time-consuming and it is difficult to generalise the result of one 
study with other settings (Alhazmi, 2010).  Furthermore, there is a chance for 
researcher bias in data collection and the tendency to use certain methods 
that provide him/her with the desired information regarding the phenomenon 
under investigation and not what is real (Al-rifai, 2007).  
Having discussed the main difference between the qualitative approach and 
the quantitative approach in general terms, and the advantages and 
disadvantages of qualitative research, it is worth mentioning that qualitative 
research can be conducted through the use of a several strategies 
depending on two main and important factors of the research: first, the 
purpose of the study and, second, the research question.  This current study 
depends on four methods for data gathering, which are observation; 
participation; interviews and analysis of visual evidences.  Additionally, the 
chosen strategy is mainly employed in the form of a case study and action 
research.  With the development of the research case study, an action 
research appeared to be most appropriate to serve this type of inquiry.  In 
the context of this research, the State of Kuwait is used as a case study 
because it was suitable for the different stages of proposing, producing and 
testing the hypotheses.  On the other hand, the cyclical process of action 
research is deemed a fundamental element in practice–based research since 
it is a reflective, cyclical process of progressive problem-solving led by a 
practitioner (Lu, 2009).  The researcher undertook action research as it   16 
creates new practical knowledge and it helps to constantly refine practice.  
Furthermore, the emerging evidences will contribute to improvement of the 
final outcome that, in turn, will eventually contribute to the research inquiry.  
Action research usually involves the stages of planning, taking action, 
evaluating and reflecting (Lu, 2009).  In the context of this study, both case 
study and action research strategies have assisted the experiments 
conducted during the practical phase of the research, in addition to the data 
analysis and the establishment and creation of the patterns employed in the 
final outcome of the research. 
 
2.6 Sources  
According to Cohen et al. (2007, p.193), data sources can be classified into 
two main types: primary resources and secondary resources.  Primary 
sources may be described as the data that is original to the problem under 
study; secondary sources can be utilised to supplement primary data.  This 
study employs a number of different primary sources, such as in-depth 
interviews, photographs taken by the researcher (for visual data and analysis 
see Appendix 1), magazines, fashion shows catalogues, journals, 
newspapers, research reports and a number of original traditional Kuwaiti 
garments.  Moreover, a number of secondary data sources were used and 
included textbooks, the Internet, dictionaries and replicas of traditional 
jewelleries. 
Since this research is under the umbrella of interdisciplinary studies, all of 
the information from the secondary sources have been checked and 
referenced before being used to ensure accuracy.  For the purpose of this 
study, a number of the sources were used in different languages, specifically 
Arabic and English. 
The following section will provide more details about case study, including its 
definition and advantages and disadvantages.  It will also discuss conduct of 
the interviews, the pilot study and, lastly, the role of the researcher in the 
research.    17 
 
2.7 Case Study  
Case study is used in different fields for different intentions; therefore, it is 
very difficult to draw a clear and distinct definition, as it needs in-depth 
reading of relevant literature.  Silverman (2000) defines case study as “a 
general approach to studying a research topic”.  According to Yin (2003), a 
case study is an empirical inquiry that uses diverse sources of evidence to 
investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context.  
Therefore, case studies provide a researcher with the benefit of collecting 
rich and deep information about the subject under study.  Case studies may 
focus on individuals, groups or communities and they tend to use certain 
sources for data collection, such as observation, documents, diaries and in-
depth interviews (Cohen et al., 2007).  Kawamura (2011) argues that a case 
study is not a data collection technique; it is a methodological approach that 
includes a number of data gathering measures.  He also adds, “Rich, 
detailed and in-depth information characterizes the type of information 
gathered in a case study” (p.66); as a result, many qualitative researchers 
and scholars use a case study approach as a guide to their research.  
For the purpose of this research, the State of Kuwait is used as a case study, 
as it is the location of the phenomenon under study.  The researcher is 
aware that a case study is not a method but an approach and there is a 
choice of case to be investigated, whether it is individuals, groups or an 
entire community.  It also utilizes a number of techniques for data gathering, 
such as documents, oral history, and interviews, as well as taking into 
account the perceptions of participants (Yin, 1994), who are women in 
Kuwaiti society, the main focus of the study.  
 
2.7.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Case Study 
Like any approach, a case study has advantages and disadvantages.  Muhdi 
and Daiber (2008) point the advantages of the case study approach as   18 
helping in describing the real world without any influence and allowing 
theories to be tested on real world examples, which is an important tool, 
especially for building theories.  Meanwhile, Cohen et al. (2007, p.256) state 
that: “case studies are ‘a step of action’. They begin in a world of action and 
contribute to it.  Their insights may be directly interpreted and put to use”.  In 
other words, case studies contribute to the understanding of how the truth 
could possibly be interpreted and put to use directly; they allow the 
researcher to closely investigate the world of action and to perform the 
research in different ways.  The researcher then has the option either to be 
involved with the research world of action or just to notice it from a distance.  
Gall et al. (1996, p.585) indicate a further advantage of a case study, 
especially in qualitative research design, is its “emergent quality” that 
enables researchers to collect data and gain insight into a certain case and 
phenomenon and then they can choose to change the case on which the 
study will focus, select new methods for the data collection and be capable of 
formulating new research questions in line with the new focus of the study. 
A case study also has disadvantages and it is crucial to take its limitations 
into consideration.  First, Gall et al. (1996) assert that the difficulty of 
generalizing the findings of one case study to other situations is the main 
disadvantage of case studies.  Yin (1994) adds that, a case study provides 
limited support and foundation when used for scientific generalization.  He 
explains, although case studies are characterised for being in-depth and rich, 
the generated findings, either from a single or a few limited cases, might not 
be relevant to a different context, especially since the researcher obtained 
findings from a specific context. 
 
2.8 Data Collection Methods 
2.8.1 Interviews  
Interviews are conducted in order to gain in-depth details and information 
about participants’ opinions and views regarding a topic or a phenomenon.  
In-depth interviews, in the context of this research, are conducted according   19 
to the type of the study and according to the views of different scholars.  
Baker and Foy (2008, p.215) noted “an interview involves a personal 
exchange of information between an interviewer and one or more 
interviewees in which the interviewer seeks to obtain specific information on 
a topic with co-operation of the interviewee(s).”  Moreover, Kvale and 
Brinkmann (2009, p.1) argue that the qualitative research interview attempts 
to understand the world from the subjects’ points of view and to uncover the 
meaning of their experiences.  Moser and Kalton (1971) refer to interviews 
as a conversation between the interviewer and the interviewee(s), aiming to 
obtain information from the interviewee(s), which increases the chance for 
the researcher to go deeper into the analysis.  Interviews, as a tool, enable 
the researcher to gain direct information from participants.  In addition, it 
offers more reliable data since the interviewer is cable of explaining the 
meaning of questions to participants, which is in contrast to other tools, such 
as questionnaires.  According to Verma and Mallick (1999), interviews are 
often used for data collection in research with a qualitative approach as they 
provide the researcher with freedom to investigate and analyse the issue 
under study in more detail and at greater depth. 
 
2.8.1.1 Types of Interviews 
In general, interviews differ considerably in terms of their structure, ranging 
from a highly formal exchange of information, in which the reviewer conforms 
to the design and wording of the questions, to a highly flexible and informal 
conversation.  In the latter format, the interviewer introduces the subject 
under investigation and is free to formulate the questions to allow discussion 
and the interchanges of options and views to progress naturally by asking 
participants to explain and further expand points concerning the issue being 
investigated (Baker and Foy, 2008).  Cohen et al. (2007) assert that the 
degree of structure in the interview is a major factor that differentiates 
interviews.  
Interviews can be classified according to the degree of flexibility. Kumar 
(1999) claims that there are two types of interviews: unstructured and   20 
structured.  On the other hand, Gall et al. (1996) enumerate three types of 
interview that might be used as research tools: the structured interview, the 
semi-structured interview, and the unstructured interview.  Structured 
interviews have predetermined content and questions, as well as having the 
procedure and framework of the interview organised in advance.  When 
conducting structured interviews, the investigator asks participants questions 
in the same order and wording as framed in the interview schedule.  
At the other end of the scale, unstructured interviews are flexible and allow 
more freedom for the investigator.  They may be spontaneous but that does 
not mean they are unplanned (Cohen et al., 2007).  In unstructured 
interviews, interviewers usually develop an interview framework or guide or 
prepare a number of key points around the subject under study before 
conducting the interview; moreover, during the interview, questions will be 
formulated spontaneously while discussing issues with participants.  Moser 
and Kalton (1971) assert that when conducting unstructured interviews, the 
investigator has the freedom to change and alter the order of questions, to 
add further questions and even to change the wording or explain their 
meaning.  
Semi-structured interviews fall in between the two extreme types of interview.  
As stated by Sarantakos (2005), semi-structured interviews stand 
somewhere between structured interviews and unstructured interviews, as 
they might share some elements of both types.  There is usually an interview 
agenda or schedule with a plan or set of questions in a semi-structured 
interview; however, the agenda is mainly used as guidance for the 
interviewer instead of fully controlling the discussion (McQueen and 
Knussen, 1999).  
Semi-structured interviews are more flexible compared to other types of 
interview.  They can provide more information because interviewees have 
the opportunity to be more elaborate in expressing their views and describing 
their experiences, which provide the researcher with information that may be 
of significant and extensive value.  Semi-structured interviews seem the most 
appropriate method used by researchers intending to investigate in-depth the   21 
understandings and interpretations, experiences and perceptions of 
individuals or groups (Alhazmi, 2010). 
2.8.1.2 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Interviews  
Like any other data collection method, an interview has both advantages and 
disadvantages.  According to Cohen et al. (2007), one advantage of 
interviews is that they allow the researcher to get in-depth information about 
the issue under study compared to other methods, such as questionnaires.  
They also add that interviews allow the researcher to manage the discussion 
and direct the participants towards the subject being investigated.  Moreover, 
interviews are more flexible than other methods, as they are capable of 
adapting to the needs of the interviewer and the situations of interviewees 
(Wallace, 1998).  
Using interviews for data collection has the advantage of allowing the 
interviewer to acquire more information about the participants, such as their 
views, opinions, interests and the way they consider matters, which might be 
of great importance to the subject under investigation (Verma and Beard, 
1987).   
On the other hand, using interviews as a method for collecting data is also 
criticised for specific disadvantages.  According to Al-rifai (2007), conducting 
interviews and transcribing them is a time-consuming process.  Gray and 
Malins (2004) state that using interviews for data collection could be prone to 
subjectivity and bias, especially when the interviewer tends to ask leading 
questions.  Additionally, Saldana (2009) asserts that the process of analysing 
and presenting the data derived from interviews is more difficult than other 
methods, such as questionnaires, because qualitative data obtained from 
interviews has more richness, complexity and depth.  To this end, 
researchers are required to think about the most appropriate and efficient 
way to conduct interviews.  Nevertheless they should consider prior practice 
in order to acquire the essential skills to perform interviews effectively.    22 
In the context of this study, the researcher argues that interviews as a 
method for data collection provides the required information that addresses 
the research question and hypotheses.    
 
2.9 Research Sample 
Cohen et al. (2007) assert that the quality of a research stands or falls 
according to the suitability of the selected methodology and tools, as well as 
the appropriateness of the sampling strategy chosen for the study.  
Therefore, a researcher could face a difficult question when considering 
choice of an appropriate and correct sample size for their inquiry.  Cohen et 
al. (2007, p.101) claim that the correct sample size in any research depends 
on two main factors: the purpose of the study and the nature of the 
population under scrutiny.  On the other hand, Gay et al. (2006) argue that 
the purpose of qualitative sampling is to select participants who will 
contribute to the researcher’s understanding of the phenomenon under 
investigation.  In order to determine a sufficient number of participants in 
qualitative sampling, two major indicators are commonly used: the extent to 
which the chosen participants represent the potential scope of participants in 
the research setting and the redundancy of information collected from 
participants.  
The researcher is aware that, in qualitative research, each research setting is 
different and unique in its own combinations, characteristics, selection of 
participants and contextual components.  This study aims to describe a 
specific phenomenon in depth in the context of Kuwait.  Therefore, to meet 
the purpose of this research, a sample of 100 Kuwaiti women being 
interviewed is deemed appropriate, particularly in the context of the 
interviewees representing different groups.  Thus, the sample gives a broad 
range of participants, which will, in turn, generate a general viewpoint in this 
particular case.  
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2.10 The Pilot Study 
The researcher believes a pilot interview is a crucial step in the study 
because it helps in detecting flaws in the research design, methods and 
instruments.  According to Blumberg et al. (2005, p.68), a pilot study “is 
conducted to detect weaknesses in design and instrumentation and to 
provide proxy data for selection of a probability sample.”  A pilot study has a 
significant influence on the quality of the technique and methods used in the 
research, mostly before proceeding to the collection of the real data.  It also 
helps the researcher to consider making changes and refinements that lead 
to improving the methods used for the data collections.  
Thus, the researcher went through two stages of interviewing starting with 
pilot interviews to serve the purpose of checking that the procedure and 
methods would be likely to work as the most appropriate choice.  In addition, 
they provide the opportunity to practise the procedure and techniques for 
conducting interviews and to be able to obtain the required skills.  
Furthermore, the researcher wanted to check the approximate time spent 
while performing interviews; however, she is aware that each interview may 
require different time allowances, according to the number of interviewees 
and their levels of participation. 
For this study, the researcher prepared an interview plan and schedule and 
presented it to her supervisor for comments, following which some changes 
and improvements were made.  The pilot interviews took place in Kuwait with 
two different groups from the selected sample of Kuwaiti women; each group 
consisted of 3 participants.    
Both interviews worked well and were helpful and interesting.  The first 
interview took a longer time than expected because it was the first time the 
researcher had conducted an interview and she was not familiar with 
organising the interview schedule.  Therefore, the researcher was able to 
plan and organise the agenda better in the second interview. 
From the pilot interviews, comments and reflections led to organising the 
order of the questions, removing one question and adding additional   24 
questions.  Furthermore, the researcher learned that it is preferable to start 
interviews with a broad question to create a comfortable atmosphere for the 
participants, instead of starting with a key question.  She was also aware of 
the importance of choosing a suitable time and place for the interviews.      
 
2.11 Conduct of the Interviews  
At the very early stages of this study, most of the work was conducted 
around a broad issue of how to establish a Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand that 
is inspired from the Kuwaiti heritage and has the characteristics of Western 
luxury fashion brands.  The plan in these early stages was based on a 
literature review about Western luxury fashion brands and the traditional 
female costumes in Kuwait, mainly before the discovery of oil in Kuwait, in 
order to develop effective questions and formulate the appropriate key points 
for collecting data.  During that stage, data was gathered from magazines, 
the Internet, textbooks and photographs.  At the end of this stage, the 
collected data shed light on the importance of following a logical and directed 
plan and design for the study in order to deal with the two types of 
knowledge involved in the study.  To that end, the collected data was broad, 
diverse and indicated the involvement of different types of knowledge, such 
as the theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge in this study.  The 
research design focused on selecting research methods able to provide the 
needed support for the structure of this research.  Additionally, the selected 
methods were planned to work in harmony with each other, as this is an 
essential element of addressing the research hypotheses and finding 
answers for the research questions.   
As mentioned earlier, the hypothesis of this research is:  
“With the spread of luxury fashion culture 
internationally/globally, there is a natural tendency amongst 
Kuwaiti women to perceive luxury fashion brands as a modern 
set of signs that they use to redefine their social position in 
Kuwaiti society and to define their cultural identity globally;   25 
therefore, Kuwaiti women are recognizing the concept of luxury 
fashion in the guise of Western modern luxury fashion brands at 
the current time.” 
In order to test this hypothesis, a research question has been developed:  
What are the characteristics of Kuwaiti heritage that are distinct 
from modern luxury fashion brands in the context of textile and 
fashion accessories? Moreover, how can these distinctive 
characteristics be used in the creation of new contemporary 
designs that reflect Kuwaiti women’s cultural identity at the 
current time and be perceived as luxury fashion?.  
The purpose of the study is to investigate the main factors that have 
significant impact on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards acquisition of 
Western luxury fashion brands.  In addition, it aims to identify the factors that 
have remarkably contributed to changing the perception of luxury in Kuwaiti 
society, in order to understand the relationship between luxury and the 
formation of cultural identity.   
A practice-based project is conducted involving the researcher in two 
different roles at different stages of the study, one as design/art director and 
the other as designer; this is to create new contemporary visual elements for 
the formation of a new Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand. 
In the context of this research and in order to verify these assumptions, the 
researcher decided to conduct a series of interviews.  The purpose of 
conducting interviews is to collect in-depth, qualitative data about Kuwaiti 
women’s’ definition of luxury brands and the main factors that have a 
remarkable influence on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards acquisition of 
luxury fashion brands, in order to reveal whether or not Kuwaiti women are 
affected by luxury fashion brands.  Individual and group semi-structured 
interviews were the most suitable tools used to collect data from Kuwaiti 
women of different ages.  For that purpose, the researcher conducted 22 
interviews and the same questions were put to different groups of people.     26 
The interviews were conducted with 100 Kuwaiti women aged from 18 years 
to over 50 years old.  The interview questions were developed and 
constructed based on the literature review and the researcher also relied on 
her own knowledge of and familiarity with Kuwaiti women, as detailed in 
Appendix 1.  The researcher conducted all interviews herself and each 
interview took a minimum of 45 minutes and a maximum of 90 minutes.  
Interviews were conducted in the Arabic language and were later transcribed 
and translated from Arabic into English.  All subjects were assured of the 
confidentially of information obtained.   
In this particular context, the interviews were conducted in a way that 
enabled the researcher to have an insight into Kuwaiti women’s luxury 
perceptions and buying behaviours, which would help the researcher in 
making appropriate decisions in the designing process and formulating the 
correct marketing strategy based on the findings extracted from the 
interviews, the visual evidence and conclusions drawn in the context of 
luxury fashion perceptions according to Kuwaiti women.  Furthermore, the 
interviews would help the researcher in answering the research question. 
In order for the material to be treated correctly, it is categorised under two 
divisions, core questions and supplementary questions.  The core questions 
address one or more of the themes and provide deeper insight while the 
supplementary questions provide additional information about the 
interviewees’ demography, characteristics and shopping habits.  
The themes are: 
•  Hedonic Value Perception 
o  Emotional Value 
o  Social Value 
•  Utilitarian Value Perception 
o  Monetary Value 
o  Convenience Value   27 
•  Decision-Making Influence 
•  Characteristics of Luxury 
•  Gravitation to Western Luxury Fashion  
•  Modernity & Luxury Fashion 
 
2.12 Role of the Researcher  
This part explains the researcher’s role as practitioner, in addition to 
describing the procedure of utilising action research in the practical part of 
this study.  It will review and investigate how the application of the cyclical 
process of action and reflection assisted the researcher in both her roles as 
art director and as designer.  Action research is basically a process that is 
undertaken by the researcher in order to understand and evaluate before 
making changes in their practice.  Koshy (2005, p.3) noted, “Action research 
creates new knowledge based on the enquiries conducted within specific and 
often practical contexts.”  She argues that learning through action is the main 
purpose of action research and it is used to further advance personal 
awareness and it leads to professional development for practitioners. 
Furthermore, McNiff and Whitehead (2000) agree that action research is 
mainly performed by researchers who are attempting to understand their 
practice and are aiming to refine and enhance their work.  
According to O’Leary (2004), action research is a cyclical process action in 
its basic form, in which the two phases of action and reflection take place in 
succession.  In the reflection phase, the researcher critically reviews the 
previous actions in order to be able to plan for the next step.  Kemmis and 
McTaggart (cited in Koshy 2005) illustrated the cyclical process of action 
research in the following figure.    28 
 
Figure 2.1 The Cyclical Process of Action Research 
Source: Koshy (2005) 
 
According to McNiff and Whitehead (2010, p.20), 
Action research is more than problem solving, and involves identifying 
the reasons for the action, as related to the researcher’s values, and 
gathering and interpreting data to show that the reasons and values 
were justified and fulfilled…[it is] about showing that claims to improve 
practice must be interrogated and justified.  
 
One of the main characteristics of action research is that it is about research 
and knowledge creation, not only professional practice.  Cohen et al. (2007) 
argues that action research can be used in nearly any setting with problems 
involving people, tasks and a course of action needed either for problem 
solving or for making some changes of some feature for the production of a 
more desired outcome.  Therefore, action research is a method capable of 
supporting any practitioner wanting to know, learn and discover through a 
series of actions and reflections and, in this context, through practice.   29 
Besides theoretical knowledge and analysis, the practical component of this 
inquiry is performed through the researcher’s own practice work, which is 
directed and informed by the findings extracted from interviews and 
conclusions drawn in the context of luxury fashion perceptions.  It is inspired 
by an historic overview of the notion of luxury fashion, the way Kuwaiti 
women used to perceive luxury fashion before the discovery of oil and the 
distinctive elements found in the traditional female costumes in Kuwait, such 
as the lavish gold and silver embroidery and the natural motifs.  The last 
outcome was facilitated through the use of the latest technology and 
concepts in the context of luxury fashion production.  The researcher’s own 
practice is concentrated on applying and utilizing the drawn findings by 
performing two different positions through the different stages of the 
research, one as art director and the other as a designer.  The researcher 
adopted the role of an art director throughout the early stage of the study 
with the main objectives of performing a series of tasks that include planning 
and deciding the brief, implementing choices and analysis, and maintaining 
the overall luxurious and aesthetic sense and approach of the study.  The art 
director role is responsible for the visual appearance of the study but it is 
fundamentally associated with the process of directing the design/art in the 
project along with its production.  The researcher will move to the role of 
designer in a later stage of the project in order to take actions in response to 
the brief.  The series of actions will be guided by critical evaluation, including 
self-evaluation and reflections that occurred at earlier stages of the project.  
The designer role serves in offering proper visual answers in responding to 
the brief from the previous stage. 
As declared earlier, the practice components of this study require the 
researcher getting involved in a series of steps that include planning and 
constructing the brief and analysing and evaluating the results while acting 
as design/art director.  Furthermore, it involves presenting creative visual 
answers through actions performed during the designer position activities.  
The action in the context of the practice element of this project is ascertained 
through the researcher’s involvement and participation in the whole design 
process.  According to McNiff (2002), the action research procedure involves   30 
a dynamic process that includes cycles of planning, acting, observing, 
evaluating and critical reflecting before planning again for the new cycle of 
actions.  The researcher will play the role of the design/art director in the first 
cycle of this process and then will shift to the position of designer in the 
second cycle of actions. 
Koshy (2005, p.5) claims that the cyclical process of actions may not be as 
neat as most researchers think because these stages of action overlap each 
other.  She also noted: “In reality, the process [of action research] is likely to 
be more fluid, open and responsive.”  On the other hand, Cohen et al. (2007) 
and Lu (2009) assert that when employing action research, it is common for 
the cyclical process of actions to be repeated, as it is a continuous process 
that helps the researcher to learn and improve her own practice by testing 
challenges and refining desired objectives.  In the context of this project, the 
refinement of objectives ascertained that the researcher’s participation in the 
first cycle of action as design/art director must change to the role of designer 
in the second cycle.  At this stage, the second cycle of actions can be 
repeated to achieve further refinement of objectives.  
In this project, the researcher combined her critical reflections of other 
designers’ work in different fields of fashion design and luxury brands, her 
own experience as a textile designer, and experts’ views from the field of 
luxury fashion brands, as well as her theoretical views of the subject under 
study in order to achieve the desired outcome.  The following figure explains 
the cyclical process and the two different positions performed by the 
researcher in each stage.  By deploying the cyclical process of actions 
throughout the practical part of this project, the researcher was able to create 
and build up her designs/collection outcomes and experiences by benefitting 
from reflection and responsiveness.   31 
 
Figure 2.2 The Cyclical Process of Action Research in Context 
Source: Lu (2009) 
 
2.13 Summary 
This chapter has presented the overall position of the study and has verified 
the main characters of the chosen sources.  It has provided the outline for 
the methodology of the research inquiry in addition to explaining the 
decisions behind selecting interviews, action research and case study as the 
main methods for the inquiry. The methodology used in the study is 
qualitative in nature as it deploys traditional research methods for data 
gathering, data analysis and interpretation, in addition to the final 
presentation or reporting of the results of the study.  This approach was 
selected because it allows for investigation of individuals’ opinions and 
perceptions on phenomena that could be difficult to obtain from quantitative 
research.  This chapter has explained how the research was planned and 
designed and has provided discussion of case study as a method, along with 
its advantages and disadvantages. In the context of this research, the State 
of Kuwait is used as a case study because it was suitable for the different 
stages of proposing, producing and testing the hypotheses.   32 
This chapter also identified and explained the procedure employed for data 
collection as it is an important matter to address the methods used in order 
to justify the findings and the results of the study.  
Finally, it explained that the researcher has played two different roles, as 
design/art director and designer, within the parameters of the cyclical 
process of action research.  This process is deemed to be a fundamental 
element in practice–based research since it is a reflective, cyclical process of 
progressive problem-solving led by a practitioner (Lu, 2009). The researcher 
undertook action research because it creates new practical knowledge and it 
helps to constantly refine practice.  Moreover, the emerging evidences will 
contribute to improvement and refinement of the final outcome that, in turn, 
will eventually contribute to the research inquiry. In the context of this study, 
both case study and action research strategies have assisted the 
experiments conducted during the practical phase of the research.   33 
Chapter 3: Luxury Perception 
3.1 Origins of Luxury 
It is useful at this stage of the research to introduce a historical account of 
the background to the origin and development of luxury, beginning with how 
it was conceived in Ancient Egypt, in order to establish the context in regard 
to the region.  In addition, this chapter will point out Greek antiquity, followed 
by luxury in the 18
th and 19
th centuries.  Having established the relationship 
between luxury and fashion, it is possible to address examples of the 
emergence of modern luxury fashion brands in the 19
th century, such as 
Louis Vuitton, Chanel and Christian Dior.  Those examples will raise the 
curiosity towards American fashion, which is considered the most recent.  It 
will be important to identify the drivers that changed the way the concept of 
luxury has been formed, particularly in the 20
th century.  Furthermore, this 
chapter will address the characteristics of luxury brand. In addition, it will 
attempt to identify what it is about luxury that is so tempting.  Why do people 
love to pamper themselves with luxury?  And what does luxury add to 
people’s feelings? 
 
3.1.1 Ancient Egypt 
Luxury, as described by Kapferer and Bastien, is a culture, which means one 
has to understand it to be able to practise it with flair (2009, p.5); therefore, to 
understand this phenomenon, it is essential to trace it back in history to 
identify its place of origin and to determine how it started.  What factors have 
played main roles in the continuing existence of luxury to the present day?  
The origin of luxury goes back to the dawn of humanity.  History shows that it 
has existed and practised since the rise of humanity (Kapferer and Bastien, 
2009); this confirms the idea that the allure of luxury was, and still is, a part 
of human nature.   
The appeal of luxury was rooted in one of the oldest civilisations - the 
Ancient Egyptians - whose perception of luxury was built upon their belief in   34 
life after death.  Therefore, they buried their loved ones in tombs, along with 
food to help them survive in their second life after death; they also buried 
their jewellery, perfumes and symbols indicating their status and power, such 
as weapons and ships, because these were parts of their life experience 
(Kapferer and Bastien, 2009).  In Ancient Egyptian society, the more notable 
and noble the person buried, the more valuable the objects found in the 
graves, as these artefacts represented the symbols of their social position 
and class within the community. 
These buried objects have been found in the tombs of people of high social 
standing in Ancient Egyptian society, such as the royal Pharaohs.  This 
means there have been organised societies and different social classes 
since the dawn of humanity.  These valuable buried objects, jewellery, 
perfumes and weapons, which have been found in the pyramids, prove that 
luxury was reserved only for the upper classes in societies from the 
beginning.  Moreover, it played a big and critical part in the social life of 
civilisations in which luxury has had an obvious relationship with high social 
classes.  As stated by Kapferer and Bastien (2009, p.9), “Luxury is - and 
always has been - a major sociological issue in any society because it has to 
do, at one and the same time, with social satisfaction”.  Luxury was an 
exclusive privilege for the royal classes in Ancient Egyptian civilisation.   
In addition to Egyptians’ belief in eternal life after death, their religious rituals 
and traditions also contributed to the formation and development of the 
notion of luxury in Ancient Egyptian culture.  During many of their social 
occasions and religious ceremonies, especially burial ceremonies for royalty, 
luxury clothing, jewelleries and beautification were an essential part.  The 
most talented craftsmen and designers were employed to make clothes and 
to beautify the corpses of dead nobility (Okonkwo, 2007). 
Gradually, Ancient Egyptians expanded their perception of luxury to include 
aspects related to self-beautification, such as fashion, makeup and 
perfumes.  As noted by Okonkwo (2007, p.15), “the concept of luxury and its 
association with appearance, beauty and fashion evidently became 
prominent during ancient Egypt civilization”.  Evidence from archaeological   35 
studies of Ancient Egypt has exhibited the elaboration and distinction of the 
costumes and accessories used mainly by royalty, including fine jewellery, 
headgear and crowns made of precious stones and gold.  
Ancient Egyptians’ perception of luxury was extended to include many 
aspects of their lives, such as designs of the pyramids, tombs and houses.  
Historic paintings found on some tomb walls have confirmed the advanced 
and superior level of craftsmanship, opulence and luxurious lifestyle in this 
society; therefore, the Ancient Egyptian civilisation can be described as the 
provenance of luxury in that era (Okonkwo, 2007). 
In later periods of Ancient Egyptian civilisation, luxury became more 
accessible and was no longer exclusive to the upper classes in society; it 
gradually spread to include all the different social classes in Ancient Egypt 
and some of the sanctified animals (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009).  From that 
time onwards, luxury became available to all people in Ancient Egyptian 
society because they employed all the resources and time needed to build 
the luxury industry and to promote the lavish lifestyle.  It is essential to note 
that the evolution and existence of the idea of luxury in Ancient Egypt is 
based on the current principle of democratization, as confirmed by Kapferer 
and Bastien (2009, p.7): “Based on archaeological discoveries in the Nile 
Valley and on deciphered hieroglyphics, it seems fairly certain that the 
evolution of this ‘luxury industry’ followed much the same path as that which 
we have today: democratization”.  As a matter of fact, Kapferer and Bastien 
(2009, p.7) argue that the downward dispersion of luxury is an inevitable 
outcome in any society that has the time and essential resources for it. 
As briefly illustrated above, the historical background shows that the concept 
of luxury existed and was practised and developed way before the rise of 
any Western civilisation and also a long time before the dominance of 
Western fashion brands, which are currently recognised as global luxury 
fashion brands. 
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3.1.2 The Greek Antiquity Period up to the 19th Century  
The epoch of the early Greek civilization, in the 4
th and 5
th centuries BC, 
witnessed remarkable changes in the development of many different critical 
aspects of life, such as politics, maths, philosophy and history; however, 
most importantly, that era contributed to presenting a new perception of art 
and the concept of luxury that many countries have adopted and refined in 
current times (Okonkwo, 2007). 
It was in the era of Ancient Greece that societies exhibited their fondness for 
the idea of luxury.  Historical evidence from archaeological studies has 
exhibited an even greater relationship between the concept of luxury and 
fashion, appearance and beautification during the age of Greek civilization 
than in Ancient Egypt.  The luxury aspect of the Greeks’ fashion was 
exhibited through sophisticated and lavish use of fine jewellery and materials 
in the creation of the costumes and accessories; for example, crowns made 
of gold and multi-coloured precious stones.   
Gradually, the relationship between fashion and the nation of luxury had 
developed to another higher level, which was when the Ancient Greeks 
started to see the importance of distinguishing women’s fashion from men’s 
fashion.  In fact, Okonkwo (2007) explains that it was in Ancient Greece 
when men and women’s fashions were separated so that men’s costumes 
were structurally made to express masculinity.  On the other hand, women’s 
clothing displayed elegance and femininity that was achieved by the distinct 
choices of fabrics and materials.   
In addition to fashion, grooming and body-beautification were major 
characteristics of the Ancient Greeks because makeup, perfumes and body 
massage were widely used in this society, especially among the women.  It 
was clear that people in Ancient Greek civilization established the basic 
foundations of the concept of luxury living and they also practised and 
treasured the notion of beauty and elegant fashion (Okonkwo, 2007).  All of 
the previous factors were starting points for the modern perception of luxury, 
art and fashion that at the current time.  In fact, Kapferer and Bastien (2009, 
p.8) argue that the idea of luxury has been a controversial issue for a long   37 
time, starting from Ancient Greek civilisation to the current era of 
globalization.  They write: “ the concept of luxury has been the subject of 
constant hot disputes between the proponents of luxury as an aspirational 
and improving force in society and those that see luxury as an enemy of 
Virtus”  Kapferer and Bastien (2009, p.8). 
In Classical Italy, the idea of luxury was even more elaborated and was 
regarded and treated as a political notion (Berry, 1994).  In Ancient Greece, 
Sparta and Athens were both thriving City States.  Although they existed in 
the same time and place, they had totally different social and political views.  
They were both way ahead of their time, yet had contrasting philosophies on 
the idea of luxury.  The two powers of Athens and Sparta were constantly at 
war and, at one time, reached a stalemate.  When they had to defend Rome 
from its aggressors, they entered a secular dispute that lasted for centuries.  
That secular clash was between two different lifestyles: the lavish luxury of 
Athens that contrasted with the severity of Sparta.  Athens was all about 
wisdom, arts, and crafts.  Athenians, the advocates of luxury, believed that 
luxury has an affirmative influence on the development of any society; they 
were to create a luxurious, sophisticated, elegant and peaceful republic with 
well-balanced attributes.  The Spartans, on the other hand, were all about 
military strength and their whole lives were devoted to it.  Spartans, the 
dissenters from luxury, believed in a masculine and aggressive republic; 
therefore, they saw luxury as sin; their main goal was to create an elite state 
of soldiers.  Ultimately, it was for Athens’ elegance, refinement and 
appreciation of luxury that Imperial Rome is forever remembered (Kapferer 
and Bastien, 2009). 
The concept of luxury was not only considered a political issue but was also 
extended to include sumptuary laws, issues related to the distribution of 
wealth and morality (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009).  At one time, Roman 
luxury, as noted by Berry, (1994, p.84), “represented the use of wealth to 
serve private satisfaction”.  These goals of contentment and private luxury 
were represented in the act of self-satisfaction, a sense of individuality and 
greed.  The two powers of Athens and Sparta illustrated this concept of 
luxury.  Individualism was a significant part of Athenian life; it was the first   38 
society to consider and investigate the notion of individualism in its political 
life and arts.  In Sparta, on the other hand, the idea of an individual was non-
existent.  The people of Sparta were loyal only to the polis itself and they 
were expected to be warriors only; they had no time to think about private 
luxury, self-indulgence, art or even politics.  Their loyalty and dedication to 
the military ended all hope of individualism.  The debate between luxury as 
an exclusive privilege of individuals from high social classes and luxury as a 
public right validates the assertion that, in any society, luxury will always be a 
social necessity.  As recorded by Kapferer and Bastien (2009, p.9), “[Luxury] 
has to do, at one and the same time, with social stratification; the notion of 
practical utility and waste; and decisions relating to the distribution of wealth”.  
Thus, whilst Sparta concentrated on unity, Athens made the individual 
important.  This argument shows that luxury has been perceived since the 
dawn of humanity and proves how significant and critical the concept of 
luxury was in the above-mentioned eras.   
 
3.2 Luxury in the 18
th and 19
th Centuries 
As a result of the disruption and the constant changes in the social, political 
and philosophical events existing from the early civilization of Egypt until the 
late 18
th century, the received concept of luxury over the centuries has been 
radically changed; these changes reflected how the idea of luxury has 
become a more conflicting and powerful perception through its progression 
to the modern world.  According to Sekora (1977, p.2), “As over the centuries 
the concept of luxury grew more influential, it also became increasingly 
complex and controversial.  Tension, conflict and controversy were inevitable 
as the eminent used the concept to identify those things within their societies 
they most distrusted”. 
The dramatic transformations and the reorganisation of Western societies 
during the 18
th century, such as the Age of Enlightenment, the French and 
American Revolutions and the Industrial Revolution, have had a serious and 
deep effect on the idea of luxury economically and philosophically.  As   39 
consequences of these impacts on the economic level, liberalism and the 
writings of Adam Smith presented a real economic reasoning and motivation 
for luxury as a method of generating wealth for individuals (Kapferer and 
Bastien, 2009).  As for the philosophical level, with the expansion and growth 
of liberalism, alongside the opinions of many 18
th century European 
philosophers, such as David Hume, luxury and morality were separated and 
luxury was no longer considered a sin (Sekora, 1977). 
In addition to the influence of liberalism on the concept of luxury, the 
advancing democratization at the end of the 18
th century facilitated luxury 
becoming accessible to everyone.  In parallel, the Industrial Revolution and 
its positive economic impact helped by improving the quality of living for 
individuals, in addition to increasing many people’s spending power.  The 
later age of female emancipation had an encouraging impact on the 
development of luxury.  As young women were given the opportunity to be 
educated and allowed to pursue careers in many different fields, they were 
accorded greater respect and they proved that they had the capacity for 
learning and producing new ideas and thoughts. 
By the end of the 19
th century, monarchies around the world were falling 
apart because of revolutions (Thomas, 2007).  First, there had been the 
English Revolution followed by the American, French and Russian 
Revolutions.  Revolutions gave people a chance to rise up against 
subjugation and absolute monarchy; however, the main motive for revolution 
was people’s need to produce and initiate more equity in their societies.  At 
that time, they wanted to introduce new political and religious ideas, such as 
democracy (Thomas, 2007).  As a result, revolution had a radical impact 
throughout Europe and even impacted on world history. 
Another fundamental event was the Industrial Revolution.  It had marked a 
critical turning point in human history, when almost every feature of people’s 
lives was affected in some way.  According to Thomas (2007, p.25), “The 
Industrial Revolution made inventors and entrepreneurs as rich as kings.  
This allowed the increasingly wealthy bourgeoisie to share the lifestyle and 
tastes of the aristocracy”.  It resulted in increases to average incomes and   40 
economic activity began to show revolutionary sustained growth.  Most 
importantly, spending and the means of wealth were what people thought 
would indicate their social position in any wealthy society.  It was the start of 
an era that reflected the idea of the contrasts in social status and wealth.  
Luxury was no longer exclusive to a very small elite in any society.   
3.3 The Relationship between Luxury and Fashion  
This section presents a detailed discussion about the relationship between 
luxury and fashion.   
Since the rise of humanity and civilization, the world of luxury has been 
connected mainly with the upper classes in any society.  Luxury has had a 
clear relationship with nobility and aristocrats, making its delights and 
indulgences exclusive to the upper class.  Since these aristocrats were 
considered non-working class with great capacity to spend money, they had 
treated luxury in isolation from the economy.  Tungate (2009) asserts that the 
nobility and aristocrats were financially supporting their cities to maintain the 
luxury industry that provided them with all sorts of opulent and lavish living 
elements.  These rich people were appraising and evaluating goods by the 
amount of happiness and gladness they brought and, most importantly, by 
their rarity and not by their usefulness, practicality and price (Schroeder and 
Salzer-Mörling, 2006).  The privileged understood that the concept of luxury 
lies in the art of refining “something that already exits” (Tungate, 2009, p.6).  
In this context, fashion was one of the most significant areas reflecting the 
connection between rarity, pleasure and the art of luxury in the elite class.  
Aristocrats and the nobility realised that luxury exists in fashion and fashion 
is made for luxury.  Fashion and luxury were the perfect match; together they 
were the essential ingredients for constituting the most important elements of 
luxury, which is rarity.  As noted by Kapferer (2006, p.69): 
Clothes designers were appointed to the royal court to design tailor-
made clothes with the most sophisticated fabrics and the rarest 
material.  Being appointed by the king/queen was the extreme sign of 
honour for such craftsmen. Luxury was in the product itself. The key 
word was ‘rare’. 
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Fashion and accessories played a remarkable part in the lives of the nobility; 
they were clear signs of their owners’ social class.  As a result, clothes were 
paid a great deal of attention and fashion and luxury became inseparable 
features up to the current time (Okonkwo, 2007).    
Luxury fashion has been influenced by many civilisations and events through 
the ages; each period in the history of humanity has contributed in one way 
or another to the formation of luxury fashion as we know it today.  It is worth 
mentioning that the development of clothes and the concept of clothing have 
taken thousands of years whereas the evolution that has occurred recently in 
the luxury fashion industry dates back only a few hundred years.   
Although the Ancient Egyptians were the first to connect fashion with luxury 
as a concept, it can be said that France was the birthplace of luxury fashion 
as we know it today (Tungate, 2009).  As noted by Okonkwo (2007, p.21):  
… the Baroque era, which existed between 1600 and 1750, was the 
century of France.  This period witnessed the prominence of France 
and the French lifestyle in Europe and the rest of the world.  The high 
influence was made possible by the king of France, Louis XIV. 
 
Louis XIV was one of the personalities who had the most significant influence 
on the emergence of luxury fashion in the French capital.  He adored the 
idea of luxury living and lavish fashion (Thomas, 2007).  Consequently, he 
presented government reforms and recommendations that resulted in the 
improvement of the fashion industry in France (Tungate, 2009).  He made 
luxury fashion a systematic process simply by implementing new policies and 
strategies that contributed to making France the most significant supplier of 
luxury fashion in the world.  Louis XIV recommended expanding the 
exportation of French fashion products and decreasing the importation of 
foreign fashion merchandise; thereby, artists, designers and craftsmen were 
motivated and benefited from financial support (Tungate, 2009).  This was 
the age when, according to Castarède (cited in Tungate, 2009, p.8), “French 
luxury became a profession”.   
By the end of Louis XIV’s reign, France was the dominant influence in the   42 
reflection of luxury lifestyles, fashion, art and style.  For that reason many 
people all over Europe were espousing the elegant style, exquisite taste and 
sophisticated fashion of the French to give the impression of being civilized, 
cultured and educated (Okonkwo, 2007).  The late 18
th century was the era 
when French fashion significantly influenced fashion taste and styles all over 
Europe.  As mentioned by Okonkwo (2007, p.23):  
Although national styles already existed in this century, [18
th century] 
the authority of French fashion in defining global tastes was so high 
that the dress style adopted all over Europe, including the royal 
courts, was the French style.  From Germany to Spain, Portugal, 
Scandinavia and even Russia, there was a French undertone in 
fashion, lifestyle and appearance. 
 
Later, the invention of the leading fashion magazines in the 1770s 
contributed remarkably to the development and expansion of luxury fashion 
in Europe, especially in France, Germany and England (Okonkwo, 2007).  
These magazines witnessed the very early trials of the formation and 
development of the English fashion designers and the classical English 
fashion style.  This eventually led to the expansion of clothes retailing, mostly 
in Oxford Street and Covent Garden (Okonkwo, 2007, p.24).   
In addition to the great impact of fashion magazines and the significant 
influence of Louis XIV on the development of luxury fashion, the 18
th century 
witnessed the appearance of a phenomenon known as the fashion icon or 
fashion role model (Okonkwo, 2007).  These icons were mostly French 
women from the elite and noble classes, who exhibited and promoted 
classic, lavish and sumptuous tastes in fashion.   
Marie Antoinette was regarded as one of the most influential figures to have 
played the role of fashion icon in the 18
th century (Okonkwo, 2007).  She had 
a distinct fashion taste and wore the most exquisite, lavish and expensive 
garments, as noted by Thomas (2007, p.22): “[Marie Antoinette bought] 
gowns encrusted with sapphires, diamonds, silver, and gold”.  Her fashion 
sense and style were the true reflections of how the concept of luxury was 
perceived and practised in European upper-class societies.     43 
Although luxury living and lavish, expensive fashion continued to grow in 
France, the political upheavals caused by the revolutions around the world 
had a distinct effect on the whole world and the luxury fashion industry.  The 
fashion industry in Paris continued to slowly develop during the late 18
th 
century in spite of the political disruptions.  Eventually, France was able to 
recover and reacquire her position as a leader in the fashion world in addition 
to reinforcing the location and status of Paris as the definite capital of the 
luxury fashion world (Okonkwo, 2007). 
 
3.4 The Emergence of Modern Luxury Fashion Brands in the 
19
th Century 
The start of the19
th century witnessed the launch of many of the valuable 
luxury labels that still exist and are widely recognised today as luxury fashion 
brands (Okonkwo, 2007).  According to Tungate (2009, p.9), “It was during 
the Second Empire - Under Napoleon III - that French luxury began to take 
the shape that is familiar to us today.  Many brands that remain the essence 
of French chic were founded in the 19
th century”.  Among these famous 
brands were Guerlain, Cartier, Hermès and Louis Vuitton, all of them 
founded in France (Tungate, 2009), whereas the Burberry brand was 
launched in England by 21-year-old Thomas Burberry in 1856 (Okonkwo, 
2007, p.25). 
 
3.4.1 Louis Vuitton and the Art of Travel Trunks 
Louis Vuitton, the trunk-maker, who is known for creating one of the most 
successful luxury brands of our time, understood that the concept of luxury 
lay in the crafting and refining of the art of making travel trunks.  He changed 
the traditional basic shape of the travel trunk to feature a flat top, for easier 
stacking, in addition to replacing the leather, used as the covering layer, with 
waterproof lightweight cotton canvas.  These trunks were so beautifully and 
distinctly crafted that their design became, as described by Tungate (2009,   44 
p.9), “so commonplace that Vuitton began printing his own name on the 
canvas in a symmetrical pattern, transforming his trunks into branded 
accessories”.   
 
3.4.2 When Charles Worth invented Haute Couture 
Although Vuitton was considered one of the most influential French 
designers to have contributed to the establishment of the luxury fashion 
industry in France, it was an English designer who founded the first luxury 
fashion label (Tungate, 2008) and invented the art of Haute Couture in Paris 
in 1858 (Okonkwo, 2007).  From that time Charles Frederick Worth became 
known “as the father of Haute Couture” (Thomas, 2007, p.23).  He will 
always be known as the English fashion genius who invented and created 
the first luxury fashion label in Paris, the capital of fashion, in the style that 
we all recognize in the luxury fashion brands of today. 
During the 19
th century, the Paris fashion industry was divided into two main 
segments: the first part was textiles, along with its master and expert tailors, 
an area dominated by men; the second part, generally controlled by women, 
mostly French, was the dressmaking business (Okonkwo, 2007).  Even 
though France was the major source for luxury fashion production, it was 
Worth, the English dressmaker, who became the first male couturier to 
change the traditional concept of dressmaking and fashion, along with their 
management and marketing methods, starting in France and, subsequently, 
across the whole world.  During that period, dressmakers did not have an 
active role in designing or creating new clothing styles; in fact, they were only 
providing copies of dresses that had been requested by their female clients 
from the upper classes of society.  These wealthy women were styling their 
gowns according to their own fashion taste or, alternatively, they were 
copying the designs displayed in magazines.  However, Tungate (2008) 
describes how Worth changed these traditional methods and, with his 
exceptional talent, was able to impose his original and artistic taste on 
women, mostly from the wealthy upper class; he was “the prototype celebrity 
fashion designer” of his time (Tungate, 2008, p.9).  Along with his creative   45 
talent and distinct craftsmanship, he also demonstrated innovative thinking 
which resulted in changes to the conventional techniques used in the 
management and marketing of luxury fashion.  Okonkwo (2007, p.26) 
considers Worth a “marketing genius” who “changed the way fashion was 
retailed by introducing models and the ‘defilé’ (private fashion shows), and 
publicizing his creation through the ‘celebrities’ and influential women of the 
day”.  Worth was the creator of all aspects of the marketing of contemporary 
luxury fashion, particularly celebrity models, runway fashion and elitism 
(Tungate, 2008, p.11).  He was the true reflection and image of a 
“charismatic brand spokesman” (Tungate, 2008, p.11) because he was the 
first dressmaker able to show and illustrate a high level of creativeness and 
craftsmanship in his time, which resulted in the formation of Haute Couture 
and the establishment of fashion houses for the first luxury fashion brands.  
As Tungate (2009, p.13) states:  
Worth and his successors…founded the first fashion brands.  But 
although the designs of these Paris fashion houses were adapted and 
interpreted by provincial dressmakers, the couturiers were still 
effectively tailors, making individual items to fit specific clients.  Haute 
couture was strictly by appointment only.  The concept of mass-
produced clothing hanging in stores did not exist. 
 
From the above evidence, it can be deduced that the evolution in the world 
of luxury fashion inspired by Worth had contributed immensely to changing 
the concept and perception of luxury, particularly luxury fashion, whether 
among the upper classes or individuals, since the 19
th century.  This was 
especially the case in his idea of promoting and publicizing his designs 
through celebrities.  From that time, many famous luxury brands have been 
adopting Worth’s idea of advertising their products via celebrities.  This 
innovative move was the starting point for the long-lasting relationship 
between luxury fashion brands and the world of fame and celebrities, as well 
as their ancient and classic relationship with the wealthy elites and upper 
classes in various societies.   
The majority of fashion designers have followed Worth’s steps and methods 
since his death because he had established and built the fundamentals of   46 
contemporary fashion and, most importantly, the basics of luxury fashion 
brand marketing (Degen, 2010).   
 
3.4.3 The Rise of the American Fashion Industry  
By the end of the 19
th century, monarchies around the world were facing 
revolutions which ultimately resulted in the collapse of these monarchical 
systems in many countries and the rise of what can be described as more 
equitable societies (Thomas, 2007, p.25).  However, it was the French 
Revolution that had an extreme impact on Paris’s position as the capital of 
luxury fashion.  As French fashion style before the revolution used to have 
an obvious impact on the national styles that existed around the world, it was 
capable of defining global tastes that were adopted not only all over Europe 
but also in America.  In fact, Americans relied mostly on European fashion 
styles, as they were widely espousing French fashion tastes (Okonkwo, 
2007).  It was during, as well as after, the time of the French Revolution that 
Americans started to develop their own sense of fashion and style, as the 
French Revolution led to a significant decrease in the exportation of French 
fashion products.  They also expanded and developed the notion of mass 
fashion along with the rise of jeans as a new American style in the 1850s 
(Okonkwo, 2007).  The American fashion industry was developing rapidly by 
the end of the 19
th century due to many crucial elements, such as cultural 
influence, economic growth, the introduction of American fashion magazines 
and the invention of sewing machines (Okonkwo, 2007); the most 
fundamental factor was the Industrial Revolution.  Although it started in the 
United Kingdom, its powerful impact extended to North America and later 
affected most of the world during the 19
th century.  The Industrial Revolution 
caused an increase in the wealth of the middle class in America; accordingly, 
it also changed the American economy and society into a modern industrial 
state.  In fact, the impact of this change also hugely affected the luxury 
fashion industry, especially in New York. 
As the fashion industry rapidly grew, many department stores offering both 
local and imported fashion goods were established and still exist.  As   47 
Okonkwo states (2007, p.27): 
Wealthy members of [American] society imported their fashion goods 
from France while the rest of the population relied on New York to 
produce ‘copies’ of the French style.  This factor also contributed to 
the rise of New York as the centre of business and fashion for those 
who could not travel to Paris. 
 
The late 19
th century witnessed the remarkable advancement of the 
American fashion industry when it became internationally recognised as a 
centre for fashion and business.  However, no American fashion designer 
was able to achieve notable recognition at a global level to the same extent 
that the French designers accomplished (Okonkwo, 2007). 
 
3.5 The Luxury Industry in the 20
th Century 
The Industrial Revolution had a great impact on the fashion industry during 
the 19
th century but, as the 20
th century began, luxury fashion was facing 
powerful competition from rapidly developing trading and industrial activities 
around the world.  Luxury fashion’s high position was fading, as it seemed 
less important and more trivial in the context of the economy’s expansion 
(Okonkwo, 2007).  However, it gradually regained its opulent status, 
especially because France and Italy continued to perceive luxury fashion as 
essential and as elaborated as art and literature were in their cultures.   
Luxury fashion in the 20
th century took different directions due to several 
significant events, such as World War I and World War II. 
The luxury fashion industry was mainly limited to clothing and fashion 
products, be they Haute Couture or tailored garments and dresses that were 
mostly copied from magazines.  The beginning of the 20
th century witnessed 
the expansion of luxury fashion products to include new categories, such as 
cosmetics, luxury perfumes and accessories (Okonkwo, 2007, p.28).  These 
new products were introduced by many of the famous luxury brands that 
were launched in the early 20th century and many of them still exist and are   48 
considered successful luxury brands today; among them, one can mention 
Elizabeth Arden and Chanel.   
As for Haute Couture, Charles Worth continued to be the dominant, primary 
and most influential designer in the fashion world.  Yet, as time passed, his 
name as top couturier started to fade because the luxury fashion industry 
was growing rapidly and there were a number of new gifted and skilled 
designers.  These talented designers have played a significant role in 
intensifying the rivalry in the fashion market, which in turn has led to new, 
innovative and revolutionary styles, designs and concepts in the field of 
luxury fashion.  Porter (2008) explains that any new entrants to an industry 
will be a major force in increasing and shaping the market competition 
because each of these entrants will bring new capability, experience, skill 
and flair to the industry.    
Okonkwo (2007) explains that there was one particular designer among the 
new entrants who changed the whole concept of luxury fashion: Gabriel 
Coco Chanel.  Tungate (2008) agrees with Okonkwo (2007, p.13), asserting 
that “there is no arguing with that fact that Chanel took fashion into the 20
th 
century.”   
 
3.5.1 World War I and its Impact on Luxury Fashion 
World War I was a radical phase that caused notable social changes in many 
societies, mainly in Europe, since the war was centred on Europe.  The First 
World War occupied most of the 1910s.  It had a deep impact on people’s 
opinions and perception of the whole concept of fashion, on the one hand, 
and the idea of luxury on the other.  Due to the deprivation and misery 
caused by the war, women’s attitudes and tastes for fashion changed 
dramatically.  Tungate (2008, p.13) describes the reasons that led to these 
changes: “During the First World War, women worked in factories and fields, 
and grew accustomed to the simplicity of uniforms.  When it was all over, 
they were under-fed but hardy, and unwilling to slip back into the traditional 
housewife/goddess role”.  Simplicity of design became the main feature   49 
women were looking for in their fashion; they became “less overtly feminine” 
(Tungate, 2008, p.13).  Many designers, especially Coco Chanel, knew how 
to respond to these changes in society’s attitude towards fashion.  These 
talented designers were able to successfully reveal their understanding and 
perception of luxury by creating luxury fashions that exhibited “a better 
understanding of the fashion environment” (Okonkwo, 2007, p.29). 
The period beginning after the War saw the emergence of new factors that 
acted as drivers, not only for the fashion industry but also the whole idea of 
luxury and fashion.  During that time, Europe witnessed the re-emergence of 
the Italian fashion industry, which had been in the shadows for a while.  The 
early years of the 20
th century represented a transitional and important step 
for Italian fashion as a pioneer in the field of luxury fashion brands, starting 
with the launch of the luxury brand Prada in 1913 and the globally-known 
luxury brand Gucci in 1921 (Okonkwo, 2007). 
Meanwhile, in North America, the influence of the Parisian style began to 
gradually fade and the American fashion industry grew, especially in the 
retailing sector, with increasing numbers of department stores.  This 
progress was beneficial for both the fashion industry and American 
consumers.  For the former, it led to a rise in profits and helped to lay the 
foundations for the ready-to-wear fashion market and, finally, the spread of 
American fashion.  For American consumers, the increasing number of 
department stores made fashion more available and accessible to all 
classes, especially the growing middle class in North America.   
Added to these facts was the huge impact of the cinema after World War I, 
with film stars from Hollywood becoming the new elites and celebrities.  
These stars represented and reflected the new image of the concept of 
luxury fashion.  At that time, a number of these stars became the ideal idols 
and icons, and many women were copying their styles and fashion; among 
these stars were, for example, Josephine Baker and Greta Garbo (Okonkwo, 
2007, p.29).  Consequently, aristocrats and nobility were no longer 
considered fashionable images and icons.  Celebrities and the wealthy class 
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occupied by aristocrats and royalty in earlier periods of history.  Okonkwo 
(2007, p.29) concurs with this, noting that: 
During the early twentieth century, society’s wealthy also dominated 
and influenced luxury fashion in a similar manner to the royalties of 
the previous eras.  The strict social class system that characterized 
societal structure provided the major fashion designers with clientele 
comprising royal family members in Europe and the world’s wealthy. 
 
3.5.2 World War II and its Effect on the Luxury Fashion Concept 
With the advent of World War II, around the middle of the 20
th century, 
peoples’ attitudes and perspectives on fashion changed once again.  Due to 
the War, there was a scarcity in almost all aspects of the retailing and 
merchandising sectors, including the fashion industry.  For this reason, many 
couture houses and luxury fashion stores in Paris were forced to close 
(Thomas, 2007).  It was at this time that New York became the centre of 
attention for its development of the ready-to-wear fashion industry (Tungate, 
2008).  The period after the War represented a difficult stage for Parisian 
fashion, as it was taken over and challenged by the American version.  For 
the first time in the history of luxury fashion, stylish, elegant and 
sophisticated clothes did not necessarily have to be custom-made.  Tungate 
agrees that this was a critical phase for Paris; as he noted in his book 
Fashion Brands: Barding style from Armani to Zara (2008, p.14):  
[After the Second World War] the hegemony of Paris as the world’s 
fashion capital was being challenged.  Wartime innovations had 
shown that ‘chic’ need not mean personal dressmakers or ‘haute 
couture’.  For the first time, fashion was no longer the preserve of the 
wealthy elite. 
 
When the Second World War ended, the luxury fashion industry needed time 
to recover due to the shortages of essential materials and skilled workers 
(Thomas, 2007).  Even though Parisian fashion was facing fierce competition 
at that time, Paris was able to recover and prove that she was still the capital 
of luxury fashion, especially when Christian Dior created the “New Look” 
concept, bringing back an elegant, sophisticated and feminine image for   51 
women’s fashion.  He launched perfumes and stores all over the world, and 
also licensed his brand because he believed that selling his name and 
designs to others in the fashion industry would be beneficial for the 
expansion of his brand name, especially among women who were unable to 
afford Haute Couture (Thomas, 2007).  Dior’s revolutionary designs and 
ideas have helped Parisian fashion to regain its sense of elegant style and 
its advanced position in the luxury fashion industry around the world (Chadha 
and Husband, 2006).  He had a consummate understanding of the concept 
of luxury fashion, as noted by Tungate (2008, p.14): “Dior realized that luxury 
could be repackaged as a mass product.  Not only that, he considered it the 
key to the survival and profitability of a brand”. 
It was during the first half of the 20
th century that modern luxury fashion was 
founded by a number of talented designers who created many of the 
successful luxury brands; these were established at the beginning of the 
century and they still exist, including names such as Louis Vuitton, Chanel, 
Prada and Burberry.  These luxury brands have been able to preserve their 
heritage and traditions as well as remaining assiduously close to the 
inconstant and capricious world of fashion.  The creators of these 
distinguished luxury brands had brilliantly understood the core elements of 
the luxury business as they realised the importance of global branding and 
trademarks (Okonkwo, 2007); some of these brands adopted the 
international expansion concept and opened multiple stores in different 
destinations around the world.  Meanwhile, other brands had recognised the 
importance of the brand logo and thus became famous for creating their 
distinct logos, such as the Louis Vuitton LV and Gucci GG logos.   
The notions of luxury and the luxury industry have been formed and 
developed with the passage of time and a succession of many remarkable 
and influential political, economic and social events throughout the history of 
humanity.  However, Kapferer and Bastien (2009, p.17) argue that “it was not 
until after the Second World War that the luxury business really took off and 
became an industry in its own right and, at the same time, a luxury niche 
gradually began appearing in the specialist traders”.     52 
 
3.5.3 Luxury Fashion in the Sixties 
The success stories of the pioneer designers in the period after the Second 
World War encouraged a number of new designers in the 1960s to create 
their own success and to imprint their own mark on the field of luxury fashion.  
Just a few of these talented designers are Yves Saint Laurent, Emilio Pucci 
and Nina Ricci and every one of them has played an essential role in the 
evolution of the modern luxury fashion notion through their revolutionary, 
avant-garde and creative designs.   
During the second half of the 20
th century, many societies in the West were 
experiencing the first signs of the transformation of the second sex into equal 
individuals, and the concept of individualism was also growing in strength.  
Kapfere and Bastien (2009, p.10) noted that, as a result “it was the pacifist, 
feminine societies that most readily and completely accepted luxury.  As the 
20
th century progressed, the situation gradually turned in favour of the social 
legitimization of luxury”.  The distinct consequences of the female 
emancipation movement that started in the 19
th century were not felt 
substantially at that time, but it was the period that followed the 1960s when 
these ideas were put into practice, becoming one of the most important 
drivers that changed the idea of luxury in the 20
th century.  According to 
Okonkwo (2007, p.31):  
The social temperance of the 1960s highly favoured fashion.  Society 
gravitated towards women’s liberation and fashion became one of the 
most visible ways of portraying the new women.  The designs of 
Chanel, Yves Saint Laurent and Christian Dior all embodied the new 
women’s freedom. 
 
Many of the luxury fashion designs in the 1960s were inspired by the social 
changes that were taking place in Europe and people’s attitudes towards 
fashion changed.  They started to express their perception of individualism 
through their choices of fashion, leading to the inception of the pop and 
youth culture movements in the fashion world (Okonkwo, 2007, p.31).  In 
addition, the women’s freedom and liberation movement reached the fashion   53 
industry and designing fashion became a modern and trendy profession, 
which resulted in the birth of different fashion schools.   
 
3.6 The Drivers that have changed the Concept of Luxury 
from the Late 20
th Century until the Current Time 
3.6.1 Democratization  
The views and opinions of female emancipation and liberation movements 
that started during the 19
th century and began to clearly percolate through 
societies in the middle of the 20
th century were considered the most powerful 
drivers affecting the concept of luxury in the 20
th century; however, the 
emergence of other views, drivers and factors in the middle of the 20
th 
century also radically influenced the perception of luxury.  The crucial drivers 
were the democratization of luxury, spending power, the concept of 
globalization and, last but not least, the advancement of communication 
technology (Kapfere and Bastien, 2009).  Okonkwo (2007, p.227) explained, 
in her book Luxury Fashion Branding, the meaning of the phrase 
‘democratization of luxury’ and she noted: “This expression means that 
luxury goods or goods that resemble luxury goods are now available to an 
increased number of consumers… This group of consumers is also called 
the ‘luxury mass class’.”  Making luxury accessible (or the democratization of 
luxury) is considered the most powerful driver to have contributed to the 
success of the luxury industry in the present day.  The whole concept of the 
democratization of luxury fashion started to emerge when the pioneer 
fashion designers realized that luxury could be produced as mass goods 
(Tungate, 2008, p.14).  The decade of the 1960s saw the beginning of the 
democratization of luxury fashion, as asserted by Tungate (2008, p.15): “… 
in the 1960s, when fashion was democratized and everyone claimed the 
right to be stylish.”  Furthermore, the growth and development of the ready-
to-wear mass fashion industry, especially in North America, has contributed 
to spreading the idea of fashion democratization.  Throughout much of the 
1970s and 1980s, there was a notable interaction between the fashion and   54 
music industries.  Famous musicians became the celebrities and new 
fashion idols during that time.  These musicians consequently reflected the 
non-conformist mood (Okonkwo, 2007); their images, fashions and lifestyles 
have now taken the elevated position formerly occupied by Hollywood film 
stars in previous decades.  All of these factors led to a decreasing demand 
for Haute Couture markets; Haute Couture became less desired by many 
women around the world because fashion had become democratized and 
was adopted as a lifestyle.   
 
3.6.2 The Power of Spending  
When the innovative fashion designer Christian Dior launched perfumes, 
opened stores all over the world and started licensing his brand name, his 
aim was to target a new customer sector, especially women, who could not 
afford Haute Couture, by making his brand more accessible.  During this era, 
middle-class household incomes had increased dramatically by the late 
1980s.  As a result, middle-class consumption habits and lifestyles had 
changed and the middle classes now represented a new market segment for 
luxury brands.  Nevertheless, this new segment was more interested in 
ready-to-wear fashion and accessories rather than Haute Couture, for two 
main reasons.  First, they perceived luxury differently from how the elite from 
the high social classes in the previous era had perceived it.  The latter 
considered luxury goods as rare and exclusive rather than accessible; 
meanwhile, the former claimed that they had the right to express their 
fashion taste and style through the acquisition of introductory and middle-
range luxury products.  Second, the middle class’s spending power was 
insufficient to enable them to purchase Haute Couture, as noted by Chadha 
and Husband (2006, p.19): “the new clients were younger and they neither 
had the big bucks needed for serious Haute Couture, nor was it their style to 
be tied down by elaborate outfits in the free-spirited 1970s”.   
Although the pioneers in the luxury fashion fields claimed that their main 
purpose was to make luxury fashion accessible to a mass market, it seems, 
in fact, that their implicit objective is to exponentially increase the luxury   55 
brand’s profitability.  Thomas (2007, p.34) notes that “…luxury was no longer 
simply about creating the finest things money could buy.  It was about 
making money, a lot of money.”  
The middle class’s spending power has heavily contributed to successfully 
spreading some of the famous luxury brands globally, which has resulted in 
huge profits.  On the other hand, this step negatively impacted some core 
characteristics of luxury, such as rarity and exclusivity.  Tungate (2008, p.15) 
states that “Although this strategy generated a vast personal fortune [for the 
designers of some luxury brands], it also undermined the sense of exclusivity 
that is the core value of any luxury brand.”  
 
3.6.3 Luxury Brands Aiming Globally  
The period of the 1990s recorded a real boom in the global expansion of the 
modern luxury fashion industry, and several luxury fashion brands launched 
stores in different international destinations, mainly in Japan.  This period 
witnessed the emergence of new wealthy groups of people around the world, 
mostly Japanese and Middle Eastern, and rapid exponential spending on 
luxury goods (Okonkwo, 2007, p.34).  Thomas (2007) agrees that these 
groups of consumers, mainly Japanese, were dressing lavishly and regarded 
the expensive Western designer labels, for such items as silk scarves, jewels 
and leather goods, as the perfect symbols to reflect their wealth and stature.  
These newcomers to the world of riches have garnered their wealth as a 
result of their individual success and achievement in different levels and 
fields, either socially, economically or technologically.  Similarly, Chadha and 
Husband (2006) add that, during the 1990s, most well-known European 
luxury fashion brands were aiming at global expansion, especially as the 
companies behind these brands realized the potential of growing 
internationally.  Thomas (2007, p.36) agrees with Chadha and Husband 
(2006) that most globally-known luxury brands started to adopt the concept 
of global expansion because they recognised the potential of globalization: 
“[Luxury brand companies] saw globalization as luxury’s future, and used the 
synergy among brands … to map out and launch their expansion.”  Thus,   56 
they adopted new strategies to spread their brand awareness and 
preference.  Some brands have modified their distribution control to include 
many new destinations, especially in Asia whilst other companies have 
reformed their brands; for example, Christian Dior became Dior.  Their aim 
was to reflect the appeal of youth and give a modern image to their brand.  In 
addition, most globally-known luxury labels created the “logo-fication” 
(Chadha and Husband, 2006, p.20) where the luxury brand’s recognisable 
symbols are spread all over their products; for example, Gucci’s GS and 
Louis Vuitton’s LV symbols were designed in specific continuous patterns all 
over their handbags and scarves.  It has thus become easy to recognise the 
brands worn or carried by other people.  Besides, many brands have 
extended the range of their products to meet all aspects of the modern 
woman’s need.  For instance, luxury products cover all the activities that a 
woman may engage in, including couture, jewellery, casual wear, 
sportswear, watches and vast ranges of different accessories.  Chadha and 
Husband (2006) explain that luxury fashion companies have recognized that 
accessories and ready-to-wear fashions are the perfect tools for global 
expansion, as these companies have been on a constant quest for new 
markets and innovative methods for growing and spreading.  When many 
luxury fashion brands were globally expanding and extending their range of 
products to cover almost every aspect of life, according to Chadha and 
Husband (2006) “luxury hasn’t just been democratized, it’s become 
inescapable”.  Luxury brands’ ranges of products were broadened and 
stretched (Chadha and Husband, 2006, p.21) to the extent that they were 
providing comprehensive collections of goods relevant to every activity a 
person might perform each day.  For instance, many luxury brands offer 
designed laptop briefcases for work use while, for a holiday on the beach or 
a skiing trip, there are suites of products related to swimming, skiing and 
riding.  Additionally, many of these designer brands have come up with lines 
and collections of home wares, such as bedding, furniture and Christmas 
decorations (Chadha and Husband, 2006).  Designer merchandise and 
products seem to have invaded every facet of people’s lives.  On the one 
hand, Kapfere and Bastien (2009, p.15) stated that a “…luxury brand sets 
out to conquer the world”, and they also describe this strategy as “the law of   57 
globalization”.  On the other hand, they argue in their 2009 book, The Luxury 
Strategy, that globalization has contributed to the increase in spending power 
but, most importantly, it has a double function as a critical driver of luxury.  
They state that globalization has presented a whole new introductory and 
accessible range of products that can be considered as luxury items.  In 
addition, they claim that globalization is playing a similar role to 
democratization in getting rid of the social classification in many societies.  
Kapfere and Bastien (2009, p.13) note as follows:  
At least to the same extent as democratization, it is [globalization] a 
factor in doing away with social stratification.  Globalization leads to 
levelling out of all cultures and relativism in all religions: a perfectly 
globalized society would have just one language and one religion. 
 
During the 1990s, the luxury fashion industry was not the only sector to 
adopt the concept of globalization.  The mass fashion sector also started to 
embrace the idea of globalization.  These mass fashion labels were mainly 
European brands, such as Top Shop from Britain, Zara from Spain and H&M 
from Sweden (Okonkwo, 2007, p.35).  The mass fashion industry has 
undergone significant development since the late 1990s due to the rapid 
improvement of business processes, such as management, designing, 
manufacturing, branding and retailing techniques.  Most of these high-street 
fashion brands were offering reasonable and low-priced styles and designs 
very similar to the costly designer labels and this resulted in obvious and 
serious changes in people’s attitudes towards luxury fashion (Okonkwo, 
2007) because the high-street fashion brands are providing a less expensive 
alternative to luxury labels.   
 
3.7 Characteristics of Luxury  
Luxury is found in fashion and fashion is made for luxury.  Luxury and 
fashion share many similar characteristics, as they both reflect each other; to 
a certain extent, it can be said that fashion and luxury are two sides of the 
same coin.     58 
Luxury fashion brands are not a recent creation; the first luxury fashion label 
was founded in Paris in the late 19
th century by the English designer Charles 
Worth and there has been continuous establishment of new luxury fashion 
brands up to the present day.  The majority of these brands have been 
successful because they are always capable of fulfilling new and constant 
demands of the global market for luxury goods (Kapfere, 2006). 
The fashion world nowadays claims that fashion can be an affordable luxury 
and that the designer labels are accessible because all of the well-known 
fashion brands offer introductory ranges of products at reasonable prices.  
That is all due to the democratization of luxury, making it easier for many 
people to taste luxury pleasure without the luxury high price.  
 
3.7.1 What is luxury? 
Before addressing any issues regarding the main characteristics of luxury 
brands that attract many people to acquire luxurious goods, it is necessary 
first to understand what luxury is and to try to analyse its complex character. 
Today’s definition of luxury revolves around the individual more than society.  
Luxury as a concept is a complex, elusive idea to clearly and simply define 
because every person is able to identify the brands that are, according to 
his/her perception of luxury, luxury brands and can also identify those brands 
that do not deserve to be called luxury labels.  Kapfere (2006, p.67) claims 
that luxury is an idea with fuzzy and unclear frontiers and there is no strict 
definition that will describe it.  In fact, it is hard to specify where luxury starts 
and ends.    
Luxury, at the current time, has become so greatly desired that almost 
everybody across different societies and cultures wants to be a part of it or at 
least experience it.  Individuals approach luxury because it is the way to 
pleasure and desires.  The word ‘luxury’ is defined in Webster’s Dictionary as 
“Anything which pleases the senses, is not necessary for life, and is also 
costly, or difficult to obtain.” Available at: http://www.webster-dictionary.net  
[Accessed 13 March 2011].  Berry (1994, p.40) adds that luxury is   59 
satisfaction caused by acquiring goods that were made and advertised as 
pleasing products and that are capable of fulfilling people’s distinct desires.  
He writes:  
A luxury good is an indulgence.  It is a good that is thought desirable 
or pleasing by an individual.  By extension, it is a good that is 
assumed by advertisers and the manufacturers of consumer goods to 
be desirable or pleasing to the generality of individuals. 
 
Similarly, Okonkow (2007, p.2) agrees that these globally-known fashion 
labels are capable of helping consumers satisfy their desired lifestyle, which 
is caused by human needs on different levels.  She recorded: “Luxury 
fashion provides a means to a lifestyle that is triggered by deep 
psychological and emotional need, which is expressed through ingenious 
products”.  Saying that, it might seem obvious that luxury fashion is more of a 
desire, rather than a need, as once stated by the revolutionary designer 
Coco Chanel (cited in Okonkwo, 2007, p.7), “Luxury is a necessity that 
begins where necessity ends”.  Coco Chanel knew entirely what she was 
talking about, as she had clearly understood the idea of luxury fashion and 
that was obviously reflected in her innovative designs in the history of luxury 
fashion.  Likewise, Berry (1994) asserts that luxurious products create a 
pleasing feel when obtained but these goods can be simply replaced with 
any other similar goods because they are not essential for survival.  He 
wrote: “A luxury is something it would be nice to have while, at the same 
time, not having it would cause no particular pain.  Because of this, it is very 
likely that a luxury will be relatively easily substituted.” (Berry, 1994, p.26)  
For instance, staying in luxurious five-star hotels would be pleasant but it is 
not crucial for staying alive and any three-star hotel would fulfil one’s 
purpose.  In the same way, Veblen (cited in Okonkwo, 2007, p.7) agreed in 
his book, The Theory of the Leisure Class, that the consumption of luxury 
products is a “conspicuous waste” since, in reality, people do not need to 
consume luxury products to survive; the need to possess these luxurious 
goods lies in their contribution to the complete recognition of people’s lives.  
That is, the pleasing brand features that are represented in most of the 
famous luxury fashion labels play a critical part in the consumers’ general   60 
wellbeing (Okonkow, 2007).  For that reason, many people approach luxury 
fashion to satisfy their feelings of hedonism, not functionality.  According to 
Marc Jacobs, the American fashion designer and head designer for Marc 
Jacobs and current Creative Director of the French design house Louis 
Vuitton, luxury fashion is not about the kind of fabrics or lavish 
ornamentations involved in the garment but is more about fulfilling a desire.  
Marc Jacobs (cited in Thomas, 2007, p.17) reveals, “The way I define luxury 
is not by fabric or fiber or the amount of gold bits hanging from it… That’s an 
old definition.  For me, luxury is about pleasing yourself, not dressing for 
other people.”  Therefore, luxury as a concept has been closely linked not 
only to physical enjoyment but also to sensory pleasure.   
Luxury fashion is created to fulfil customers’ desires and dreams in their 
need to be distinct from others.  As stated by Kapferer and Bastien (2009, 
p.33), “Fashion creates an artificial differentiation …because it allows us, 
even in the middle of all the crowds, to make ourselves recognisable to 
everyone at first glance, as a member of this or that tribe”. 
 
3.7.2 Characteristics of Luxury Brands 
Can everything be a luxury?  The answer can be positively ‘yes’ because, 
today, luxury is found everywhere; from the smallest accessories that can be 
worn to the luxury services provided by airline companies; from simple 
writing materials to fancy hotels.  Luxury can be a dream, a desire and, most 
importantly, an experience.  Luxury is a lifestyle, which is a concept that can 
be extended to all aspects of our modern life. 
It may seem that each luxury brand has its own formula for success and 
every very famous globally-known luxury labels is trying to prove that it has 
what it takes to be known as the ultimate luxurious name able to satisfy 
clients’ dreams and fulfil consumers’ wildest desires.  This may be true in the 
case of a very limited number of luxury brands but, for most of the other well-
known luxury brands, to be ranked as a luxurious brand, a number of 
characteristics and features have to be imbedded not only in their products   61 
but also in the total splendid experience they can offer to consumers.  
Françoise Montenay, former president of Chanel in Europe, expresses this 
lavish experience in his own words: 
Luxury is exclusivity – it is made for you and no one else has it… At a 
minimum, it must be impeccable.  Maximum, unique.  It’s the way you 
are spoken to, the way the product is presented, the way you are 
treated. 
(Cited in Thomas, 2007, p.324) 
 
Although these characteristics may differ in general, depending on the 
industry, market and field, there are core features that remain constant in 
every luxury brand.  As mentioned previously, luxury as a concept is complex 
and it has fuzzy frontiers where there is no strict definition that will outline it, 
as it is hard to identify where luxury starts and ends.  That is why it is 
essential to try to find the common attributes that many globally-known luxury 
labels share as a first step to analysing the complex character of these 
luxurious brands.   
Conceptualisation of luxury brands’ characteristics can be derived from 
different perspectives, such as those of the products, which are presented by 
brand designers, owners and creators, or the consumers’ point of view 
(Fionda and Moore, 2008).  The former suggest that, in order to be identified 
as a luxury label, most of the brand’s products should attain a set of 
characteristics.  In the case of the latter, it is more about satisfying their 
feelings of hedonism and fulfilling their deep psychological and emotional 
needs.  Conversely, Kapferer and Bastien (2009) argue that, in the luxury 
world, the product precedes the brand in that the product is considered 
luxurious insofar as it displays the seal of that brand known as luxury.  On 
the other hand, Brioschi (2006, cited in Schroeder and Salzer-Mörling, 2006) 
claims that any ordinary product can be turned into a luxurious one, as there 
are no fixed ground rules.  She also adds that luxury is more about intangible 
feeling and the existential condition. 
Jackson (2004, p.158, cited in Fionda and Moore, 2008, p.349) suggested 
some core features that can help in distinguishing luxury products: “… 
exclusivity, premium prices, images and status which combine to make   62 
[them] more desirable for reasons other than function”.  Okonkwo (2007, 
p.11) argues that there is a wider set of fundamental traits that can be 
associated with luxury products.  She recorded: “The core characteristics of 
luxury brands are brand strength, differentiation, exclusivity, innovation, 
product craftsmanship and precision, premium pricing and high-quality”.  
Meanwhile, Kapferer and Bastien (2009, p.76) argue that there are a number 
of keywords known by most people for describing luxury-label products, such 
as exclusive, price, perfection, rarity, history, time, art, prestige, dreams and 
craftsmanship.  Klaus Heine (2010, p.156) thinks that it is accepted practice 
to differentiate luxury products from other ordinary products by a number of 
key characteristics, which comprise quality, rarity, price, aesthetics, specialty 
and symbolism.  He also states that, for a luxury product to be distinguished 
from other products in that category, it has to achieve and retain a high rating 
on every one of the previous features.   
In the case of luxury fashion, Heine (2010, p.156) expands his opinion by 
adding that the traits of the products of any luxury brand are closely related 
to the image of the brand itself.  That is what differentiates two luxury 
products in the same category; two different luxury fashion labels have 
different brand images, just as Chanel’s handbag differs from Dior’s 
handbag.  He writes: “Luxury (fashion) brands are regarded as images in the 
minds of consumers that comprise associations about a high level of price, 
quality, aesthetics, rarity and specialty”. 
 
3.7.3 Does Rarity Mean Luxury? 
Although scholars have not all agreed on one particular definition of the 
characteristics of luxury brand products, rarity was one of the few main 
features to be mentioned in most of the studies relating to the idea of luxury.  
Kapferer and Bastien (2009, p.91) agree that “Rarity is central in the identity 
of luxury”. 
The history of luxury fashion has revealed that privileged and higher-class 
people in many societies were appraising and evaluating goods by the   63 
amount of pleasure they brought and, most importantly, by their rarity, as 
they regarded the rarity feature as the core element of the luxury notion 
(Schroeder and Salzer-Mörling, 2006).  In this context, fashion was one of 
the most significant objects that reflected the harmonious connection 
between rarity and luxury.  Kapferer (2006, cited in Schroeder and Salzer-
Mörling, 2006, p.69) asserts that ‘rare’ was the key word for the ultimate 
luxury fashion.  He also adds that there was a time in history when clothes 
designers were appointed to the royal courts to design tailor-made clothes 
for kings and queens; thus, these designers used the most sophisticated 
fabrics and the rarest materials because, at that time, rarity was the true 
reflection of luxury. 
Kapferer and Bastien (2009, p.91) assert that all of the globally-known luxury 
brands speak of rarity while promoting their goods on many different levels, 
such as the rarity of the ingredients, the rarity of their craftsmen, the rarity of 
their values represented by their brand and, most importantly, the ultimate 
rarity of the experience they provide to their customers.  Therefore, it is worth 
differentiating the two main types of rarity.  The first one is known as physical 
or actual rarity, which is associated with the ingredients, craftsmanship or the 
process of the products created by the brands, while the second type is 
called “virtual rarity” (Kapferer, 2006, p.70), which is more about the rare 
impression created and maintained by the communication in regard to the 
brand itself (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009).  Bernard Catry (cited in Kapferer 
and Bastien, 2009, p.92) argues that there are wider and more elaborate 
types of rarity characteristics associated with luxury.  He suggests five types 
of rarity.  The first is the rarity of the ingredients used in making the product.  
The second is the technical rarity related to creating the perception of rare 
products via the supreme demands for perfection (Kapferer and Bastien, 
2009).  The perfect example would be the making of a Cartier watch.  This 
presents the ultimate demand for perfection with artisans training for 10 
years to be capable of working on the mechanism of Cartier watches, which 
surely evokes rarity (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 
The third is the rarity of the production process, achieved by launching 
limited collections and series or limiting the production of specific items,   64 
which usually results in a long waiting-list for these rare products; hence, the 
client’s desire to acquire the limited product is intensified (Kapferer and 
Bastien, 2009) because luxury customers appreciate the rarity of the product 
and they are willing to wait for the desired product just to satisfy their need to 
be individual and distinct from all others.   
Fourth is the rarity of the distribution methods which operate in a way that 
contributes to creating the indication of rarity.  This can be accomplished by 
choosing the right distribution channels (Okonkwo, 2007).   
Fifth and last is informational rarity; this involves capitalizing not only on the 
products of the brand but also, mainly, on the famous and well-known people 
and institutions, including celebrities, places, restaurants, hotels and spas 
that use these products (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009). 
Even though rarity has been considered one of the core features of luxury 
brands since the evolution of the luxury fashion industry, Kapferer and 
Bastien (2009) argue that only the successful brands understand how to 
distribute the true concept of rarity without rarity.   
 
3.8 Summary  
The history and the story of luxury fashion’s evolution are undoubtedly 
significant.  The complex world of luxury and fashion has witnessed a 
number of remarkable phenomena that have contributed to the change in 
consumption patterns, in addition to the development of luxury and fashion 
management in practice.  A detailed discussion of the most influential events 
in the evolution of luxury fashion was presented in this chapter.  These 
critical historical moments have included the multiple facets of luxury fashion, 
such as issues related to the creative design process for fashion, the 
management aspect of luxury fashion and, most importantly, the critical 
influence of society on the idea of luxury fashion.  Society has 
unquestionably played a role in laying the foundation for the luxury fashion 
industry and has played an essential part in its advancement.  Furthermore,   65 
the history of luxury fashion has specific, pivotal, chronological events that 
have helped in the formation of the luxury fashion brands we recognise 
today.  That, in return, has resulted in the creation of a rigged framework for 
all of the current and future practices of the luxury fashion sector and, most 
importantly, the constant connection between customers and luxury brands.  
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Chapter 4: The Development of Luxury Culture in 
Kuwait 
4.1 Introduction 
The route to understanding the culture of any given country starts by learning 
about its traditions, past experiences, lifestyle, art and crafts, and historical 
remains (Al-Sabah, 2001).  Therefore; this chapter will explore the origins of 
Kuwait, its evolution and revolution after oil discovery.  It will provide an 
overview of the key events in Kuwait’s history within the context of this 
research.  This chapter will also discuss the perception of luxury in the eyes 
of Kuwaiti women from the period prior to the oil discovery until the current 
time.  In addition, this chapter will provide an overview of traditional female 
Kuwaiti costumes and crafts such as Al-sadu, in the context of fashion and 
textiles. 
Finally, the chapter will conduct a detailed investigation into the spread of 
luxury culture in Kuwait and how it has developed, as well as addressing the 
main factors that contribute to the spread.  The researcher will apply a model 
created and used by Chadha and Husband (2006) in their book, The cult of 
the luxury brand: inside Asia’s Love Affair with Luxury, in which it was used 
to explore how luxury was spread in certain Asian countries, in order to 
establish the context in the case of Kuwait. 
 
4.2 Perception of Luxury in Kuwait  
4.2.1 The Old Kuwait 
Since the oil discovery in Kuwait, her country has been closely associated 
with the oil industry.  The discovery and production of oil significantly pushed 
the wheel of life in Kuwait in all aspects and erased almost all traces of its 
heritage.  However, the country has enjoyed global status and recognition 
throughout its bright history of several hundreds of years of wise political 
management.   68 
Kuwait has protected its sudden wealth since the oil discovery in 1938, in the 
presence of extremely competitive neighbouring political powers, such as The 
Ottoman Empire, Persia, Arabian Tribes and European forces, proving that it 
has stability under politically mature rulers, the Al-Sabah family, whose 
history goes back long before the discovery and production of oil. 
The time of the first signs of Kuwait becoming a nation is a controversial 
issue because of the limited sources in Arabic or English, about any aspect 
of its foundation (Al-sabah, 2011).  Historians have disagreed on determining 
an exact date for the emergence of Kuwait, formerly known as Gurain, some 
saying that the beginning of the Kuwaiti nation goes back to the 17th century, 
while others say that it emerged around the 18th century.   
The earliest Portuguese and Dutch explorations of the coastal regions of the 
Arabian Peninsula presented no more than some ambiguous geographical 
information about the dangers of the coast.  In spite of that, some of the first 
written reports and charts of early Portuguese explorations in the1560s 
certified evidence of the region now known as Kuwait; however, they did not 
mention the name of Kuwait as an established state at that time (Slot, 2003, 
p.5).  
      
 
Image 4.1 The first indication of Kuwait on a Portuguese map 
Source: Slot (2003, p.67)   69 
 
One of the oldest Arabic documents that mentions Kuwait was the travelogue 
written in 1709 by the Syrian pilgrim, Murtada bin Alwan, who was on a 
pilgrimage to the holy city of Makka.  He gave a distinct and detailed 
description of his trip and, although the travelogue did not mention the 
emergence of Kuwait, it did give some information about its architecture, 
trade activities and transport with neighbouring countries. 
Historians deduce from Kuwait’s geographical location on the northwest of 
the Persian Gulf and northeast of the Arabian Peninsula that the inhabitants 
of the area were originally from the Arabian tribe called Bani Khalid.  
According to the English East India Company’s documents, the tribe were 
rulers of an area that extended from the coast of the Qatar peninsula to the 
south (Abu Hakima, 1984, p.19).  Information gleaned from historical 
documents, especially English East India Company reports, the emergence 
of Kuwait (Gurain) goes way back to 1716 (Abu Hakima, 1984, p.17). 
In addition to historic data obtained from Portuguese maps, studies have 
revealed corresponding information, although not well defined, based on 
Dutch maps from the 17th century (Slot, 2003, p.6).  The strongly competitive 
Dutch and English East India companies in the Gulf Region appeared in the 
17th and 18th century.  The two foreign powers wanted to secure a place in 
the Gulf region and the Dutch established their company in Persia’s major 
harbour, Bandar Abbas (Scarce, 1985), while the English founded the East 
India Company in India.  The implications of the presence of both powers, 
the Dutch and English, in the Gulf region helped to create perfect conditions 
for both companies to start trade relations with territories on either side of the 
Gulf, which consequently led to expansion of both companies’ activities, not 
only in Persia, but in most of the Arabian territories on the Peninsula.     
By the late 1600s, the central Arabian Peninsula was suffering from a 
continuous series of severe droughts and, as a result, grazing for Bedouin 
flocks of sheep and camels was extremely poor and scarce.  For that reason, 
many Bedouin tribes were forced to migrate from the central to the eastern 
region of the Arabian Peninsula, now Qatar, in order to survive and to find   70 
alternative pasturage.  Among these tribes was one known as al-Utub.  
According to the famous Kuwaiti historian, Abdul Aziz al-Rushaid, the al-Utub 
left Hadar in the Aflaj area of the central Arabian Peninsula, which was 
known as Najd and belonged to the powerful and noble Aniza tribe (Al-
sabah, 2011).  Searching for shelter, al-Utub families, including the al-Sabah 
ruling family of Kuwait, headed first to the Qatar peninsula, where they 
settled for almost 50 years and developed pearling, fishing and maritime 
craft.  Describing the migration of al Utub, Dr. Shuhaiber wrote in 1995:  
The migration of the Utub must have been part of the great Aniza 
migration that took place in the early part of the 18th century, when a 
continuous drought drove them to move from inner Najd to Zubara in 
the Qatar peninsula.  The Kuwaiti historian, Al-Qinai, relates that from 
Qatar, the Utbi Families seem to have scattered into various parts of 
the Gulf before they eventually settled at Kuwait.  It must have been 
during this period, estimated at a half century spent on the southern 
shores of the Gulf, that the Utub first became seafarers. 
(Slot, p.97) 
 
The al-Utub left Qatar because of atrophy in their relations with the rulers of 
Qatar (Almugni, p.23) and they headed north to Basra, requesting protection 
from the Ottoman Empire that was never granted.  From Basra, the al-Utub 
moved to Kuwait, where they settled around Bani Khalid’s kut.  The precise 
date of their arrival and settlement in Kuwait is unknown and is still the 
subject of debate; some word-of-mouth stories have indicated that it might 
have been between 1713 and 1716 (Casey, p.24). 
Soon after their settlement in Kuwait, the al-Utub established an amiable 
relationship with the rulers of the Bani Khalid tribe; as a result, they were 
capable of obtaining some degree of independence from the Bani Khalid.   
Gradually, Bani Khalid’s supremacy and domination over the northeast area 
of the Arabian Peninsula diminished and collapsed.  As a result, Al-Utub 
emerged and Sabah bin Jaber, commonly known as Sabah I, was selected 
as the first independent sheikh to manage the desert sheikdom of Kuwait. 
4.2.2 Kuwait and Oil Discovery 
Kuwait, without its modern thriving towns and buildings, would be nothing   71 
more than an infertile desert because it is a place lacking even any natural 
sources of water or vegetation.  It is a place where the wandering Bedouin 
tribes and in-landers have gathered to survive, benefitting from its natural 
harbour as its most important and significant natural feature, which was the 
main reason for it becoming a settlement.   
Although life in old Kuwait was hard, it was simple and uncomplicated, if 
somewhat primitive.  There were few houses, built of bricks and mud and 
people slept on the roofs of their houses to get cooler fresher air, especially 
in summer time.  They had insufficient natural wells for drinking water and 
were forced to import drinking water from surrounding areas.    
As stated earlier, when the Al-Utub first moved to Qatar, they developed 
pearling, fishing and maritime crafts; therefore, when they migrated to 
Kuwait, they knew how to make the most of Kuwait’s natural harbour, as 
noted by Casey (2007, p.31):  
Kuwaiti-built sailing ships participated in pearling in the summer 
months.  In the wintertime, those same vessels and crew sailed as far 
as India and Madagascar, returning with valuable cargoes of wood, 
spices and slaves.  Wood for building Kuwaiti ships was imported from 
India.  Kuwaiti vessels travelled to Basrah to pick up dates, then 
visited ports along the Persian Gulf, and then proceeded to Zanzibar, 
Karachi and Pakistan.  When the vessels returned to Kuwait about 
seven months later, they would be carrying spices, clothes, mangrove 
logs, and rice. 
 
Before the discovery of oil, the Kuwaiti economy depended on pearling, 
being the leader of the natural pearling industry in the world, which brought 
impressive profits to Kuwaiti merchants.  Unfortunately, the industry broke 
down following the Japanese invention of cultured pearls.  Their impact was 
crucial but World War II caused even greater problems because it delayed oil 
production, as reported by Facey and Grant (1999, p.25): 
The Second World War caused severe hardship in Kuwait, as it did in 
the other Gulf sheikhdoms.  The new well-heads had to be closed 
down and oil operations were suspended.  Disruption of imports 
caused serious food shortage and inflation … only in 1946, with the 
reopening of well-heads and the first commercial shipment of oil, did 
the era of modernisation begin.     72 
 
Within four years of the first oil shipment in 1946, the small nation of Kuwait 
was blessed with sudden fortune and a thriving era, making her one of the 
richest countries in the World, per capita (Dashti, 2008).  It was only a short 
matter of time before accelerated change occurred in all aspects of life, 
removing all traces of the old and poor way of life and establishing a 
flourishing, modern and luxurious way of life. 
When the boom began, Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem had the aspiration and the 
vision to transform the small nation into a welfare state.  A complete 
infrastructure was rapidly established, mainly in the medical and educational 
fields, with new schools and hospitals replacing the old ones.  Education is a 
national right, guaranteed in public and moral law by the State.  Primary 
education is compulsory and free Kuwait Constitution, [Online], Available: 
http://www.pogar.org. [Accessed 28 October2009]. 
Modest old schools were replaced by new primary, secondary and high 
schools.  The Ministry of Education contracted teachers from Palestine, 
Egypt, Jordon and Syria to cover for shortages in the newly established 
schools.  Scholarships were awarded in different educational fields, for 
higher degrees in the United Kingdom and United States.  As for 
improvements in the health services, Kuwait did not have any hospitals 
before oil production, being dependent on treatment in missionary hospitals; 
therefore, the new government built hospitals and installed modern 
equipment.  As Scarce (1985, p.86) comments: 
Community health care, which includes preventive medicine and 
dental treatment, is provided by suburban and school clinics.  A blood 
bank and fully equipped medical store centres support the medical 
services.  Recruitment of staff at all levels occurs through specialist 
and vocational training, both in Kuwait and abroad, and through 
employing qualified expatriates on contract. 
 
The government of Kuwait paid especially urgent attention to low income, 
settled Bedouins, providing them with modest houses because they had 
been living in temporary dilapidated houses on the edges of Kuwait City.   73 
4.3 Characteristics of Kuwaiti Heritage in the Context of 
Fashion and Textiles 
4.3.1 The Traditional Crafts of Weaving Al-sadu 
The main craft of the nomads on the Arabian Peninsula was weaving and 
they used the materials to make tents, animal trappings and storage bags 
(Scarce, 1985).  Animal fibres were the most commonly used, such as camel 
and goat hair and sheep’s wool.  Nomad women took charge of the weaving 
of textiles for the family and Ross (1981, p.124) notes that Arabic women 
spun, dyed and wove textiles for clothing, as an expected domestic skill.  The 
textiles produced were for immediate use and only for the family, although 
tent strips could sometimes be sold, just like any surplus souf, sheep’s wool, 
goat hair or wabar (camel hair). 
Nomad weaving on the Arabian Peninsula is known as Al-Sadu.  It is used by 
Bedouins to indicate both the practice of weaving, woven materials and the 
loom.  The Lisan Al-Arab (The Arab Tongue) dictionary indicates that the 
word Al-sadu means “extension of the hands towards an object” (Ibn 
Mandhur, 1955). 
 
                    
 
Image 4.2 (left) Loom  
Source: Scarce (1985, p.56)   
Image 4.3 (right) Weaving 
Source: Jamal (2009, p.581)         
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Al-sadu is one of the oldest and most highly developed traditional crafts on 
the Arabian Peninsula.  It has been an essential part of the Bedouin way of 
life and reflects human efforts to adapt to the harsh desert environment, and 
to make wise use of the natural resources at the nomadic tribes’ disposal.   
In Kuwait, Al-sadu weaving was valued for its great practicality, versatility 
and creativity.  Although Al-sadu was practised by both men and women, the 
latter were more skilful, sophisticated and creative at this craft, as they 
usually started to learn the craft as young girls by observing their mothers.  
According to Al-Sabah (2001, pp.37-38):  
Bedouin women learned the craft of weaving from an early age, 
watching and assisting their mothers in spinning, dyeing and weaving.  
By the age of sixteen, they would be able to weave and execute 
almost all the patterns characteristic of their tribes.  A skilled weaver 
was accorded great respect and praise and was referred to as dhefra, 
meaning ‘victorious’, among the Bedouin of Kuwait. 
 
The nature of nomadic life demanded simplicity, freedom and ease of 
movement; accordingly, it was more convenient to make their homes (tents) 
from lightweight materials.  It was common for Bedouins to make their tents 
(called bayt al-sha’ar) from camel and goat hair and sheep’s wool and the 
basic colours for bayt al-sha’ar were black and brown.  They were furnished 
and decorated with comfortable woven materials.    
 
 
Image 4.4 Bayt Al-sha’ar 
Source: Jamal (2009, p.581) 
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Although weaving was considered to be women’s responsibility, it was not a 
full-time obligation, as Al-Sabah (2001, p.38) remarks: 
Weaving was not a full time specialty of any woman but was among 
the range of domestic skills appropriate to women.  So it was the 
custom that the women of the tribe would work collectively on tent 
parts, cooperating from start to finish. 
 
The weaving process involves many primary steps, starting from the 
preparation of the fibres and through to the final step of finishing the woven 
piece.  Each stage is essential to the quality and value of the finished piece.  
The initial steps include shearing the wool or camel hair, which is usually a 
man’s job in spring.  After that, the women tease and comb the fibres using 
wooden carders.  Prior to spinning, for which a spindle is used, Al-Sabah 
(2001, p.39) described: 
… with the women either holding the spindle between their hands 
while tending to their flocks, or spinning it against their thigh.  Others 
might put the wool on a stick which was tucked under the arm and 
from which it was spun onto the spindle. 
 
After spinning, the women generally used natural dyes to colour the 
threads.  Bedouin women can also make or purchase chemical dyes.  
Afterwards, they start to weave the textile to make tent strips, qutas 
(dividing curtains used inside the tents to separate men’s and 
women’s quarters), and furniture covers (Scarce, 1985).  In the final 
step, a variety of finishing techniques are used, according to how 
rough or heavy the textile is on the wool rims.  Sometimes, women 
decorate the finished products by adding tassels and trimmings made 
of colourful lengths of plaited, knotted and twisted wool (Scarce, 1985, 
p.57).   76 
             
   
(From left to right) 
Image 4.5 Tools used in Al-sadu 
Source: Scarce (1985, p.55) 
Image 4.6 Spinning Al-sadu  
Source: Al-maghribi (1986, p.240) 
Image 4.7 Al-sadu Trimmimgs 
Source: Al-sabah (2001, p.36) 
Image 4.8 Al-sadu Trimmimgs 
Source: Scarce (1985, p.56) 
 
 
As the tent is considered the main or only shelter for nomadic men in 
the desert, it may by extremely plain and simple in appearance but 
Bedouin women have compensated for this by adding colour and 
textile patterns onto tents and furniture.  They use a range of colours, 
starting from traditional natural blacks, greys, browns, white and 
cream, ranging through to bright, vivid colours, such as oranges, reds, 
greens and dark blues (Scarce, 1985).  This brightens up and   77 
contrasts with the plain appearance of the desert environment.  The 
use of intense colours in weaving has an eye catching impact and 
they are visually attractive and this was the most distinctive feature of 
Al-sadu.  In the past, Bedouin women used local natural dyes in 
addition to imported chemical ones.  As noted by Ross (1981), 
investigation reveals that Bedouin women did make dyestuffs from 
local products and also purchased imported natural and chemical 
dyes from Bedouin markets.  Imported dyes were more costly than 
those produced locally and, therefore, were probably used sparingly 
(Ross, 1981, p.125).  Bedouins consider natural dyes to be 
presentable but not necessarily as cheerful as some of the chemical 
dyes (Al-Sabah, 2001).  Natural dyes are mostly made from desert 
plants that are found in some parts of the Kuwaiti desert; these plants 
have yellow flowers that are used in the production of yellow dye.  
Bedouin women also use other natural materials, such as henna, 
turmeric (kurkum), safflower and pomegranate skin (Al-Sabah, 2001, 
p.39). 
The striking colours used in al-sadu by Bedouin Kuwaiti women are attractive 
and have a joyful impact, while the motifs and patterns used in weaving are 
influenced by the plainness and austerity of the desert.  The use of motifs is, 
in part, determined by Islamic prohibition of the depiction of the human form 
in any illustration.  Bedouin women incorporate elements from the desert, 
with its harmonic and repetitive nature, the succession of day and night, the 
rhythmic changes of the seasons and the flat plain sand stretching to the 
horizon.  The patterns are based on symmetry and repetition, representing 
desert life in the eyes of Bedouins.  Other distinct motifs are geometric 
shapes, triangles, straight horizontal lines, squares, dots and pyramidal 
shapes, in addition to some Arabic calligraphy (Al-Sabah, 2001).  All of the 
patterns found in the traditional Bedouin weavings are usually named 
individually.  Each shape may have a different meaning within the whole 
design or in the context of the tribe.  Scarce (1985) remarked that: “The 
design used in Bedu weaving, while broadly based on tribal repertoires, 
cannot always be identified precisely unless accompanied by exact   78 
documentation; for example, concerning provenance, family details of the 
weaver and her range of patterns” ( p.58).   
 
                    
 
Image 4.9 (left) Different range of colours used in Al-sadu 
Source: Al-sabah (2001, p.53) 
Image 4.10 (right) Patterns used in Al-sadu weaving 
Source: Al-sabah (2001, p.44) 
 
 
As for townswomen or urban folk, they did not weave as much as Bedouin 
women, due to their different lifestyle in the old Kuwait.  Townswomen were 
usually able to buy imported textiles, or they would sometimes receive textile 
gifts from relatives working in the trade or as seafarer or caravan traders.  
Caravans would visit multiple destinations, usually stopping in Kuwait to sell 
a variety of products, such as spices, foodstuffs and exotic textiles.  
Townspeople were able to choose from a wide range and different qualities 
of imported textiles from many different regions.  As recorded by Ross (1981, 
p.128), whether rich or poor, settled Arabians could select almost any colour 
and pattern and, visually, there could be a superficial equality to garments if 
only for a brief time – the cheaper material having a relatively short life.    
The main source of imported textiles, such as silk and embroidered luxurious 
fabrics, was India, while cotton was imported from Egypt and Syria and 
further from Iraq, Persia, France and the UK.  Silk and other fine 
embroidered textiles, especially those lavishly decorated with fine gold or 
silver threads, were considered the most luxurious.   79 
As for the places where women could buy textiles in the old Kuwait, Al-
Bassam (1985) noted that Kuwaiti women used to obtain fabrics most 
commonly through female acquaintances working as dealers. 
  
    
Image 4.11 (left) Female working as textile dealer 
Source: Jamal (2009, p.485) 
Image 4.12 (right) Old textile market  
Source: Jamal (2009, p.487) 
 
 
On the other hand, Scarce (1985, p.74) recorded that women of the wealthy 
merchant class also had access to a more exclusive range of goods, as 
groups of them would sell luxurious fabrics, perfumes and cosmetics, which 
their menfolk brought directly to them from India, privately among 
themselves.  Although there was no specialised fabric market in the past, the 
main market, the suq, was where most of the town’s women used to buy 
their textiles.  Then, in 1916, one of the well- known Kuwaiti merchants, 
Khalil Al-Qattan, established the first textile market in Kuwait, which was 
named the Jewish Market, because most of the textile dealers were Jewish 
(Omar, 2001, p.209).  By the late twenties, another textile market, Suq Ibn 
Rashdan, was opened by Kuwaiti merchants from the Al-rashdan family 
(Jamal, pp.159-160).  After the discovery of oil, many modern textile markets 
were set up in Kuwait.   80 
 
 
Image 4.13 (left) Modern textile markets in Kuwait 
Source: Rais (2009, p.461) 
Image 4.14 (right) Textile market known as Blockat  
Source: Rais (2009, p.465) 
 
Although Bedouin women were well-known for their skill in weaving, their 
fabrics were mainly based on wool and camel hair for use in tents and for 
furniture (Scarce, 1985).  Bedouin women also became dependent on 
imported ready-made textiles but they did not have as much access to the 
variety of textiles that townswomen did, due to the nature of their life in the 
desert with their animals.   
It may be assumed that Kuwaiti women in the past would only wear black 
clothes.  They would cover their entire body from head to toe in a black 
cloak, known in the Arabian World as abaya, over their clothes.  However, a 
look at what is worn beneath the al-abaya shows how much Kuwaiti women 
adored wearing lavish and luxurious textiles and vivid bright colours.  When it 
comes to choosing colours, women would generally consider factors such as 
their age and the occasion.  Elderly women would normally choose dark 
coloured textiles, such as dark blue, brown and dark grey, as they represent 
modesty and gravity, whereas younger girls would usually choose bright or 
intense colours, like blue, scarlet, green, yellow, orange and violet, in 
addition to metallic colours, like gold and silver (Omar, 2001, p.200).  Kuwaiti 
women’s choice of textile was also dependent on the purpose for which the 
fabric would be used, whether for everyday housework or for adornment and 
especial events.  Traditional fabric names totally differ from the names used   81 
nowadays because they normally derived from three factors, which are the 
ornamentation shape used in the fabric, the purpose or the place of origin.  
For example, on the fabric known as bu haila, the motif is the shape of 
cardamom spice, haila in Arabic (Omar, 2001, p.207).  The textile known as 
jaz or qaz means silk fabric, derived from the name of the worm that 
produces the silk threads (Omar, 2001, p.204).  Egyptian cotton is an 
example of a fabric named after its place of origin (Al-Bassam, 1985, p.100). 
The researcher had difficulty finding sufficiently reliable resources; for 
example, names and photographs of different kinds of traditional textiles 
used in Kuwait in the past.  However, a few traditional names are listed 
below. 
Textiles named after their motifs: 
1.  Bu Nojoom (stars): the basic motif on this fabric is Nojoom, the plural 
of Najma, which means star (Al-Maghribi, 1986). 
2.  Bu Finjan (cup): the basic motif is Finjan, the name of the Arabian 
coffee cup (Al-Maghribi, 1986, p.124). 
3.  Rash el-motar (raindrops): a cotton fabric decorated with sprinkles 
that look like raindrops (Al-Bassam, 1985, p.104). 
4.  Imshajar (decorated): the name is given to the fabric decorated with a 
distinct mixture of motifs, usually plants, in different colours (Al-
Maghribi, 1986, p.126). 
5.  Zari: this kind of textile is decorated with motifs in metallic golden 
colour (Al-Maghribi, 1986, p.19).   
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Image 4.15 Textile decorated with zari 
Source: Al-maghribi (1986, p.19) 
 
All of these fabrics are mainly used on women’s basic traditional dresses, 
known as Darra’ah.   
The names of some textiles derive from the materials used:  
1.  Fanila (fleece) is a soft fabric made from woollen fibres and is used in 
winter (Omar, 2001, p.203).   
2.  Kattan (linen) is a fabric woven from natural plant fibres of that name 
(Al-Maghribi, 1986, p.123). 
3.  Bu shaila is a light simple type of fabric used only for a woman’s head 
garment, the name deriving from that purpose (Omar, 2001, p.203).   
4.  Shash (Gauze) is a light translucent fabric, mostly used for women’s 
head covering in black colour only (Al-Bassam, 1985).   
5.  Brisim (silk) is a name derived from the Persian word ‘brisim’, which 
means silk (Al-Maghribi, 1986, p.126). 
6.  Deebaj is an expensive kind of fabric.  Its name derives from the 
Persian word ‘Deba’ (Al-Maghribi, 1986, p.126), which means 
coloured silk fabric (Al-Noaimy, 1980, p.283).   83 
Finally, textile named after its place of origin:  
1.  Kashmir (Cashmere) is a soft woollen fabric made from the hair 
of the Kashmir goat (Al-Maghribi, 1986) and is also known by 
the same name in English. 
Embroidery and ornamentation have always been considered essential to 
the aesthetic value of the decorated cloth, an expression of the creativity and 
imagination of the craftsman.  In the past, embroidery and textile decoration 
was common among Kuwaiti women, especially townswomen, who used to 
sew most of their own garments, their children’s and some of their 
husbands’.  They were also well known for their skill in the production of fine 
and elegant embroidery.  Different techniques, tools and materials were 
involved in embroidery craft, one of which was the widely-used method for 
gold embroidery, referred to as karkhana.  This is a Persian word meaning 
‘place of work’ and the same word is used for the wooden tool used in the 
process.  The threads used in this type of embroidery were known as zari, 
which are gold or silver metallic threads (Al-Sabah, 2001, pp.71-72).  
 
 
Image 4.16 Al- karkhana 
Source: Al-maghribi (1986, p.275) 
 
Gold and silver embroidery were commonly used in a lavish way to decorate 
textiles used for adornment on happy occasions.  Another type of   84 
embroidery, known as teal or teli, also involved zari and is mostly done in 
silver or gold metal wire.  It is used to embellish some women’s garments, 
such as headscarves and thoubs (overdresses).  Along with metallic thread, 
a range of coloured silk, known as brisim, and cotton threads were used in 
elegant traditional embroidery (Al-Maghribi, 2006).  There was a range of 
designs available in zari, as described by Al-Sabah (2001, p.75): 
Ariyah, a zari design usually found on the lower sleeves of the 
women’s thobe or overdress; kurar, a special style of embroidery used 
in the front of overdresses; derghal, a simple gold stitch used along 
the border of a young girl’s headscarf (bukhnagh). 
 
Women were inspired by their surroundings, which was reflected in the 
patterns and motifs created on the fabrics or garments.  These motifs were 
like trees, shells, stars, plant leaves and crescents.  The designs were first 
drawn on paper and then the women would use a pin to pierce the outline of 
the design.  A coloured powder was then gently wiped over the tiny pin holes 
to transfer the outline of the patterns onto the fabric (Al-Sabah, 2001).    
 
 
            
Image 4.17 (left) Thoub decorated with scattered motifs 
Image 4.18 (right) Thoub decorated with wide gold stripes 
Source: Al-sabah (2001)   85 
4.3.2 An Overview of the Traditional Female Costumes in Kuwait  
According to Al-Anjari (2003) and Al-Bassam (1985) the traditional female 
costumes in Kuwait can be classified into: 
A- Outer Garments: 
1.  Al-abaya (The Cloak) 
2.  Al- thoub  (The Overdress) 
3.  Al-darra’ah (The Dress) 
B- Head Garments: 
1.  Burga and Bushiya (The Veil)  
2.  Al-bukhnug (Unmarried Girl’s Head-Dress) 
C- Undergarments: 
1.  Al-gomlag (Undergarment) and Al-zakhmah (Brassiere) 
2.  Al-sirwal (Pants) 
 
A – Outer Garments 
A1 - Al-abaya (The Cloak) - A long time before the advent of Islam, it was 
common to use an outer garment in the form of a wrap; according to Ross 
(1981), long before Islam, it was customary in the Middle East to wear an 
outer mantle for travel outside the home and, remarkably, this long-
established tradition has prevailed in the Arabian Peninsula up to modern 
times (Ross, 1981, p.51).  It was very functional to wear the cloak because it 
is more practical than a coat.  This fits with the lifestyle in the Middle East 
and it can be used in different climates, whether to protect the body from the 
hot weather or to keep it warm in winter (Ross, 1981). 
Even after the rise of Islam, the use of the cloak, especially for women, was 
recommended and encouraged in Islamic teachings.  The primary purpose of 
wearing the cloak is for the sake of modesty.  In many parts of the Islamic 
world, this outer garment is known as al-abba, which is the Arabic name for a 
‘cloak’, worn by men and women in many Islamic countries.  Al-abba has   86 
many different names, such as abaya, milaaya, and the male cloak is known 
as bisht.  Al-abba used to be the traditional form of Islamic costume in the 
Arabian Peninsula, especially for women, usually under the name of al-
abaya.  The Al-abaya style, design and colour varies from one Gulf country 
to another but, in general, there is the simple plain black abaya, as well as an 
embellished, colourful abaya; however, they all serve the same purpose (Al-
bassam, 1985).  Women in Kuwait used to wear the abaya as an outer wrap, 
worn to cover their colourful undergarments, especially when going outside 
of the home.  This is reflect their modesty and to more or less hide the entire 
female body, apart from the face and hands.   
The traditional abaya in Kuwait generally consists of two lengths of fabric 
sewn together horizontally on the shoulder line to form an all-enveloping 
loose, open from the front gown; it is worn draped from the centre crown with 
no side seams for actual sleeves.  Instead two small openings are cut to 
allow for hand movement (Ross, 1981).  Both Bedouin and townswomen 
preferred to wear the plain black abaya in everyday life and kept the heavily 
decorated ones for happy occasions.  Different types of silk and woven wool 
were used to sew the al-abaya (Scarce, 1985). 
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Image 4.19 (left) Women in Kuwait used to wear the abaya as an outer wrap to 
cover their colourful undergarments 
Source: Ross (1981, p.50) 
Image 4.20 (right) The traditional abaya 
Source: Scarce (1985, p.77) 
 
 Types of sewing for the al-abaya 
1-  Abaya Shal is the woollen thread used to sew the al-abaya 
used mainly as winter wear (Al-maghribi, 2006, p.42). 
2-  Abaya Shad refers to a special kind of embroidery used to 
create fine embellishments, around the inner edges of the al-
abaya, using silk threads called brisim.  It is expensive and was 
used for happy occasions (Al-maghribi, 2006).   
3-  Abaya darbawiyah (alleys) is decoration with gold embroidery, 
known as zari, in the shape of straight lines.  Some were 
decorated by the addition of golden jewellery hanging on each 
of the inner edges of the al-abaya.  They are very expensive 
and are usually for the bride to wear at her wedding (Al-fahad, 
2009).     88 
            
Image 4.21 (left) Abaya darbawiyah 
Source: Al-maghribi (1986, p.225) 
Image 4.22 (right) Abaya hanging golden jewellery 
Source: Ross (1981, p.51) 
 
A2- Al-thoub (The Overdress) - Al-Thoub is an item of clothing which, in the 
Arabic language, refers simply to a garment that is usually worn by women, 
and occasionally men, especially in Saudi Arabia.  Al-thoub was the main 
item of clothing for females in the past in all parts of the Arabian Gulf, with 
minor differences in patterns.  In Kuwait, al-thoub is a very loose garment 
that covers a woman’s whole body from shoulders to feet.  The al-thoub 
usually reaches to the floor at the front, with some drag when worn properly.  
It has very wide knee length sleeves that can be folded back over the 
shoulders or pulled to cover the face when receiving guests or meeting 
strangers.       89 
 
Image 4.23 One way of wearing al-thoub 
Source: Al-maghribi (1986, p.82) 
 
Scarce (1985, p.75) describes it as a voluminous graceful overdress, along 
with Al-maghribi (2006, p.44) who stated: 
Al-thawb mirrored the nature of life in traditional Kuwaiti society.  
Types of cultivation and architecture were embroidered on the al-
thawb.  Even when it was stretched on the ground, it resembled the 
parts of a traditional house: the chest opening represented the gate; 
the sleeves represented the arcade; the middle part represented the 
courtyard. 
 
The Al-thoub is made of different kinds of textiles of different weight, such as 
cotton, wool, fine linen and different types of light sheer textiles like chiffon, 
silk, and tulle (Ross, 1981).  The thoub is usually decorated with a heavy 
richly embroidered front panel and billowing back, with silver or golden 
threads, depending on style and occasion.  In addition to the embroidery, it is 
decorated with vivid colours and embellished with exquisite patches of 
brocade (Ross, 1981).     90 
There are different types of al-thoub, according to the occasion, such as at 
wedding parties or other happy events.  Kuwaiti women prefer to wear black 
or a brightly colourful thoub in green, scarlet, blue or multi-coloured, and 
decorated with lavish gold or silver embroidery.  However, when working in 
the house or when it is time to sleep, they choose to wear a thoub with less 
decoration and of lighter colours (Al-maghribi, 2006). 
As stated by Scarce (1985, pp.75-76):  
Black gauze and net in varying thickness were also used in the town 
to make thobs.  The most brilliant versions were reserved for festivals 
and wedding parties and were made of transparent silks and gauzes 
in vivid colours - scarlet, green, violet, blue - and lavishly embroidered 
in gold and silver. 
 
The basic parts of the Kuwaiti Thoub: 
1-  The bodice (centre panel): the middle part on both front and 
back sides of the thoub is a rectangular piece, shoulder-wide 
and heel length. 
2-  The sleeves (al-chomoom): these are the most distinctive part 
of the thoub because of their unique shape.  Sleeves are loose, 
very wide and voluminous.  They are also very long, being 
used to cover the face when receiving visitors, as recorded by 
Al-maghribi (2006).  It may be noted that the voluminous al-
thoub reflects its Islamic origin and covers the beauty of the 
female body (Al-maghribi, 2006, p.45) whereas, in western 
cultures, clothes are usually integrated to highlight the beauty 
of the female body and can even be specially designed 
according to an individual’s shape. 
3-  The underarm gussets (al-tinfayah): these are two triangular 
pieces, usually sewn under the sleeves to add more width for 
smoother movement of the arms; most importantly, they help to 
maintain the thoub’s shape and silhouette.  In addition, the 
underarm gussets are considered decorative elements, mostly   91 
for weddings or special occasions.  The thoub underarm gusset 
pieces are lavishly embroidered with golden or silver sequins 
and spangles or simply cut from a different textile and colour 
than the basic thoub to add a more beautiful or striking effect 
(Al-maghribi, 2006). 
 
Image 4.24 The underarm gusset 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.47) 
 
4-  The tail (al-thail): the length of the al-thoub’s front side is 
usually the normal height of the wearer and covers the feet, 
whereas the back side is commonly much longer with a drag or 
tail, due to the neckline’s open design.   
 
Image 4.25 Deconstruction of al-thoub 
Source: Ross (1981, p.84)   92 
Some different types of al-thoub can be described to highlight the major 
differences between them. 
1.  Missarrah thoub: it is called Missarah according to the shape 
of its embroidered decorations (the ornamentations are thin 
striped sequined lines) and it is generally used for special 
occasions (Al-bassam, 1985, p.81). 
2.  Moukhawwas thoub: it is decorated with wider golden stripes, 
especially in the underarm gusset area, in addition to delicate 
embroidered motifs of celery leaves or tomato plants; it is an 
expensive garment used for weddings and festive occasions 
(Al-maghribi, 2006).  
3.  Al-thurayya (Pleiades) thoub: it is conceded to be one of the 
most expensive thoubs because of the distinct lavish golden 
discs sewn to form the shape of the Pleiades constellation, 
under the neckline of the thoub.  A bride normally wears it on 
her wedding night (Al-maghribi, 2006).   
4.  Al-manthoor (scattered) thoub has decorative motifs 
composed of sequins and spangles over the entirety of the 
thoub.  It is used at weddings and on other happy occasions 
(Al-maghribi, 2006, p.52).   
5.  Ariyah thoub: it is decorated with thin stripes, made of twisted 
golden threads over all of the garment’s seams and with 
elegant embroidery in the underarm gussets (Al-sabah, 2001). 
6.  Imfahah (multi-coloured) thoub: this thoub is made of a 
combination of multi-coloured patches of different textiles and 
it is commonly in vivid, striking colours, such as blue, green, 
scarlet and orange, in addition to rich intricate silver or gold 
embroidery.  Women wear this type of garment for adornment 
on festive occasions (Ross, 1981).   93 
7.  The wail (voile) thoub: it is made of thin, plain cotton fabric, 
voile, usually in light colours and with little or no decoration; 
therefore, the wail thoub is usually inexpensive.  Women prefer 
to wear this kind of garment at home (Al-Anjari, 2003).   
8.  The shash (gauze) thoub: it is made of cotton gauze fabric, 
and women wear it while doing their daily housework.  It is 
very light and it has no decoration; thus, it is a low-priced 
garment (Al-maghribi, 2006, p.58).     
 
          
Image 4.26 (left) Moukhawwas thoub 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.49) 
Image 4.27 (right) celery leaves motif 
Source: Al-maghribi (1986, p.369) 
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(From left to right) 
Image 4.28 Al-thurayya thoub 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.51) 
Image 4.29 Al-manthoor thoub  
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.52) 
Image 4.30 Ariyah thoub 
Source: Al-sabah (2001, p.81) 
Image 4.31 Imfahah thoub 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.60)   95 
As Al-maghribi (2006) states, the Al-thoub disappeared by the mid-1950s, 
except among the elderly, who carried on wearing it long after that (Al-
maghribi, 2006, p.45). 
A3-Al-Darra’a (The Dress) - Al-darra’a is a basic traditional type of garment 
or robe that Kuwaiti women would usually wear under the al-thoub as a day 
dress or party dress.  As described by Scarce (1985, p.75): 
It [Al-Darra’a] was traditionally a simple construction with front and 
back formed either of one long rectangular piece folded over at the 
shoulders or of two pieces joined at the shoulders.  Long tight sleeves 
were set in at armhole level and then the sides were seamed together. 
 
The Al-darra’a’s parts are very similar to the al-thoub’s parts except for the 
tail; this is because the al-darra’a is the same length both front and back, 
unlike the al-thoub, and the al-darra’a sleeves are narrow and more fitted, 
reaching the wrists.  The Al-darra’a is also known as dishdasha, a simple 
ankle-length garment with long sleeves and usually worn by men and 
women.  The only difference is that a man’s dishdasha is most commonly 
plain, whereas the woman’s dishdasha is normally beautified and 
embellished (Al-maghribi, 1986).   
The Al-darra’a was made from diverse types of textiles, depending on the 
occasion, from lightly decorated inexpensive fabrics, such as cotton and 
voile, to more luxurious embroidered and pricey textiles like fine silk (Scarce, 
1985).  As for the colour of the al-darra’a, there was no basic or common 
colour, as in the abbaya.  Women would choose any colour to suit their age 
and to reflect their taste; as recorded by Ross (1981, p.57):   
The Arabian woman’s love of colour is expressed by her choice of 
dress textiles.  Dark colours are worn but generally reserved for 
elders.  Whether deep or vivid, pale or dark, the base colour of the 
chosen textile is generally enlivened with contrasting coloured motifs - 
especially for party wear - and these often sparkle from the lurex 
content or the addition of metal thread work, beading and sequins. 
 
On special occasions, women sometimes wore a similar garment to the al-
darra’a, called a zebun, a name that originated in Turkey.  It is a long ankle-  96 
length fine robe that is front-opened and belted in the middle or with inside 
ties to form a wrap (Al-maghribi, 1986).  It was usually sewn from expensive 
textiles, such as silk or velvet, and lavishly decorated with silver or gold 
embroidery; it was mainly worn by well-to-do women. 
 
             
 
Image 4.32 (left) Woman wearing zebun for special occasions 
Source: Scarce (1985, p.75) 
Image 4.33 (right) Zebun 
Source: Al-sabah (2001, p.86) 
 
Types of Daraa’a 
The Darra’a has various types or names that are usually derived from the 
name of the fabrics used to sew them or the description of the ornamentation 
and embroidery used in decorating it.    
1.  Darra’a Wail (voile): it is a practical and inexpensive 
garment sewn from plain voile fabric and worn mostly in 
the home.   97 
2.  Darra’a A’sa (cane):  it is embellished with golden straight 
cane-shaped appliqué on the sleeves, from the shoulder to 
the wrist and around the neckline and down to the middle 
(Al-maghribi, 2006).    
3.  Darra’a Moukhawarah is decorated with a special kind of 
embroidery known as Karkhana.  This Persian word refers 
to a technique, widely used in the past, of exquisite 
embroidery, in which the fabric is stretched and fixed on a 
rectangular wooden frame and embroidered with silver or 
gold metal or silk threads, known as Zari.  This kind of 
darra’a is graceful, expensive and used on happy 
occasions (Al-sabah, 2001).   
4.  Darra’a Zari Manthoor: It is embellished with decorative 
motifs sewn with zari, silver or gold metal or silk threads, 
over the entirety of the al-darra’a.  It is very pricey and is 
used on happy occasions, such as weddings (Al-maghribi, 
2006, p.67). 
 
       
Image 4.34 (left) A’sa (cane) darra’a 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.63) 
Image 4.35 (right) Darra’a moukhawarah 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.65) 
 
 
By the end of the 1930s, the use of the al-darra’a was affected by the 
gradually spreading influence of European dress style, which resulted in the   98 
creation of the al-nafnoof (dress) that had more fitted bodices and waist lines 
and more shapely sleeves (Al-maghribi, 2006, p.61).  Eventually, al-nafnoof 
(plural nafaneef) came to have many different styles to reflect individual 
women’s tastes and class.  The al-nafnoof style and shape continued to 
change and to keep up with western fashion.  It can be said that, in the past, 
Kuwaiti women were famous for their embroidery and sewing skills.  This is 
because they had to make their own garments, in addition to their children’s 
and husbands’ clothes, using manual sewing machines because there were 
no shops in old Kuwait that specialised in clothes.   
Types of al-nafnoof (dresses):  
1.  Nafnoof Zam (pleated dress): this type of dress was basic and 
practical for everyday use.  It is a basic design, sewn by 
attaching the bodice to a pleated skirt (Al-maghribi, 2006, 
p.71). 
2.  Buqaiysh nafnoof (belted dress): this is an expensive dress, 
usually worn by brides at their wedding.  The dress is 
decorated with zari motifs, mainly in the waist area, in the form 
of a belt.  Luxurious textiles were chosen to sew the belted 
dress, such as fine silk and shiny satin (Al-maghribi, 2006, 
p.74).   
3.  Imfahah nafnoof (multi coloured dress): this dress is sewn from 
various textiles in different colours, usually bright, such as 
blue, green and scarlet.  Women wear this type of dress for 
adornment on festive occasions. 
4.  Moukhawar nafnoof: it is embroidered with zari, silver or gold 
metal or silk threads.  This kind of dress is used for adornment. 
5.  Teal (Teli) Manthur nafnoof: Teal or Teli is a term commonly 
used on the Arabian Peninsula for a special kind of 
embroidery, commonly using gold or silver metal wires (Al-
sabah, 2001, p.75).   99 
6.  Afazeih nafnoof (A-line dress): this type of dress started to 
appear in Kuwait in the1960s, following the economic boom 
after the discovery of oil and the interaction with different 
cultures.  It is a one-piece tailored garment, narrow at the top, 
flaring slightly wider towards the bottom in a kind of A-shape 
(Al-maghribi, 2006, p.75).   
 
           
 
Image 4.36 (top left), A woman carrying manual sewing machine 
Source: Rais (2009, p.447) 
Image 4.37 (top right), Buqaiysh nafnoof (belted dress) 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.74) 
Image 4.38 (bottom), Nafnoof decorated with teli 
Source: Al-sabah (2001, p.82) 
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B- Head Garments 
B1 - The veil (burga and bushiya) - It is believed that face veiling originated 
a long time before the emergence of Islam, as it is referred to in Assyrian 
records (since 1500 BC), as is head covering, which is also an ancient 
tradition (Ross, 1985, p.46).  In the Arab world, veiling was used to cover the 
face and the head as protection from the harsh climate (sun and stand 
storms), especially in desert regions.  However, after the advent of Islam, 
women in the Arab world wore the veil as a mark of respect and modesty, as 
indicated in the Holy Quran: 
And  tell  the  believing  women  to  reduce  [some]  of  their  vision  and 
guard their private parts and not expose their adornment except that 
which [necessarily] appears thereof and to wrap [a portion of] their 
headcovers over their chests and not expose their adornment except 
to their husbands, their fathers, their husbands' fathers,…. 
          (The Holy Qurʼan, Surat An-Nūr (The Light) verses 31)  
 
Veiling was a common custom in most of the Arab world but there are 
regional variations (Al-anjary, 2003, p.135). 
In Kuwait, two different types of face veiling and head cover were worn 
among nomads and townswomen.  Bedouin women commonly wore al-
shaila as a head cover and a face veil known as Burga most of the time so 
they could freely move between tents.  On the other hand, women in urban 
society used al-milfa for head covering and al-bushiya for face veiling.  They 
would veil their faces mainly when going out and cover their entire body with 
black abbaya (Scarce, 1985). 
Burga and bushiya were both made from a soft and light black fabric, such 
as gauze.  As noted by Ross (1981), a burga totally covers the face but 
leaves slits or openings for the eyes (Ross, 1981, p.47).  It is worth pointing 
out that, in most of the Arab world, women used to wear coloured and 
decorated burga while Kuwaiti Bedouin women’s burga was only in black, 
with no decoration (Al-maghribi, 1986, p.34).  Al-bushiya was used to cover 
the whole face and would usually hang at the front, reaching the waist (Al 
maghribi, 2006, p.24).     101 
As for the head covers known as milfa and shaila, Scarce (1985, p.76) 
recorded: 
In the town, a length of black gauze, milfa, was wrapped and twisted 
around the head like a wimple, framing the face tightly to conceal the 
hair.  A bedu woman could also wear the milfa but usually preferred a 
sheileh, a close-fitting hood made of four pieces of black cloth joined 
to form a triangular shape and seamed under the chin. 
 
         
 
Image 4.39 (top left), Al-burga 
Image 4.40 (top right), Al-bushiya 
Source: Scarce (1985, p.77) 
Image 4.41 (bottom), Al-milfa 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.23) 
 
 
B2 - Al-bukhnug is a traditional head cover commonly worn by young 
unmarried girls for adornment.  Bukhnug is a piece of black transparent 
textile, such as silk or chiffon, sewn from one side, to cover the head and 
side of the face, with an opening for the face and draping on the chest to   102 
cover the upper half of the body (Al-Anjary, 2003).  Al-bukhnug is elaborately 
decorated with coloured or gold sequins and embroidery.  These 
embellishments come in a variety of shapes and motifs, which are generally 
located on the piece that fits around the face and head (Al-sabah, 2001). 
Replacing the bukhnug with the abaya is a sign of becoming an adult. 
 
Types of al-bukhnug 
There are different types of al-bukhnug depending on use.  For example 
there is a basic, simple one for daily use and a fancy, expensive one for 
special occasions. 
1.  Shash (gauze) bukhnug: it is made from gauze textile; it is low-cost 
and is for everyday use (Al-maghribi, 2006, p.30). 
2.  Bu Hilal (Crescent) bukhnug: it is decorated with zari (golden 
embroidery) in the shape of a hilal, crescent; it is expensive and is 
used for special occasions (Al-Anjary, 2003, p.109). 
3.  Shaham (fat) wa Laham (meat) bukhnug: this type of bukhnug is 
decorated with two colours of zari embroidery, where Shaham (means 
fat in Arabic) is represented by silver embroidery and Laham (means 
meat in Arabic) by gold embroidery.  It is worn for adornment at 
weddings and on other happy occasions (Al- maghribi, 2006, p.34). 
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Image 4.42 (left) A girl wearing al-bukhnug 
Source: Al-maghribi (2006, p.31) 
Image 4.43 (right) Deconstruction of al-bukhnug 
Source: Ross (1981, p.80) 
 
C- Undergarments 
C1- Al-gomlag (Undergarment) and Al-zakhmah (Brassiere)  In the past, 
Unless they could afford to have them sewn by someone else, Kuwaiti 
women used to sew their own undergarments, using manual sewing 
machines.  Light, soft and comfortable textiles, such as absorbent cotton and 
fine voile, were used to make them.  Women’s undergarments were mostly 
plain, with no detailed embroidery.  There are three main items: Al-zakhmah 
(brassiere), Al-gomlag (underskirt) and Al-sirwal (pants).  Al-zakhmah is 
sometimes known as sidaireeya (Ross, 1981, p.60).  It was used as a 
brassiere and sewn in different colours and different light fabrics. Zomaya, 
[Online]. Available: http://www.bakhdida.com [Accessed 11 February 2010]. 
On the other hand, al-gomlag is a sleeveless undergarment serving as a 
chemise or petticoat.  Some were full-length with a blouse, similar to a 
bodice, attached to a pleated skirt; others were half-slips (Ross, 1981).  
Sometimes it was made from silk or satin in different colours and used by 
married women as a nightgown (Al-maghribi, 2006). 
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C2- Al-sirwal (pants)  
Al-sirwal is a Persian word derived from sirbal (Khalo, 2005; Haidar, 2012).  
Al-sirwal is used as a basic and essential garment all over the Arab world; it 
is practical to use in a modest style (Ross, 1981).  There are many types of 
al-sirwal but the Arabian style is a pair of comfortable, ankle length pants.  
Although the al-sirwal was loose and voluminous, it was fitted around the 
ankles so that it could be decorated.  Cotton and silk fabrics were used in 
bright, vivid colours, such as blue, green and red.  As stated by (Al-Anjari, 
2003), a special feature of the sirwal is the ankle band embroidery.  It is 
usually made of heavy silver and gold metal embroidery or coloured cotton 
and silk threads, depending on the occasion. 
Types of al-sirwal: 
1.  Bu Mahruma sirwal: It is a long pair of pants sewn with an extra 
triangular patch of fabric to form a crotch gusset for more comfortable 
and easy movement (Scarce, 1985).   
2.  Zari Sirwal: It is embellished with rich detailed zari, golden 
embroidery; it is expensive and is used for adornment on happy 
occasions (Al-maghribi, 2006). 
3.  Teli (teal) sirwal: The ankle bands are decorated with a special kind of 
embroidery, usually made of gold or silver metal wires known as teli.    
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Image 4.43 (top), Deconstruction of the al-sirwal 
Source: Ross (1981, p.60) 
Image 4.44 (middle), Bu Mahruma sirwal 
Source: Scarce (1985, p.74) 
Image 4.45 (bottom), Zari sirwal 
Source: Ross (1981, p.61) 
 
Based on what is historically known, it can be seen that Kuwaiti women have 
always paid careful attention to traditional style and costumes.  Furthermore,   106 
they were proud of their history and traditions and, most importantly, their 
identity, which was very clear in their costumes and manner of dress. 
Although these costumes were used as a part of traditions, there is a sense 
that old traditions die hard.  That is not because it is a tradition that survives 
today; it is because there are aspects associated with luxury, such as 
exclusivity and craftsmanship. 
 
4.4 The Spread of Luxury Culture in Kuwait Model 
The development of luxury will be presented in five stages, in accordance 
with the “Spread of Luxury” model created by Chadha and Husband in The 
Cult of The Luxury Brand – Inside Asia’s Love Affair with Luxury.  The model 
shows how luxury was spread in many Asian countries, such as Japan, 
China, Taiwan and Hong Kong.  The same model will be applied in Kuwait to 
show that the evolution and spread of luxury fashion culture is going in the 
same direction as many other Asian countries.  The forces that contributed to 
creating the gravitation or passion for luxury brands in Kuwait were set in 
motion even before the oil discovery.   107 
 
 
Figure 4.1 The spread of luxury model within the context of Kuwait 
Source: Adopted from Chadha and Husband (2006) 
 
 
4.4.1 Stage 1: Subjugation and Poverty 
Unlike many Middle Eastern countries, Kuwait has never been subjected to 
colonization.  However, during the reign of Sheikh Mubarak Al-Sabah, the 
seventh ruler of Kuwait, the political circumstances in the Arabian Peninsula 
changed.  Most independent nations agreed to sign a treaty with the 
powerful kingdom of Great Britain, as the Ottoman Empire was losing its 
supremacy and domination (Scarce, 1985).  Furthermore, because Sheikh 
Mubarak was concerned about Kuwait’s safety and security, he entered into 
a treaty with the British that was potentially beneficial for both sides.  
Through his agreement to the British Protectorate treaty, Sheikh Mubarak 
achieved significantly balanced international relationships during his reign.   
Being under British protection, as agreed in the treaty, Kuwaitis were in direct 
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contact with British political representatives and officials in Kuwait.  
Consequently, they were able to initiate sociable relations with British 
officials and that had a great effect on how Kuwaitis perceived the West.   
Although Kuwaiti people did not suffer from being under subjugation or 
colonization, the majority of Kuwaitis endured a tough life in harsh conditions, 
lacking even the proper sources for drinking water and vegetation.  During 
that time, the lifestyle in Kuwait was very hard, yet simple and 
uncomplicated, albeit somewhat primitive.  It was a place where the 
wandering Bedouin tribes and in-landers gathered to survive.  There were 
only a few houses that were built of bricks and mud near the shores and 
inhabited by the people practicing seafaring and maritime activities.  Most 
Kuwaitis were living in poverty; they worked very hard and were continuously 
in debt because they were depending on the merchants.   
The Kuwaiti economy before the oil discovery depended mainly on trading, 
fishing and pearling; at one time, Kuwait led the world’s natural pearling 
industry, bringing impressive profits to Kuwaiti merchants.   
In the context of luxury textiles, garments and jewellery, luxury was only 
accessible to the people from elite class of rulers and merchants, especially 
the women.  These women were able to afford and have access to different 
kinds of luxury products and were familiar with the concept of luxury clothes 
and textiles.  Elite Kuwaiti women adored fine textiles, such as silk and other 
expensive fabrics imported mostly from India, Persia, and some European 
countries.  These textiles were hand-embroidered and decorated with fancy 
and sumptuous materials, such as gold and silver threads, pearls, golden 
coins and multi coloured sequins, in a very artistic and crafted way.  Added 
to that, these women were able to afford the expense of custom-made 
garments by specialist local workers and embroiderers.  The women of the 
family treasured some of these garments, especially the most expensive 
ones, and they were passed from mothers to daughters for their happy 
occasions.  At that time, the perception of luxury was mainly about the 
craftsmanship and the quality of the material and finished product.   109 
Although it may seem ironic to have subjugation and need as the first steps 
of the spread of luxury culture in any society, Chadha and Husband (2006) 
assert that no matter what kind of suffering and subjugation people were 
facing in their daily life, it almost always led to a hard miserable life with very 
little money to cover even basic needs.  They even argue that subjugation is 
the crucial and critical stage in the spread of the luxury notion in any society 
because it affects people in many different ways and forms some kind of 
cravings and wishes that are hard to achieve, such as living in luxury.  
Chadha and Husband (2006, p.43) say:  
What deprivation does is build a hunger, a desire, a dream, however 
distant and unattainable it might be.  When you release the 
pleasure…the desire invariably burst out and the hunger has to be 
fed.  That’s what makes subjugation the essential stage1. 
 
4.4.2 Stage 2: Start of Money 
The second stage started in Kuwait immediately after the discovery and 
production of oil.  Within four years of the first oil shipment in 1946, the 
economy of the State of Kuwait greatly thrived and it became a rich country 
with high income per capita.  It was only a short time before accelerated vast 
changes took place, removing almost all signs and evidences of the old and 
primitive way of life.  Kuwait was on her way to building and setting up the 
bases for a modern, thriving and luxurious way of life. 
With oil discovery and production, Kuwaiti lifestyle changed completely and 
old mud houses were replaced with new contemporary ones and furnished 
with European style furniture.  Most of the old traditional markets were 
transformed or replaced with new modern shopping complexes that offered 
all kinds of European merchandise, including clothes, furniture, and 
household and luxury brands.  In addition, the government offered a wide 
range of career opportunities to the population, all of which offered a steady 
income.  As a consequence, most poor people, who had been dependent on 
the merchants and maritime trading, were able to live a better and easier life 
independently.  Kuwaitis found new, highly-paid government positions and oil   110 
industry jobs that were more lucrative than their traditional crafts.  The 
traditional crafts of fishing and pearling were abandoned.  According to 
Casey (2007, p.61): 
As petroleum’s contribution to the nation’s bottom line increased, 
contributions from other sectors of the economy continued to dwindle.  
There was little reason for a Kuwaiti to struggle to make ends meet in 
fishing, herding, or agriculture when a high-paying government-
subsidized job, probably somewhere in the oil industry, was readily at 
hand…Thus, while economic benefits definitely accrued to the 
populace as a whole, more and more work fell into the hands of 
immigrant labourers instead of Kuwaitis.  The rapidly expanding 
service industries that surrounded the oil industry were almost entirely 
performed by non-Kuwaitis, even though management remained in 
Kuwaiti hands.  The critical long-term implications for Kuwait of these 
non-native workers would become apparent only later. 
 
As a result, a middle class emerged in Kuwait.  Luxury for this middle class 
consisted of new modern houses, white goods such as air conditioning, 
washing machines and refrigerators, and new automobiles.  Meanwhile, for 
the elite class, which was the smaller segment, luxury living meant travelling 
to many destinations, especially Europe, and consuming fashion products 
with labels stating “Made in Italy, the UK or France”.  For this elite class, 
quality was a major interest, regardless of the brand name.   
Since the focus of the research is Kuwaiti women, it is essential to address 
how the Start of Money stage had contributed to changing the perception of 
luxury and, most importantly, the spread of luxury fashion culture in the small 
Kuwaiti feminine society.  By this stage, Kuwaiti women’s lifestyle had 
changed dramatically.  Their lifestyle transformed from that of a small 
primitive society in which women’s only job was to perform housework, such 
as cleaning, cooking and taking care of the children, into a modern society in 
which most women would spend more time outside the house in various 
activities, such as working in various kinds of jobs and studying.  Kuwaiti 
women were participating in the building of the modern Kuwait. 
It was during the late 1960s and 1970s when ordinary Kuwaiti women started 
to adopt Western fashion in a small way because the economic growth   111 
resulted in new roles being played by many women in the newly emerged 
State of Kuwait (Al-maghribi, 2006).  At first, they started to abandon their 
beautiful traditional garment, the Al-thob, which was a transitional step before 
Kuwaiti women progressed to discard almost all of their traditional costumes 
and replace them with more Westernized fashion (Kelly, 2010). 
 
4.4.2.1 The Relationship between the Iraqi Invasion and the Concept of 
Luxury in Kuwait 
The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait began on 2
nd August 1990.  Usually, during the 
months of June, July and August, many Kuwaiti take their annual vacation 
and travel abroad.  Therefore, many Kuwaitis were trapped outside Kuwait 
following the invasion and many others were forced into exile for various 
reasons.  Throughout the whole invasion period, all Kuwaitis followed the 
news and mass media on the latest preparations by the allied forces, which 
were led mainly by Western countries.  The Desert Storm campaign reflected 
the Western nations’ leading position in terms of the latest technology and 
power.  Furthermore, with the success of the operation, this impression was 
confirmed to the Kuwaitis, causing them to be greatly fascinated and 
impressed by the modern Western technology.  In fact, it was not only the 
technology that attracted the Kuwaiti’s attention, as the military uniforms and 
the marines’ hairstyle became major trends among Kuwaitis for a while after 
the liberation of Kuwait in February 1991. 
After Liberation, Kuwait was able to rebuild its infrastructure and operate all 
of its ministries and authorities within a short time.  From that time onwards, 
Kuwait began the rebuilding stage, heading towards the modern Kuwait in 
the image of the West. 
As part of the Government of Kuwait’s plans for rebuilding, many Kuwaiti 
employees were sent for training and to undertake official missions abroad.  
In addition, students were encouraged to study for higher education degrees 
from well-known universities, mainly in the United Kingdom and United 
States.  Consequently, Kuwaitis have been exposed to Western culture and   112 
lifestyles more than ever before.  Furthermore, Kuwaiti women, the focus of 
this study, were given the opportunity and support to pursue courses in 
higher education and achieve leading positions in society.   
As a result, Kuwaiti society’s tendency towards modernisation, especially 
among women, has had a remarkable impact on the identity of the dress 
code of Kuwaiti women, particularly in regard to their choices of costumes 
and fashion. 
With the high incomes that Kuwaitis have attained, they have been able to 
take more leisure trips, either to Western countries, such as Europe and the 
USA, or to Middle Eastern cities that have already adopted Western 
fashions, such as Beirut and Cairo.   
The movement towards rebuilding Kuwait after the invasion dramatically 
affected Kuwaiti women’s attitudes and behaviour towards their traditional 
costumes.  In fact, it was one of the major events that contributed to 
changing the cultural identity of Kuwaiti women in the context of dress code 
and fashion.  Moreover, the rapid increase in the number of new shopping 
malls and markets opening in Kuwait since the late 1990s has mostly been 
inspired by European and US shopping malls (Kelly, 2010).  They offer the 
same atmosphere and mass fashion brands, as well as a one-stop leisure 
spot in which a mix of retail, food and entertainment is available.  This chilled 
and air-conditioned atmosphere attracts crowds to spend a longer time 
indoors, even for the purpose of window-shopping, in order to gain some 
relief from the hot climate in Kuwait.  This, in turn, has had a dramatic effect 
on Kuwait’s costumes and lifestyle, more than ever before. 
By the mid-1990s, the Internet service had become very attainable and this 
led to a rapid increase in the number of Internet users in Kuwait across a 
large cross-section of society (Dashti, 2008).  As a result, the Internet made 
it easier for anyone interested in fashion, or in any specific brand or designer, 
to obtain the latest information about designers, fashion shows, fashion 
brands, forecasts and trends from the Internet.  Therefore, fashion 
awareness among Kuwaiti women has been increasing from that time   113 
onwards.  Women started to gain inspiration for their fashion and styles from 
movie stars, celebrities, models and fashion shows.   
Another major factor contributing to the spread of luxury fashion in Kuwait 
was the new marketing strategies used by most of the famous Western 
luxury fashion brands.  According to Chadha and Husband (2006), most of 
the well-known European luxury fashion brands during the 1990s were 
aiming at global expansion.  Thus, they adopted new strategies to spread 
their brand awareness and preference and some brands modified their 
distribution control to include many new destinations, especially in Asia.  
Meanwhile, other companies renovated their brand image; for example, 
Christian Dior became Dior.  Their aim was to reflect the appeal of youth and 
modernity in their brands.  In addition, most globally-known luxury brands 
created the phenomenon of “logo-fication” (Chadha and Husband 2006, 
p.20) in which the luxury brand’s recognisable symbols are spread all over 
their products; for example, Gucci’s GS and Louis Vuitton’s LV symbols were 
designed in specific continuous patterns all over their handbags and scarves.  
Therefore, it became easy to recognise the brands worn or carried by other 
people.  Besides, many brands have stretched their range of products to 
include all aspects of the modern woman’s needs.  For instance, luxury 
products now cover all the activities that a woman may engage in, from 
couture and jewellery to casual wear, sportswear and watches.   
As the luxury brands have globally expanded and extended to include every 
aspect of life, Chadha and Husband (2006) assert “luxury hasn’t just been 
democratized, it’s become inescapable”.  This occurred at just the right time 
for Kuwaiti women, as their lifestyle was changing rapidly due to, as 
mentioned earlier, the various positions and roles they were adopting in both 
the public and private sectors.  In addition, they were pursuing higher 
academic degrees and professional qualifications from both local and 
international institutes.  Consequently, many of them started to attain high 
disposable incomes and they wanted to announce it, which was the perfect 
match for the luxury brands’ strategies.   
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4.4.3 Stage 3: Show-Off 
The Showing-Off stage started in the early 2000s, which witnessed a rapid 
growth in women’s personal income.  This signified the emergence of a 
wealthy middle class; the moment Kuwaiti women began to declare their new 
lifestyle as professional working-women with financial independence.   
Kuwaiti women started to express their status by obtaining symbols of wealth 
and showing them off conspicuously.  These symbols were represented by 
new imported products from different luxury fashion brands that are known 
as “status markers” (Chadha and Husband, 2006, p.44).  These goods have 
been designed and labelled clearly with a luxury brand name or logo so 
others can understand the hidden message behind them at a glance.   
Accordingly, many Kuwaiti women started to acquire their “Status Marker”.  
Gucci, Louis Vuitton and Fendi handbags and headscarves became the 
most important status markers because they can be used by all Kuwaiti 
women, regardless of their fashion style; they can be conservative women, 
wearing the traditional black abbaya or young trendy women who favour the 
latest fashion trends.  Women in Kuwait were going out dressed head to toe 
in Burberry and many others carried their Gucci, LV and Fendi handbags to 
simply show off their status and to deliver a message that they are capable 
of buying theses expensive and famous products.   
From that time, Kuwaiti women fell under the spell of the globally-known 
luxury fashion brands.  They started obtaining expensive designer handbags, 
shoes, watches, clothes and other accessories, such as designer 
headscarves.  Luxury no longer simply meant quality, craftsmanship and 
exclusivity; luxury was perceived as symbols assisting Kuwaiti women in 
redefining their identity and social place in the dramatically changing world 
around them.  A phenomenon was born in Kuwaiti society, mostly among 
women; one’s status and identity are defined by what one wears, regardless 
of one’s social background or class.  Women’s identity and status were 
determined by the visible brands and logos they wore.  As noted by Kelly 
(2010, p.224): “Clothes play a fundamental part in how Kuwaitis assess each   115 
other’s social identity and status.  Indeed, they explicitly and repeatedly say 
so”. 
The Showing-off stage, in the case of Kuwait, lasted from seven to ten years.  
It then reached a critical point of no return after the idea of luxury fashion 
culture had spread rapidly among Kuwaiti women.  As a result, the fourth 
stage, Fit-in, took place in Kuwait. 
 
4.4.4 Stage 4: Fit-In 
In the period 2010 to 2011, Kuwait seemed to rapidly progress to the Fit-in 
stage, which helped the further expansion of the luxury culture in Kuwait.  It 
became socially essential to fit in with others, which led to the spread of 
luxury brands even further (Chadha and Husband, 2006).  Since the 
beginning of the Fit-in stage, Kuwaiti women are displaying some kind of a 
competitive edge to their purchasing behaviour and, as a result, higher and 
higher standards of luxury fashion consumption are increasingly becoming 
the norm.  This phenomenon might be obvious due to the nature of Kuwaiti 
society, as it could create huge pressure on women to fit-in with others.  
Kelly (2010, p.225) noted that:  
Given the small size of Kuwaiti society and the fact that people rarely 
go out without meeting someone they know, one can appreciate how 
much pressure Kuwaiti females are under to look their best at all times 
in view of what is virtually constant scrutiny.   
 
On the other hand, the hot weather most of the year and the dress culture 
mean that Kuwaiti Women will buy more of the light summery fashion 
products, such as silk and chiffon head scarves, shirts, and accessories, 
pairing them with the latest ‘must have’ handbags and expensive watches.   
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4.4.5 Stage 5: Way of Life 
According to Chadha and Husband (2006), Japan is the only country in Asia 
that has reached stage-5, which is known in the model as the Way of Life 
stage, in which luxury goods and products are still perceived as status 
markers.  However, quality matters in all aspects.  When reaching this stage, 
there is no turning back unless there is a dramatic drop in the country’s 
economy.  Although Kuwait has seemed to steadily progress through each 
stage, all of the evidences studied by the researcher show that Kuwait has 
not yet reached the Way of Life stage.   
 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter introduced an overview of the State of Kuwait from the period 
prior to the discovery of oil until the current time.  It has also discussed the 
ways in which Kuwaiti women have perceived the idea of luxury.  Moreover, 
this chapter exhibits the Kuwaiti traditional costumes for females mainly in 
the period prior to the discovery of oil in Kuwait.  It sheds lights on the distinct 
characteristics of the female costumes, which are considered to be the main 
elements in the creation of the final collection. Before the discovery of oil in 
Kuwait, the main distinctive characteristics of female traditional costumes 
were influenced by the surrounding environment and countries. The 
materials and textiles were mainly imported from India, Persia, and Egypt. 
Some exclusive materials were imported from France and the UK. 
Embroidery and textile decoration was common among Kuwaiti women, 
especially townswomen. They used special types of threads for the 
embroidery known as Zeri, which are gold or silver metallic threads (Al-
Sabah, 2001, pp.71-72). Women were inspired by their surroundings, and 
this was reflected in the patterns and motifs created on the fabrics or 
garments. These motifs were like trees, shells, stars, plant leaves and 
crescents. In this context, Kuwaiti women’s identity was bounded by their 
cultural identity at that time, which asserted that women had to be fully 
covered by a loose black Abaya when they went out. However, under that   117 
garment, they had the freedom to express their personal identity through 
their choice of the available textile colours and designs.  
Since the discovery of oil, the lifestyle of Kuwaiti society in general and 
Kuwaiti women in particular has dramatically changed as explained earlier. 
As a result, the cultural identity, in terms of society’s perception of women’s 
dress code, has been affected and changed.  
At first, they started to abandon their beautiful traditional garments, the Al-
thob, which was a transitional step before Kuwaiti women progressed to 
discard almost all of their traditional costumes and replaced them with more 
Westernized fashion (Kelly, 2010). 
This chapter has presented the factors that have played significant roles in 
the spread of the luxury fashion culture in Kuwait through the analysis of 
many of the cultural forces that influenced the evolution and spread of luxury 
consumption habits among Kuwaiti women.  Furthermore, the “Spread of 
Luxury” model created by Chadha and Husband in The Cult of The Luxury 
Brand – Inside Asia’s Love Affair with Luxury, was applied to the case of 
Kuwait. The model consists of five stages as explained earlier in the chapter. 
Although Kuwaiti people have not suffered subjugation or colonization, the 
majority of Kuwaitis endured a tough life in harsh conditions. At that time, the 
perception of luxury was mainly about the craftsmanship and the quality of 
the material and finished product.  Luxury at that time was exclusive to 
merchants and the ruling family. 
Subjugation is the crucial and critical stage in the spread of the luxury notion 
in any society because it affects people in many different ways and forms 
some kind of cravings and wishes that are hard to achieve, such as living in 
luxury.  The second stage started in Kuwait immediately after the discovery 
and production of oil.  Within four years of the first oil shipment in 1946, the 
economy of the State of Kuwait was thriving and it became a rich country 
with high income per capita income.  As a result, a middle class emerged in 
Kuwait.  Luxury for this middle class consisted of new modern houses, white 
goods such as air conditioning, washing machines and refrigerators, and 
new automobiles.  Meanwhile, for the elite class, which was the smaller   118 
segment, luxury living meant travelling to many destinations, especially 
Europe, and consuming fashion products with labels stating “Made in Italy, 
the UK or France”.  For this elite class, quality was a major interest, 
regardless of the brand name.  The Showing-Off stage started in the early 
2000s, which witnessed a rapid growth in women’s personal income.  This 
signified the emergence of a wealthy middle class; the moment Kuwaiti 
women began to declare their new lifestyle as professional working-women 
with financial independence.  From that time, Kuwaiti women fell under the 
spell of the globally-known luxury fashion brands.  They started obtaining 
expensive designer handbags, shoes, watches, clothes and other 
accessories, such as designer headscarves.  Luxury no longer simply meant 
quality, craftsmanship and exclusivity; luxury was perceived as symbols 
assisting Kuwaiti women in redefining their identity and social place in the 
dramatically changing world around them.  A phenomenon was born in 
Kuwaiti society, mostly among women; one’s status and identity are defined 
by what one wears, regardless of one’s social background or class.  
Women’s identity and status were determined by the visible brands and 
logos they wore.  In the period 2010 to 2011, Kuwait seemed to rapidly 
progress to the Fit-in stage, which helped the further expansion of the luxury 
culture in Kuwait.  The norms of the luxury standards among Kuwaiti women 
were elevated.  Kuwait still remains in this stage and has not yet progressed 
to the next and last stage which is the Way of Life.   119   120 
Chapter 5: Identity and Luxury Fashion 
5.1 Introduction 
Having established Kuwaiti women’s perception of luxury fashion brands,, 
this chapter will start by broadly introducing the notion of identity within the 
context of fashion.  The chapter focuses on the idea of formation and 
development of identity and its relationship with the formation and 
development of luxury fashion.  The research aims to argue that the 
formation of identity and luxury fashion have some common characteristics in 
that both are constantly moving, changing and pursuing something that is not 
defined in the same way every time.  Although they are trying to remain 
classic in many ways, they are also trying to cope with the moveable factor 
known and described as identity.  It is important to understand this 
relationship because the researcher believes this relationship is similar in 
one way or another with Kuwaiti women’s identity, which is constantly in the 
process of becoming something and changing, although they are trying to 
remain classic in many ways but also trying to stay in touch with the ever-
moving phenomenon known and described as the flux of luxury fashion.  
Since the focus of the research is Kuwaiti women, it is essential to address 
how the Start of Money stage had contributed to changing the perception of 
luxury and, most importantly, the spread of luxury fashion culture in the small 
Kuwaiti feminine society. After the oil discovery, Kuwaiti women’s lifestyle 
had changed dramatically.  Their lifestyle transformed from that of a small 
primitive society in which women’s only job was to perform housework, such 
as cleaning, cooking and taking care of the children, into a modern society in 
which most women would spend more time outside the house in various 
activities, such as working in various kinds of jobs and studying.  Kuwaiti 
women were participating in the building of the modern Kuwait. 
It was during the late 1960s and 1970s when ordinary Kuwaiti women started 
to adopt Western fashion in a small way because the economic growth 
resulted in new roles being played by many women in the newly emerged 
State of Kuwait (Al-maghribi, 2006).  At first, they started to abandon their   121 
beautiful traditional garment, the Al-thob, which was a transitional step before 
Kuwaiti women progressed to discard almost all of their traditional costumes 
and replace them with more Westernized fashion (Kelly, 2010). As a result, 
Kuwaiti society’s tendency towards modernisation, especially among women, 
has had a remarkable impact on the identity of the dress code of Kuwaiti 
women, particularly in regard to their choices of costumes and fashion. 
Furthermore, the chapter discusses views of cultural identity, individualism 
and brand identity and their relationship with luxury fashion. 
 
5.2 Identity and its Relation to Fashion 
“What you wear is how you present yourself to the world, especially today, 
when human contacts are so quick.  Fashion is instant language." Miuccia 
Prada (cited in Galloni, 2012). 
Fashion and identity have a strong bond and association; it can reflect 
several attributes about people, such as gender, class, and status.  However, 
this reflection can be misleading sometimes because the impression that 
dress selection gives is largely dependent on the viewer’s interpretations.  In 
addition, the selected fashion may be intended to hide the real identity or 
reveal a fake one (Entwistle, 2000).  Furthermore, the construction and 
formation of identity and fashion share some common grounds.  The identity 
is formulated through the establishment of unique attributes and 
characteristics that distinguish one individual or entity from others.  Similarly, 
in the fashion industry, designers aim to come up with creative and 
innovative designs that diffuse their thoughts, personality and vision that 
distinguish them from others in the fashion field.  Moreover, while both 
identity and fashion try to preserve their unique attributes and characteristics 
in order to become classical, they are also trying to cope with a dynamic 
environment, which occasionally forces them to reincarnate, redefine and 
revamp themselves.      122 
Since the dawn of humanity, one of the main factors behind constantly 
changing fashion is related to the concept of social status.  The Ancient 
Egyptians, Greeks and Medieval Western civilization began the trend of 
fashion being one of the prime elements that privileged and higher class 
people use to distinguish themselves from ordinary people within society 
(Sekora, 1977; Veblen, 1994; Brand and Teunissen, 2005; Chadha and 
Husband, 2006).  The Trickle-Down Theory developed by George Simmel 
(1904) explains that “fashion style and symbols are initiated first by the upper 
class and then are trickled down to the rest of the public.  Once it is adopted 
massively by the mass, a need for new styles and symbols rise in the upper 
class segment; hence, a new cycle of fashion starts all over again and the 
wheel of constant change is reinvented” (Davis, 1994, Entwistle, 2000).  
Nevertheless, during the last century, this theory was developed and 
contested by a number of scholars who found that the theory as a core is still 
valid in many countries, especially Asian countries that accord with the 
Spread of Luxury Model discussed in Ch.4.  However, in other countries, 
especially in the capitals of fashion, the Trickle-Down Theory could go 
horizontally instead of vertically.  Additionally, street culture could sometimes 
set a new trend and become a source of inspiration for fashion design, which 
is known as the bubble-up process (Entwistle, 2000; Welters and Lillethun, 
2007). 
Furthermore, a second case introduced by Herbert Blumer called ‘the 
direction of modernity’, which has a different view to the trickle-down theory 
about the factors underpinning the constant changes in fashion.  Blumer’s 
view is that the vision of famous designers and the reputed fashion retail 
buyers meets on the same selection of fashion styles and trend every 
season.  Their selection emerges as a result of their understanding of market 
insight, which includes art, fashion, consumer taste and culture.  Since the 
fashion designers and buyers are inspired from the same source, many 
decision makers independently come up with the same fashion style 
collection for the upcoming season (Roach-Higgins, Eicher and Johnson, 
1995).  A third view on why fashion styles change constantly is presented by 
Malcolm Gladwell and called ‘the tipping point’.  His definition of the tipping   123 
point is “that ideas and behaviour and messages and products sometimes 
behave just like outbreaks of infectious diseases.  They are social epidemics.  
The tipping point is an examination of the social epidemics that surround us” 
(Gladwell.com).  The tipping point consists of three factors, the infectious 
virus, the people who transmit it and the environment.  The trendsetters in 
the fashion industry create and emit a virus, which carries the specific 
seasonal style or trend; then, the trend is adopted gradually by the mass.  
Once, the virus is widely spread, the fashion leaders and designers start 
working on the next virus (Chadha and Husband, 2006).  In brief, although 
differences exist in the three mentioned views on why fashion is always in a 
change and in flux; these three views are not really opposing each other but 
may, in fact, be complementing each other.  However, the influence of each 
view on the changes of fashion differs from time to time and from place to 
place. 
 
5.3 Cultural Identity 
Cultural identity from an anthropological point of view represents the 
characteristics of certain groups of people in their way of life.  These 
characteristics include the habits, customs, cuisine and special tools and 
materials that they use in their everyday life (Polity, 1994).  Cultural identity 
could apply to people’s taste of art, the way they talk and express 
themselves and even the type of coffee they drink.  The notion of cultural 
identity as a whole is not the aim of this research.  However, part of this 
research, fashion, comes under the umbrella of cultural identity.  Therefore, 
the latter will be discussed within the context of luxury fashion.  According to 
Davis (1994, p.13), “clothing meanings are cultural, in the same sense, as 
the food we eat, the music we listen to...  in sum, the totality of our symbolic 
universe is cultural”.   
Cultural identity is subject to constant change and development 
unconsciously from generation to generation as the group tries to cope with 
the surrounding environment (Omar, 2001).  One of the factors playing a   124 
significant role in changing many cultural identities in the past was 
colonialism.  In Arabian countries, such as Palestine, Syria and North African 
countries, colonialism during the last century made efforts to demolish the 
local cultural identity and impose its own (McLeod, 2000).  Therefore, the 
notion of cultural identity in these countries is a very sensitive topic due to 
the circumstances that people witnessed and are still witnessing, as in the 
case of Palestine.  After the colonised nation’s cultural identity was stripped 
by the colonising power, the former resisted, repelled and, during and after 
colonisation, tried to regain their lost identity.  Frantz Fanon is one of the 
scholars considered to be a figure in the anti-colonialism resistance in North 
Africa, mainly Algeria during the 1950s.  He presented a framework that 
consists of three phases that lead to the construction of national cultural 
identity and it is used to conceptualise the construction of cultural identity 
under colonialism.  The operation requires the involvement of intellectuals, 
writers and artists in order to create a vision of the sought after and desired 
cultural identity (McLeod, 2000).  Nevertheless, Kuwait, which is the scope of 
this research, has not been under any colonisation power; however, it was 
under a protective treaty with Great Britain since 1899.  The treaty had a 
mutual benefit for both parties and it is noted as follows: 
The exclusive agreement was signed between Sheikh Mubarak and 
the British.  The main clauses stipulated that Sheikh Mubarak would 
not lease or dispose of any part of his domain without British 
permission and in turn Britain would ensure Kuwait’s defence in the 
case of any foreign threat.  This treaty therefore guaranteed the 
integrity of Kuwait’s domains.  
(Scarce, 1985, p.25)   
Thus, in the case of Kuwait, political incidents have not greatly 
affected the cultural identity.  In fact, this treaty preserved Kuwaiti 
cultural identity from being stripped by other colonising powers in 
the region at that time, such as the Ottoman Empire, and Germany, 
Russia and France (Scarce, 1985).  Furthermore, it is the economic 
factors that have remarkably affected the cultural identity in Kuwait.  
After the oil discovery and the economic boom that followed it, 
Kuwait turned from a poor and small country with no natural 
resources to one of the leading countries in the world in oil   125 
production.  Therefore, the process of modernising Kuwait has 
caused dramatic changes to the cultural identity.  The lifestyle, 
attitudes and views of the Kuwaiti people, especially the women, 
who are the focus of this research, have changed.   
 
5.4 Cultural Identity in Luxury Fashion 
As discussed earlier, cultural identity sets the norms, guides and boundaries 
of society’s lifestyle because it determines the views, attitudes and 
perceptions in all aspects of life.  Fashion falls under the umbrella of cultural 
identity and its trends usually have a short lifecycle.  However, fashion trends 
play a key role in developing and changing cultural identity in order to comply 
with changing surroundings (Omar, 2001; Kelly, 2010).  Furthermore, luxury 
is a layer that sits on top of cultural identity and it spans all aspects of 
lifestyle.  It is not a commodity but is an experience and a status, which is 
why luxury is largely associated with hedonic values, such as emotional and 
social values.  People buy luxury brands in order to fulfil certain desires and 
gain pleasant experiences rather than to gain benefit from the functionality of 
that product (Lu, 2008).  However, the way luxury is defined and perceived in 
each aspect of lifestyle differs among societies and also within the social 
groups in one society.  For example, when the middle class emerged in 
Kuwait after the oil discovery, luxury for them was white goods, automobiles 
and a modern house.  Whereas, luxury in the view of merchants at the same 
time was shopping in Europe, Lebanon and Egypt and buying branded 
fashion products.  Moreover, the changes that occur in the cultural identity of 
a society overtime, which could be caused by several factors indicated in 
previous sections, lead to changes in the view and perception of luxury.  In 
addition, the spread of the luxury process in each country affects the 
perceptions and views of luxury; hence, the cultural identity is shaped 
accordingly, making it like an infinite loop.  Within the context of the previous 
example, for middle class women in Kuwait nowadays, luxury is mainly 
wearing (acquiring) globally known and expensive luxury fashion.  Luxury for 
elite women in Kuwait is about the total experience of leisure and   126 
distinctiveness in different aspects of life, not only fashion.  Therefore, they 
look for haute couture, expensive and rare jewelleries and prestigious 
atmosphere in their everyday life.  This example is in line with Veblen’s 
effects, which is that high class people exhibit conspicuous behaviour by 
preferring to buy high-price branded products in order to show off and 
differentiate themselves from the masses (Veblen, 1994; Dant, 1999; Lu, 
2008).   
In Kuwait, large numbers of middle class women push themselves financially 
in order to acquire luxury fashion products, which they buy because they like 
to show off and to fit in with society as a means of redefining their social 
position or status in Kuwaiti society.  At the first stages of luxury fashion 
spread in Kuwait, women believe that the way they dress and the brands 
they wear reflect their social and economic positions in the society.  
Nevertheless, due to mass adaptation to wearing luxury brands in Kuwait 
currently, which indicates the beginning of the Fit-in stage, it is very difficult 
to confirm women’s social or economic class just from the way they dress.  
Hence, middle class Kuwaiti women are pushing the boundaries of luxury 
fashion perception.  Having a luxurious handbag, watch or scarf is no longer 
a means to becoming distinctive and being considered among a high-class 
social group because many others are capable of doing the same.   
From the interviews’ findings, which provide understanding of the current 
situation in Kuwait and the factors underpinning changes to cultural identity 
and luxury fashion perception, the researcher argues that Kuwaiti women are 
not trying to define their cultural identity through the acquisition and wearing 
of luxury fashion brands.  They did have the goal of defining a certain identity 
during the 1950s-1960s when they wanted to be liberated more and they 
achieved that goal (Al-Mughni, 2001).  However, the goal is not currently to 
define a certain identity at a national or international level through fashion.  In 
fact, Kuwaiti women are now defining their cultural identity through other 
aspects than fashion.  For example, they tried to enter the political field and 
they succeeded by becoming members of the Kuwait National Assembly, as 
well as Ministers.  In addition, Kuwaiti women have pursued the highest 
educational and academic degrees and become representatives and   127 
executives of leading Kuwaiti organizations from different fields.  Some 
Kuwaiti women were ranked among the most influential women in the region.  
Nevertheless, Kuwaiti women are using fashion to rank themselves to be 
included among a certain social group; however, even by fitting within that 
group, they would like to distinguish themselves as significant individuals.   
 
5.5 Individualism and Luxury Fashion 
Social scientist scholars present several definitions of individualism.  One 
definition refers to the individual as the least subject that cannot be further 
divided into a representative form of the whole unit.  Another definition by 
Raymond Williams (cited in Polity, 1994) refers to individual as “an entity that 
is singular, unique and distinctive.”  Furthermore, according to Arnould et al. 
(2004), an individual’s identity consists of “a collection of different but related 
self-perceptions.  The self includes a multiplicity of images that people are to 
themselves and to one another”.  Fashion is the direct upper layer of the 
human body; it is the first point of physical contact with the individual; it is 
used by individuals to represent him/herself to society.  In addition, it is a tool 
used to define the self in order to achieve self-indulgence and to distinguish 
oneself from the peer group.  Fashion allows individuals to be able to decide 
on how they want to look (Wollen, 1998; Baudot, 1999).  Hence, in the 
context of fashion, individuals seek to obtain brands that seem to reflect the 
individual’s self-image (Perez, Castano and Quintanilla, 2010).  Moreover, 
luxury fashion is a prime tool that individuals pursue in order to announce 
their social status to the public, gain self-satisfaction and to show that they 
are financially capable of spending (Lu, 2008; Gonzalez and Bovone, 2012).  
In fact, luxury brands are promoting their products to consumers, especially 
young ones, through the proposition of individualism, self-expression and 
personal freedom (Fashion’s Collective).  Therefore, consumers are finding 
these luxury products the most appropriate way to give obvious and clear 
signals and impressions about their own taste, attitudes and perceptions in 
that moment of life (Lu, 2008).  The former head of Christian Dior, Michael   128 
Burke, stated that the “luxury consumer’s age has dropped dramatically over 
the last 20-30 years” (Chadha and Hausband, 2006). 
The notion of luxury in pre-modern civilization was mainly represented in the 
act of self-satisfaction, a sense of individuality and greed.  For example, as 
stated in the previous chapter, the two powers of Athens and Sparta 
illustrated this concept of luxury.  Individualism was a significant part of 
Athenian life and it was the first society to consider and investigate the notion 
of individualism in its political life and arts.  In Sparta, on the other hand, the 
idea of an individual was non-existent.  The people of Sparta were loyal only 
to the polis itself and they were expected to be warriors only.  They did not 
have time to think about private luxury, self-indulgence, art or even politics.  
Their loyalty and dedication to the military ended all hope of individualism.  
The debate between luxury as an exclusive privilege of individuals from high 
social classes and luxury as a public right validates the assertion that, in any 
society, luxury will always be a social necessity.  As recorded by Kapferer 
and Bastien (2009, p.9), “[Luxury] has to do, at one and the same time, with: 
social stratification; the notion of practical utility and waste; decisions relating 
to the distribution of wealth”.  Thus, when Sparta concentrated on unity, 
Athens made the individual important.  This argument shows that luxury has 
been perceived since the dawn of humanity and proves how significant and 
critical the concepts of luxury and fashion were in the context of expressing 
and practicing individuality. 
The notion of individualism has been changed in modern civilization.  “It has 
been lived, experienced and conceptualised differently” (Stuart Hall cited in 
Polity, 1994) and it has been strongly associated with fashion.  Nowadays, 
an individual’s identity is a self-image perceived in the individual’s mind.  In 
this vein, fashion is key in constructing and drawing this self-image (Küchler 
and Miller, 2005).  From the late 1940s, right after World War II, until the mid-
1970s, fashion styles and trends were set by certain entities, such as the 
fashion magazines editors and leading fashion designers.  Once these 
seasonal styles and trends are set, most fashion advocates will follow it 
literally.  The fashion style and trend trickle down from the high-class end to 
the mass market, as explained earlier in the Trickle-Down theory.  For   129 
example, according to Ted Polhemus (cited in Welters and Lillethun, 2007), 
when Dior’s ‘new look’ was launched in 1947, most people at that time 
adopted Dior’s new look.  Basically, there were not many fashion alternatives 
and choices during that period for the consumer to promote and show off 
her/his distinctive style and self-image through fashion.  From the mid-1970s 
onwards, the structure of fashion changed with the emergence of fashion 
boutiques, a variety of deluxe ready-to-wear, freelance stylists and 
designers’ pret-a-porter.  Fashion became “no single idea.  No fashion, but 
fashions” (Baudot, 1999).  A number of reasons shaped the forces that 
steered fashion trends and styles in the last two decades; the consumer 
gained extra power and became part of the trend-setting.  First, the 
consumers’ mind-set, thoughts and perceptions towards fashion have 
changed due to changing environmental, social, political and economic 
aspects.  The consumer asserts that what is new should be improved and 
progressed in terms of material, cuts, technology used and other 
characteristics, which is a factor that puts fashion into continuous change 
and flux (Davis, 1992).  Second, the different visions that the fashion 
designers empower provide various alternatives to fashion consumers even 
though fashion pundits are trying to push all the presented visions of a 
fashion’s new look into one direction (Welters and Lillethun, 2007).  These 
available fashion alternatives enable the consumer to pursue what suits 
them, reflect their self-image and therefore enhances their individualism 
instead of being locked into a specific fashion style.  Third, in contrast to the 
Trickle-Down Theory, the bubble-up or trickle-up process is increasingly 
taking place and the designers are inspired by street fashion styles; then 
these designs are set in the seasonal fashion trend and become widely 
adopted.  For example, the Arabian scarf (Kofiya) is mainly being worn by 
males in some counties in the Middle East and it has been vertically spread 
as a fashion trend.  It has appeared in several fashion shows with different 
colours and it could be worn by anybody, not necessarily male.  The 
mentioned factors are providing consumers with the ability to practice 
individualism in their fashion selection.  According to Finkelstein (1994, p.282 
cited in Polity), “Fashion can also regulate individuals by appearing to offer   130 
them choices of self-expression and they can single out the individual and, at 
the same time, satisfy the individual’s desire for absorption into the mass”.   
In Kuwait, which is the context of this research, the findings show that there 
is a relationship between the choice of fashion and the personal identity of 
individual Kuwaiti women.  The latter think that their choice of fashion reflects 
their own individual lifestyle and personality rather than reflecting the Kuwaiti 
cultural identity.  This is more related to showing off to society that they are 
up to date with the latest fashion trends.  Currently, young Kuwaiti women 
are using fashion as a main tool in order to achieve self-satisfaction, 
announce their social status and become a distinctive individual among their 
peer group.  Luxury brands can precisely meet Kuwaiti women’s needs 
through the actions of purchasing, possessing and consuming those brands, 
previously mentioned. 
Moreover, many young Kuwaiti women are currently approaching luxury 
fashion for the sake of differentiation and to practice individualism.  Unlike 
the situation five years ago when young Kuwaiti women wanted to blend in 
and fit in with their relevant or sought after group, now they wish to stand out, 
even within their own group or peers.  They are creating and adopting 
various styles that are alien to Kuwaiti society most of the time.  The 
researcher argues that one of the tools that helps in propagating new fashion 
styles that is either created by or brought by (from abroad) these young 
Kuwaiti women is the widespread adoption of social media in Kuwait.  
Currently, the Instagram is the most influential social media tool driving up 
the new fashion trend (Agathou, 2012).  In addition, the leading fashion 
magazines in Kuwait are also promoting these new styles and trends.  The 
researcher argues that this recent phenomenon is in line with both the 
tipping-point and bubble-up processes.  Both processes start with a group or 
distinctive individuals and eventually becomes a fashion trend and spreads 
to the masses.   
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5.6 Brand Identity 
Brand identity is a very broad and deep field within the business field, 
especially in marketing.  This section aims to present a couple of well-known 
definitions of brand identity suited to the subject of luxury fashion.  The 
researcher argues that brand identity is a critical key for the success of any 
luxury brand.  In addition, the researcher links brand identity with the notion 
of heritage and individuality.  At last, the researcher states a generic idea of 
brand identity that she wants to create and launch. 
Brand identity is constructed when the brand concept is established.  
According to brand channel.com the definition of brand identity is: “The 
outward expression of the brand, including its name and visual appearance.  
The brand's identity is its fundamental means of consumer recognition and 
symbolizes the brand's differentiation from competitors.”  In addition, 
Chevalier and Mazzalovo (2008, p.179) define brand identity as “the capacity 
of a brand to be recognized as unique, over time, without confusion, thanks 
to the elements that individualize it”.  Other scholars provide a more in-depth 
definition and refer to it as the reflection of what the brand really is and how it 
is viewed and perceived by the consumers.  According to Hoffmann and 
Coste-Maniere (2012), brand identity consists of two elements, brand 
personality and brand image.  The former is concerned with how the brand 
would like to be seen by others while brand image refers to how the brand is 
being perceived by its consumers and the people who are exposed to it.  
Therefore, as many scholars agree, brand identity is formulated, shaped and 
conveyed by the corporation.  The latter presents dimensions, such as the 
meaning, aim and self-image of the brand, which would differentiate it from 
its peers in the market; hence a brand personality is created (Randall, 2000; 
Harris and de Chernatony, 2001; Kapferer, 2008).  Brand personality is 
created and properly conveyed to consumers in order to position itself and 
create the sought after image in their minds (Heine, 2010; 
www.brandchannel.com).  Consequently, brand image and perception 
emerged in consumers’ minds.  In luxury fashion, brand identity is a critical 
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associates the hedonic value to the product and allows the firm to raise its 
prices; brand image makes the consumers categorize the brand as luxury.  
The luxury products that appeal most to consumers are bought at high price 
because of the clear brand identity it pursues; for example, for brands like 
Hermes or Louis Vuitton, the consumers buy the prestigious image or obtain 
a glimpse of the brand’s heritage.   
Well-known luxury brands usually have a heritage that adds value to their 
products and elevates their brand’s image.  This heritage is often connected 
with the brand’s place of origin (Fionda and Moore, 2008; Hamilton, 2010).  
For example, Burberry has a long history, reputation and attachment with 
English heritage.  Similarly, LV, stands out for being the art of travel, finest 
craftsmanship and associated with the capital of luxury fashion, Paris, 
France (Hoffmann and Coste-Maniere, 2012).  Kapferer and Bastien (2009, 
p.86) noted that: “Heritage gives depth to a brand, and timelessness to its 
objects.  It does not mean imprisonment in the past, but heritage and 
continuity.”  On the other hand, some brands purposely associate 
themselves with a specific country of origin, although the brand actually 
belongs to another country.  For example, Comme des Garçons, a Japanese 
brand, has a French brand name and is associated with France as a country 
of origin in order to make the brand more appealing to luxury consumers.  
Any consumer, who does not know much about this brand, will most likely 
think that this brand is French.  Moreover, some luxury brands that are 
relatively new, such as the American brand, Ralf Lauren, and the Italian 
brand, Tod, do not have that long a heritage and a real historical story about 
the establishment and development of the brand; hence, they have made 
one.  This is a legitimate and effective strategy used to position it among its 
peers and to create a value proposition (Tungate, 2008).  In this vein, the 
researcher decided to associate the projected brand with Kuwaiti heritage 
and selected Kuwait as a country of origin and a place in which to launch the 
brand.  Then, upon successful launch in Kuwait, the brand may expand 
regionally.   
Brand identity is strongly correlated with the notion of individuality in three 
dimensions, as a unique brand in the market, the artistic touch of the creative   133 
director and the consumer.  First, in order to create a luxurious brand image 
and position itself in the market place and in the consumer’s mind as a brand 
by itself, the brand would shape and draw its unique characteristics as a 
whole brand from various aspects.  Kapferer (2008) presents the six facets of 
the brand identity as physique, personality, relationship, culture, reflection 
and self-image.  A brand practices individuality through these six elements, 
draws the meaning of the brand and conveys its image to consumers and 
other brands.  Examples of this are the creation and placement of the logo, 
the naming of iconic products like LV’s Speedy bag and Hermes’s Birkin and 
Kelly bags, the choice of colours and patterns like the case of Paul Smith 
and Missoni and even the packaging in order to establish visibility and 
familiarity of the brand, like the case of Tiffany and Hermes (Arora, 2011).  
Second, the creative director practices individuality in order to leave his or 
her mark and fingerprints on the brand’s vision and collection.  Although the 
creative director plays a distinctive role in shaping, creating and promoting 
the brand’s image, sometimes the creative director’s personality and vision 
collides with the brand’s vision so it could affect the brand either way.  A 
positive impact on how a creative director’s vision and personality elevate a 
luxury brand could be presented in Tom Ford with Gucci.  He reincarnated 
the brand through his choice of designs, colours, materials and the 
celebrities who would promote the brand’s products.  Thus, he added his 
personal touch and individualism into the brand and raised it from being on 
the verge of bankruptcy to become a profitable brand (Okonkwo, 2007; 
Thomas, 2007).  Third, as stated earlier in this chapter, the consumer 
practices individuality through the possession of fashion brands, in general, 
and luxury brands in particular.  The consumer, as an individual, has 
thoughts, views, values and perceptions about the different aspects that are 
related to her or his life.  The consumer’s self-image and character is 
presented somehow through the way she or he dresses up.  In the context of 
Kuwaiti women, the interviews yield that fashion selection reflects the 
consumer’s personal identity to a large extent.  Therefore, the consumer is 
influenced by a certain brand’s image that matches her or his self-
perceptions and values and the way they would like people to view them.  
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purchase luxury goods; they are more likely to be associated with the luxury 
brands that share their moral values.  These are the brands that are capable 
of showing core ethical associations; at the same time they represent real 
value and relevance through their offerings.”  Furthermore, as stated earlier, 
the identity is always in flux and in the process of becoming; thus, the 
consumer’s self-image could be re-drawn due to its obsession or affection by 
a certain brand’s identity.   
In this context, the researcher studied Kuwaiti heritage and its unique 
characteristics, mainly in the context of traditional fashion and textiles.  
These are the characteristics to be used to create and shape the brand’s 
identity, in which the brand’s name, logo, values, signature and specialty are 
all determined.  Moreover, Kuwait is selected as the brand’s country of origin; 
this aims to provide the consumer with a sense of relevance to their roots, 
culture and originality.  The next chapter will illustrate the marketing strategy 
in detail and the justifications for the chosen strategy.  This will be followed 
by another chapter that will provide the practical work. 
 
5.7 Summary 
This chapter presents the notion of identity in the context of luxury fashion.  
The researcher argued that the formation of identity continues to develop 
over time and never stops developing.  The cultural identity is subject to 
constant change and development unconsciously from generation to 
generation, as the group tries to cope with the surrounding environment 
(Omar, 2001).  Furthermore, the individual’s identity continues to formulate 
and change due to human’s lack of wholeness.  The individual will never 
perceive the achievement of wholeness.  In addition, identity is enhanced by 
the individual’s experience, which continues throughout the individual’s life.  
Therefore, identity always remains in progress, constantly changing and in 
flux.  Similarly, the style remains under continuous change in luxury fashion, 
due to a number of factors explained in this chapter.  The perception of 
luxury changes over time as the customers’ mind-sets and tastes change.    135 
Furthermore, luxury fashion brands, leading the wheel of fashion taste, 
practice individuality through the creation of a brand’s identity.  The latter is 
created for the purpose of establishing a unique brand image that serves two 
main objectives.  First, it creates a marketing position and perceptions in the 
consumer’s mind and, second, it creates artistic and distinct remarks in the 
field of fashion, which is where designers with their creativeness and artistic 
touches fairly compete to promote their names and designs in the luxury 
fashion world.  While both the identity and luxury fashion try to preserve their 
unique attributes and characteristics in order to become classical, they are 
also trying to cope with the dynamic environment and surrounding drivers. 
Sometimes this forces them to reincarnate, redefine and revamp themselves, 
making them in flux and in the process of becoming.   136   137 
Chapter 6: Kuwaiti Women Luxury Perception 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter will starts with descriptive data presented in the form of a 
consumer profile for three Kuwaiti women from the selected sample.  It will 
describe their lifestyle, fashion tastes and shopping habits to provide an 
insight into Kuwait women consumers.  This chapter aims to provide an 
analysis of the interviews as well as the findings derived for the research’s 
qualitative investigation.  The results of the interviews were categorised into 
different themes to provide deeper insight in addition to providing additional 
information about the interviewees’ demography, characteristics and 
shopping habits.  This will be followed by a detailed discussion regarding the 
findings.   
The purpose of this section is to relate the findings of the interviews to the 
research hypotheses and questions.  Furthermore, the findings will play a 
significant role in directing and making appropriate decisions for the practical 
stage of the research, which includes the design of luxury fashion products.  
Moreover, the findings will assist the researcher in formulating and choosing 
a marketing strategy suitable for launching and managing a luxury fashion 
brand in the Kuwaiti market. 
 
6.2 Consumer Profile 
The aim of the profiles presented below is to give some sense and 
information about some of the Kuwaiti women from the selected sample, 
their favourite luxury fashion brands, how much they spend, when they 
started consuming luxury fashion products, their shopping habits and what 
products they are interested in possessing.   For the purpose of preserving 
interviewees’ privacy, only initials will be used instead of their names. 
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6.2.1 N  
N is in her early 20’s and is a daughter of a well-known Kuwaiti lawyer who 
once ran for election to the Kuwait National Assembly.  She was born and 
raised in Kuwait but was educated in one of the private French schools in 
Kuwait.  N speaks excellent French and English.  She does not wear the 
Hijab - the headscarf and she is extremely luxury fashion-brand literate, 
which is reflected in her sense of style.  She likes to wear the latest trends 
and knows exactly how to choose them and what suits her.  She is a big fan 
of skinny jeans and high heels as she is 155 cm tall.   
About shopping she said: “My sister and I are shopping mates, as we have 
very similar taste when it comes to fashion as we like the same brands.  We 
manage to be distinct in our own ways and for the fact that my sister wears 
the Hijab; so, even if we bought the same garment, we would wear it 
differently.” 
6.2.1a On Her Favourite Brands  
N told the researcher that, for casual clothes, she loves Juicy Couture, A&F, 
and H&M, especially the collaboration collections with famous brands and 
designers, such as the Karl Lagerfeld, Versace and Jimmy Choo collections, 
as well as Marc Jacob, and Dolce and Gabbana.  For special occasions and 
wedding parties, most of the time she prefers to have a costume made in 
Kuwait by professional tailors.  She prefers this option as she likes to copy 
the dresses worn by celebrities and she adds her own touches to the 
garment.  For handbags and accessories, N declared that she loves Chanel, 
Balenciaga, LV and Gucci; she also likes Rolex for watches.  She said: “I 
really love my Chanel handbag and I think it is a statement piece that could 
transform any look to glamorous and I do use it a lot.  My style is a mixture of 
luxury fashion brands and high street fashion; for example, if I want to go to 
school, I would wear Skinny Jeans from Topshop or H&M and a shirt from 
Zara.  I will use one of my Gucci handbags and high heels or flats from 
Chanel with accessories such as earrings, bracelets from different brands, 
such as Tory Burch, DKNY, and I will wear my Rolex hand watch.”    139 
6.2.1b On Her Shopping Habits  
N explains: “I usually go shopping on a weekly basis.  Due to the hot climate 
for long periods here in Kuwait, we spend a lot of time indoors.  What I mean 
is, if we want to meet friends or if we want to go to see a movie or just to 
spend some time with the family, malls would be the first choice for many of 
us.  So, even if I don’t intend to do shopping, being in the mall for other 
reasons will most of the time lead me to shop.  I cannot resist it.”  She also 
added: “Since I’m still a student in the university and I don’t work, it means 
that my father pays for all of my shopping; he even bought me my first car–a 
Porsche- as a gift, when I graduated from high school.” 
 
6.2.2 M 
M is in her early 30s.  She is from a Bedouin family.  At the time of the 
interview, she was studying for her MBA degree in one of the private 
educational institutions in Kuwait.  She is a mother of two and she wears a 
headscarf - hijab.  When interviewed, she was wearing a long black skirt 
from Zara, a classic Burberry shirt, and a black Burberry silk headscarf 
decorated with the classic Burberry pattern all around the edge.  She was 
holding a Carolina Herrera handbag which, at that time, was the ‘must have’ 
handbag in Kuwait.  As for accessories, M wore a Mulberry belt and a BeBe 
long necklace. 
6.2.2a On Her Favourite Brands  
M said: “I have tried so many brands as I have worn luxury fashion brands 
since I was 12 years old; my mother bought me handbags and clothes from 
different brands since I was a young girl.  Now, I like LV, Dior and Fendi for 
headscarves, bags and accessories.  I also like Dolce & Gabbana handbags 
and shoes but, mostly, I love their party dresses because they are very chic, 
feminine and stylish.  Many famous Lebanese celebrities are well known for 
their love of Dolce & Gabbana’s elegant dresses.  As for casual wear, I like 
Burberry because their designs are very special, elegant and they suit my 
taste, personality and style; I think Burberry is timeless.”   140 
6.2.2.b On Her Shopping Habits  
“I admit that I love shopping; it’s no secret, M said.  I shop on a weekly basis; 
I go to malls with my family every weekend and I go also whenever I like to 
meet up with friends for coffee or just for friends’ gatherings.  As you know, 
here in Kuwait, the weather is hot most of the time so I’m sure you are aware 
that many Kuwaitis spend their spare time indoors, especially inside malls.  
So, even if we are not going to the mall for shopping, there is a big chance 
we end up buying a few things.  On the other hand, my main shopping time 
would be when I travel, whether during a summer holiday or any time I have 
a chance to take a break and travel.  For these types of trips, my destinations 
are usually Europe, particularly London and Paris; I also like to shop in New 
York and Turkey.” 
6.2.2c On How Much She Spends on Shopping 
M said: “It depends on the occasions and what item I will buy.  Let’s see…for 
a handbag, if I really like it, I’m willing to pay up to 700 KD [£1400 approx.]; 
for a headscarf from any luxury brand, I will pay up to 150 KD [£300 approx.] 
and for a hand watch, if I like it very much and it is from a very famous brand, 
I will pay up to 5000 KD [£10000 approx.] as I consider it as a piece of 
jewellery and it will be a once in a while thing like once in every three years.  
When I travel, most of the time, I spend the whole amount of money I 
allocated for my shopping and my children’s shopping as well and I will use 
my credit cards; of course, my husband always helps in paying.” 
6.2.3 H 
H is 30 years old and she is a famous TV presenter in Kuwait.  She is 
considered a fashion icon and many Kuwaiti women, especially the young 
ones, have copied her famous haircut, style and make up.  H used to be a 
high school teacher specializing in home economics; however, since 2005 
she has worked as a TV presenter for different shows related to women’s 
lifestyle, fashion trends and famous Kuwaiti women in different workplaces.  
H is an example of professional women in Kuwait.  She admitted that before 
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much about luxury fashion brands and fashion trends.  Now she is aware of 
the latest trends and she thinks that wearing famous luxury fashion brands is 
important for her because, in Kuwaiti society, people are judged by the way 
they dress and look.  For the interview, H was wearing a black Moschino 
jacket, jeans from 7 For All Mankind, Maria Pino shoes, Burberry handbag 
decorated with classic Burberry pattern and a Fendi hand watch. 
6.2.3a On Her Favourite Brands  
H said: “Dolce & Gabbana is one of my favourites; I love their handbags, 
shoes and evening dresses - I really like their image.  I also love Dior, 
Moschino, Roberto Cavalli and Pucci.  I love Pucci designs and their vibrant 
colours; I once bought a multi-coloured short evening dress and it was made 
entirely with shiny sequins, it was very trendy and elegant.  For hand 
watches, I like Chopard, Cartier and Versace.” 
6.2.3b On Her Favourite Shopping Spots 
H said: “I didn’t care much about shopping abroad before, but once I started 
work as a TV presenter, I had the chance to travel a lot to shoot my program 
in different locations and I started to get used to the idea of shopping 
abroad.”  H also adds “I still do some shopping in Kuwait but I prefer to shop 
in London, Paris, Milan and even Beirut.  When I do my shopping abroad, I 
will be sure to get distinctive pieces that are not available in the Kuwaiti 
market, in addition to having access to the latest collection from my favourite 
fashion brands.” 
6.2.3c On Kuwaiti Women’s Sense of Style  
H stated: “I think that Kuwaiti women’s sense of style is unique in some way; 
they know exactly what they want, although they have very hard tastes when 
it comes to fashion.  They adore details in their choice of fashion.  One sure 
thing is that they spend a lot of money, they like to be distinctive among 
others, especially relatives and friends, and they like to show off for different 
reasons.  I see lot of Kuwaiti women following the trends, even if it may not 
suit them, just to show that it is a well-known, expensive brand and they can 
afford it.”  She continues, “I don’t blame them because, in Kuwait, most of the   142 
time women are judged by the way they look and what they wear; as much 
as I hate to admit it, unfortunately it’s true.” 
 
6.3 Interviews’ Analysis and Results 
The aim of this section is to analyse the interviews in order to have an insight 
into Kuwaiti women’s luxury perception, which would help the researcher in 
making appropriate decisions for the design process and in formulating a 
marketing strategy.  Furthermore, the analysis would help the researcher in 
answering the research questions. 
In order to analyse the interviews, all the interviews were first transcribed and 
translated from Arabic to English.  Secondly, all of the transcripts were read 
three times in order to have an overview of the answers, which enabled open 
coding to be formulated.  Thirdly, the codes were developed further to create 
main themes.  Finally, the interview questions were divided into core 
questions and supplementary questions.  The core questions address one or 
more of the themes and provide deeper insight while the supplementary 
questions provide additional information about the interviewees’ 
demography, characteristics and shopping habits.   
The themes are: 
•  Hedonic Value Perception 
o  Emotional Value 
o  Social Value 
•  Utilitarian Value Perception 
o  Monetary Value 
o  Convenience Value 
•  Decision-Making Influence 
•  Characteristics of Luxury   143 
•  Modernity and Luxury Fashion 
•  Gravitation towards Western Luxury Fashion  
 
Figure 6.1 Analysis procedure 
Source: Researcher 
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6.3.1 Hedonic Value Perception 
The hedonic value is concerned with the intrinsic side of the value 
perception.  The emotional and social value perceptions, which are found in 
many researches to be strongly correlated, stem from the hedonic value.  
Furthermore, the hedonic value includes the customer experience, such as 
the look and feel while using the product or service.  This is contrary to 
utilitarian or functional value perception, which concerns with the product or 
service’s value for money (monetary value) or quality (Chevalier and 
Gutsatz, 2012).  The utilitarian or extrinsic value perception forms another 
theme in the analysis and will be discussed in the next section. 
In the context of Kuwaiti women’s luxury fashion perception, the interviewees 
were asked questions to assist the researcher in gaining in-depth 
understanding of how emotional and social value perception plays a 
significant role in attracting Kuwaiti women towards luxury fashion brands. 
The emotional value is perceived when the product or service leads to 
generating positive feelings (Sweeney and Soutar, 2001).  The social value 
is perceived when the individual believes that she or he belongs to a certain 
social class or special group.  Moreover, social value perception is related to 
the individual’s self-identity.  Therefore, in the context of luxury fashion 
brands, hedonic value perception shows how Kuwaiti women feel and how 
they like to be viewed by society when wearing luxury fashion.   
The interviewees were asked whether they get the feeling of fitting in with 
celebrities when wearing luxury fashion brands (see Appendix 2 and 3). 
Apart from 18 interviewees, the other 82 stated that they do not get the 
feeling of fitting in with celebrities.  Few from the 18 who answered ‘yes’ said 
that they would get this feeling mainly when they are abroad or when they 
wear specific luxury brands, such as Hermes. 
However, when the interviewees were asked whether they get the feeling of 
confidence when wearing western luxury fashion brands, apart from 20 
interviewees, the other 80 stated that wearing a luxury brand increases their 
confidence level.  One respondent said, “Oh yeah, sure it does; what I mean   145 
in having more confidence is in the instance of going to a social gathering 
where all the attendees are wearing top luxury brands so, by doing the same, 
it gives me the confidence that I fit in this group.”  On the other hand, another 
respondent had a totally different point of view and she said, “For the one 
who is confident about herself no matter what she wears, it will not affect her 
self-esteem whether she wears “Abaya” western or any other fashion.” 
The interviewees were asked about their feelings in the incident of wearing 
last season’s or outdated fashion in front of people wearing the latest luxury 
fashion. 
The responses were categorized into negative, neutral and positive feelings.  
Only two of the responses implied a positive feeling and one said, “I would 
feel that I am unique.  I may look at it that I am wearing vintage fashion.  
However, I have been in this situation once and I didn’t like the people’s 
reaction.  But I have confidence in myself and I was comfortable with myself; 
so, I did not get affected but I still remember that incident.”  
The majority, 68 interviewees, stated that their reaction in that incident would 
be negative.  The responses contained embarrassment, discomfort, feeling 
bad, frustrated and loss of self-esteem.  One respondent said, “I will simply 
leave and make any excuse not to stay any longer.”  Another respondent 
said, “I may not be comfortable because sometimes they make you feel that 
you look different in a negative way.  In our society, and even at the family 
level, people are judgmental and could say, ‘how come this girl or the 
daughter of this person is wearing clothes like this’.” 
On the other hand, only 30 responses stated that this incident will not affect 
their self-esteem and they can normally engage with people and socialize.    
The interviewees were asked if and how wearing a specific luxury fashion 
brands reflects their identity. 
Most of the interviewees, 95%, think that the way women dress reflect their 
identity and personality.  For example, one could tell whether a woman is 
conservative and could figure out some aspect of her lifestyle by the way she 
dresses or from her choice of fashion.  One interviewee said, “Yes, off   146 
course, because due to our culture and our religion, I don’t wear tight 
clothes, which reflects that I am somehow conservative.”  Meanwhile, 5 other 
participants confirmed that the choice of clothes and fashion could reflect 
part of the identity due to several reasons.  One participant thinks that her 
choice of fashion depends on what is available in the market and, in the case 
of Kuwait, the majority of the fashion brands offer Western types of fashion; 
she said, “Not 100% because we are bound to what’s available in the 
market.”  Moreover, other participants think that personality is judged by 
internal and external aspects whereas clothes and fashion reflect the 
external ones and behaviour and manners reflect the internal aspects. 
Most of the answers and explanations revolved around the choice of colours 
and style, such as casual, formal, sporty and chic.   
The interviewees were asked if and how the way women dress reflects their 
social and economic class.  
The majority stated that, in Kuwait, it is very difficult to confirm or figure out 
the social or economic class just by looking at what the person is wearing, 
even if the person is wearing luxury brands from head to toe.  According to a 
group of interviewees, many people in Kuwait push themselves to buy luxury 
fashion brands, even if they cannot comfortably afford them.  One of the 
participants said, “The way someone is dressed should, up to a certain level; 
however, in Kuwait nowadays, it is very hard to tell because almost everyone 
outside is showing luxury brands and many people push themselves to buy 
luxury brands, even if they cannot comfortably afford them.” 
Only 13 interviewees stated that they could figure out both.  They said that 
some brands are very expensive so only an individual with very high income 
can afford them.  Furthermore, the way a woman carries herself, along with 
what she is wearing, can give an indication about her social or economic 
status. 
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6.3.2 Utilitarian Value Perception 
The classical definition of utilitarian value perception is “the overall customer 
assessment of the product or service based on what is received and what is 
given” (Zeithaml, 1988, p.14) or a “trade-off between quality and benefits” 
(Monroe, 1990, p.46).  Therefore, according to a number of researchers, 
utilitarian value perception includes monetary value and convenience value 
perceptions (Sweeney and Soutar, 2001; Chevalier and Gutsatz, 2012).  The 
monetary value refers to the product or service’s value for money; this value 
is perceived when the customer realizes that the product or service 
adequately fulfils the needed tasks.  Hence, according to Sweeney and 
Soutar (2001), monetary value sometimes is referred to as functional value.  
Furthermore, along with monetary value, convenience value falls under the 
utilitarian value umbrella.  It is concerned with the ease of using the product 
or service and its effectiveness in addressing its tasks. 
In the context of luxury fashion and the objectives of the interviews, the 
researcher inquired about how much price affects the interviewee’s buying 
decision.   
The interviewees were asked, “Does the price, whether high or low, affect 
your decision in buying a fashion product that you are really interested in?  
Why? 
The majority would look at the price at the end and accordingly decide.  
Moreover, the majority will do their best to buy the product if they really like it 
and regard it as special.  One person said that she would even take a loan to 
buy a specific item or product from a well-known luxury brand.  However, 
there were 8 interviewees at the two opposite extremes.  Four of them would 
buy anything they really like regardless of the price; their answer was “No, 
the price will not matter to me.  If I like it, I will buy it regardless of the price.”  
On the contrary, the other four are very rational and consider fashions the 
same as any consumable product so they are not willing to spend extra 
money just on the “brand name”.   148 
In order to know how Kuwaiti women perceive convenience value, the 
interviewees were asked whether the final look or comfort when wearing the 
product matters the most. 
50% of the interviewees would make sure that the product is comfortable 
before deciding to buy it; thus, it has to fit well.  They think that the market is 
big enough and has plenty of available and comfortable products.  The other 
50% would sacrifice comfort for look, due to several reasons.  Some of them 
say that their taste is very important so, when they find something looks 
beautiful on them, they buy it and adjust with it.  Some of them blame the 
unavailability of proper sizes in the market; hence, they have to live with the 
best available size.  Moreover, the majority of women who would prioritise 
look over comfort stated that they tend to do so mainly on special occasions, 
such as parties and weddings, but not for everyday use.   
 
6.3.3 Characteristics of Luxury 
Today’s definition of luxury revolves around the individual more than society.  
Luxury as a concept is a complex, elusive idea to clearly and simply define 
because every person is able to identify the brands that are, according to 
his/her perception of luxury, luxury brands and they can also identify those 
brands that do not deserve to be called luxury labels.  Schroeder and Salzer-
mörling (2006, p.67) claim that luxury is an idea with fuzzy and unclear 
frontiers and there is no strict definition that will describe it.  In fact, it is hard 
to specify where luxury starts and ends.   
Individuals approach luxury because it is the way to pleasure and desires.  
Berry (1994, p.40) asserts that luxury is satisfaction caused by acquiring 
goods that were made and advertised as pleasing products that are capable 
of fulfilling people’s distinct desires.  Similarly, Okonkwo (2007, p.2) claims 
“Luxury fashion provides a means to a lifestyle that is triggered by deep 
psychological and emotional need, which is expressed through ingenious 
products.”  Saying that, it might seem obvious that luxury fashion is more of a 
desire, rather than a need, as once stated by the revolutionary designer   149 
Coco Chanel (cited in Okonkwo, 2007, p.7).  “Luxury is a necessity that 
begins where necessity ends”.  For that reason, many people approach 
luxury fashion to satisfy their feelings of hedonism, not functionality.  
According to Marc Jacobs, the American head designer for Marc Jacobs and 
current Creative Director of the French design house, Louis Vuitton, luxury 
fashion is not about the kind of fabrics or lavish ornamentations involved in 
the garment but is more about fulfilling a desire.  Therefore, luxury as a 
concept has been closely linked not only to physical enjoyment but also to 
sensory pleasure.   
In order to understand how Kuwaiti women perceive luxury brands, the 
researcher asked each interviewee to define a luxury brand in their own 
words. 
“Hhigh quality” and “trendy” were the top two characteristics mentioned in the 
interviewees’ definitions.  The second row of key words defining luxury brand 
are ‘expensive’, ‘elegant’, ‘famous’ and ‘timeless’.  Only one interviewee 
defined a luxury brand as “the product that makes you feel good when 
wearing or using it”. 
Since quality was one of the most common luxury brand attributes in the 
previously mentioned definitions, the researcher wanted to see how much 
handcrafted products are appreciated or considered when Kuwaiti women 
buy a luxury brand. 
The majority can realize the difference between handcrafted and engineered 
products; however, it does not matter much to them and they do not give it 
priority in the buying decision.  Only 16 out of the 100 interviewees are willing 
to pay more for handcrafted products.   
When asking the interviewees if they have designed any of their clothes 
through a globally-known fashion designer, only three interviewees replied 
“Yes”; one went to Elie Sa’ab and the other two went to a Turkish designer. 
On other hand, when they were asked if they have sought an Arabian 
fashion designer, the majority replied “No.”  22 interviewees replied “Yes” 
and that they would seek an Arabian fashion designer, mainly Kuwaiti, if they   150 
have a special occasion, such as their brother’s wedding.  They said that 
doing so would make their dress distinctive among others. 
In order to find whether Kuwaiti women would perceive Kuwaiti-designed 
fashion products as luxurious if they have the same characteristics 
mentioned in their own definitions of luxury brand, the researcher asked 
interviewees if they would be interested in buying Kuwaiti luxury fashion 
products designed by either Kuwaiti or Arabian fashion designers. 
It is found that 78% of interviewees would accept buying Kuwaiti luxury 
fashion products conditionally.  The products should not be over priced and 
should be regionally or, at least, locally recognized and they should be 
trendy and distinctive.  Moreover, the interviewees stated that they will be 
interested and encouraged to buy clothes more than handbags and 
accessories, especially if it is a new brand.  They stated that clothes are a 
totally different matter.  Furthermore, the interviewees think that the Kuwaiti 
brand may introduce special and attractive designs that cater for their needs.  
On the other hand, 22% of the interviewees would not be interested in 
buying Kuwaiti luxury fashion because they prefer globally-known brands 
and they think Kuwaiti fashion products would be overpriced.  Therefore, 
unless the brand builds its reputation and is perceived by Kuwaitis as luxury, 
they would only gradually start buying from it. 
 
6.3.4 Modernity and Luxury Fashion 
The researcher wants to investigate whether Kuwaiti women acquire luxury 
fashion brands in order to express signs of modernity, get the feeling of 
being contemporary or to redefine their social position both nationally and 
globally.  Therefore, the interviewees were asked if they consider buying 
luxury fashion brands as a way of expressing modernity; 60% said ‘No’ and 
40% said ‘Yes’. 
However, the ones who said ‘yes’ indicated that modernity is not the prime 
reason behind wearing luxury fashion but it is one of the reasons.  The   151 
majority understand modernity as a change that has occurred in Kuwaiti 
women’s lifestyles. 
Moreover, the interviewees were asked if they consider buying luxury fashion 
brands in order to get the feeling of being contemporary, to which 65% said 
‘No’ and 35% said ‘Yes’. 
6.3.5 Decision-Making Influence 
In order to formulate an effective marketing strategy and create luxurious 
designs, the researcher has to discover the factors underpinning and 
influencing Kuwaiti women’s buying decisions.  Moreover, the researcher has 
to determine the methods necessary to create and convey the value 
proposition to Kuwaiti women so that the latter can perceive the designs as 
luxurious.  For this reason, the researcher asked interviewees how their 
peers, society and the media affect and influence their luxury product buying 
decisions. 
Starting with the influence of peer friends, the interviewees were asked if 
their peer friends buy luxury fashion brands, to which all the interviewees had 
answered ‘Yes’. 
Following this, the interviewees were asked if they prefer to dress in a similar 
style to their peer friends whilst maintaining their own personality and 
character.  In answer to this, 68% of interviewees stated they prefer to dress 
like their peer friends, which indicates the strong effect of word-of-mouth on 
peer friends. 
To determine the influence of society on Kuwaiti women’s selection of 
fashion style, the researcher asked interviewees if their decision in selecting 
their fashion is influenced by how others in their society are dressing up and 
why this is the case. 
86% of interviewees stated they would be influenced by the current fashion 
style followed and perceived as trendy by other Kuwaiti women in their 
society.  The interviewees said that they have to ride the wave and follow the 
fashion trend; however, some of them would add light touches to distinguish   152 
themselves from others and to reflect their own character.  One of the 
interviewees stated that: “In Kuwait, we have to be in line with our 
surrounding society so if there is a new trend and I it see almost everywhere; 
for example, in gatherings, work and while shopping, I find myself somehow 
forced to follow the trend.”  Furthermore, 6 out of 24 interviewees would 
follow the society but not fully, saying that the trend has to be reasonable 
and does not collide with a religious boundary and traditional identity.  On the 
other hand, only 3 interviewees said that they would not necessarily be 
influenced by society and they think they can set their own trends and styles. 
The researcher asked interviewees if advertisements for globally-known 
luxury fashion brands influence their decision to buy their products.  In 
response, 73% of interviewees said they would be influenced by 
advertisements.  Moreover, perfume advertisements attract the majority due 
to the least religious and traditional boundaries they face as a product, which 
is unlike fashion clothes for which the adverts are tailored to western culture.  
The interviewees would be influenced more if they find the product in the 
advert is being accepted or actually worn in Kuwaiti society.  However, two 
interviewees had a negative reaction towards one product and they took a 
decision to stop buying its products.  On the contrary, other interviewees say 
that in some adverts “They make your eyes love the product” so it pushes 
you to at least go check it out and even buy it.”  On other hand, 27 
interviewees are not influenced by advertisements and they think the adverts 
in fashion are exaggerated and too good to be true.  In addition, it does not 
fit the Kuwaiti culture and Muslim’s religion. 
 
6.3.6 Gravitation towards Western Luxury Fashion 
This theme complements the previous one, decision making influence, in that 
it provides the researcher with an in-depth insight into why Kuwaiti women 
are attracted to Western (European and US) luxury fashion brands. 
The participants were asked:  What drives you to buy luxury fashion brands?   153 
Most answers were related to the emotional and social value that luxury 
fashion brands provide to Kuwaiti women.  They buy them for use on special 
occasions in the presence of special people and because they have to fit in 
with society; they have social relevance.  They think wearing luxury fashion 
means they are high class; moreover, wearing a luxury fashion brand makes 
them elegant and enhances their self-esteem and self-confidence.  Although 
other attributes of luxury fashion brands, such as quality, timeless, trendy 
and sophisticated craftsmanship are used, they seem to be the excuses that 
justify their purchase rather than the actual reason behind making the 
purchasing decision. 
 
6.4 Supplementary Interview Questions 
The following interview questions provide statistical and demographical 
information about the interviewees. 
Do you buy luxury branded products? 
All the interviewees stated that they buy luxury fashion brands. 
How much would you be willing to spend on a luxury brand product (watch, 
headscarf and handbag)? 
Price Range\Product  Watch  Handbag  Scarf 
Less than 100 KD  0  5  11 
100 – 400 KD  26  42  1 
401 – 1000 KD  30  48   
1001 – 2000 KD  29  5   
More than 2000 KD  15  0   
 
How often do you go shopping?    154 
Daily  Weekly  Monthly  Annually  Seasonally 
5  53  31  1  10 
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How much do you spend when you go shopping for clothes and fashion 
accessories? 
Less 100 KD  100 – 400 KD  400 – 1000 KD  1000 – 2000 KD  2000 + KD 
8  31  52  5  4 
 
Who is responsible for paying for your shopping? 
Myself  Parent  Husband  Myself/Parent  Myself/Husband 
54  5  3  13  25 
 
At what age did you start to care about buying luxury fashion brands? 
Less than 18  18 – 23  23 - 30  30 + 
49  46  4  1 
 
Do you read fashion magazines? 
83 ‘Yes’, 17 ‘No’ 
For those who answered ‘Yes’, are you mostly interested in Arabic or 
Western fashion magazines? 
16 Arabic, 8 Western, 59 Both 
What attracts you to these magazines? 
The answers were:  
•  To know about the latest fashion trends and colours of the season. 
•  To get design inspiration. 
•  To read about celebrity news. 
•  To know about the latest in cosmetics and beauty fields.   156 
•  To read about the fashion news. 
•  To know about the latest luxury brand collections. 
Do you follow the fashion shows regularly? 
16 Yes, 32 Sometimes, 52 No 
Do you visit shopping malls regularly in order to glimpse of the new fashion 
available in the market? 
78 Yes, 22 No 
What is your personal way of finding out what is the latest trend in luxury 
fashion brands? 
The answers were:  
Method  Total 
Visiting the Malls  41 
Peers  51 
Work/University/College  31 
TV  16 
Internet  30 
Magazines  31 
Travelling  6 
Social Gatherings  23 
 
Will you consider buying fake products (counterfeited) instead of real luxury 
brand products?  Why? 
38 interviewees will buy fake luxury fashion because some of them 
have good quality, which makes it difficult to tell that it is a fake.  In 
addition, there is a significant price difference.   157 
The rest will not buy fake luxury fashion because the quality matters and it 
can be detected by people that it is a fake.  Moreover, the fake product 
cannot bring a positive feeling such as confidence, happiness and being 
proud, unlike real luxury fashion. 
 
The following table presents some of the responses: 
Yes (38)  No (62) 
Significant price difference  It shows poor quality 
Only the scarves  It does not give a good feeling 
Some of them are good quality  It feels like cheating yourself 
Affordable  Lower self-esteem 
The trends change quickly so it enables 
me to cope with the trends. 
Prefer genuine – not real luxury 
First class fakes are very similar to real 
ones 
I can afford real so why buy a fake? 
 
Do you like to dress in a way that attracts people’s attention?  Why? 
Yes 75, No 25 
The majority answered ‘yes’ because they like to reflect that they are good in 
selecting and coping with latest fashion trends and to show people how neat 
they are.  Furthermore, they like to show off and expose their identity and 
character to people through their dressing style.  Nevertheless, other women 
answered ‘no’.  They mentioned that due to religious boundaries and Kuwaiti 
traditions, they do not like to look attractive in public.  They would be 
interested in looking significantly attractive in women’s gatherings and 
special occasions.  Furthermore, a number of interviewees prefer to be 
attractive by way of their thoughts and character rather than their way of 
dressing.   158 
In order to know how much the Kuwaiti women are interacting with women 
from foreign countries in their daily life, the researcher asked whether they 
have non-Kuwaiti friends. 
Do you have friends from foreign countries? 
58 Yes, 42 No 
Where do you spend you annual/summer vacation? 
Europe  US  Middle East  Gulf  Other 
74  9  14  11  11 
 
6.5 Discussion 
The purpose of this section is to relate the findings of the interviews to the 
research hypotheses and questions.  Furthermore, the findings will play a 
significant role in directing and making appropriate decisions for the practical 
stage of the research, which includes designing luxury fashion products.  
Moreover, the findings will assist the researcher in formulating and choosing 
a marketing strategy suitable for launching and managing a luxury fashion 
brand in the Kuwaiti market. 
 
6.5.1 Findings Related to the Hypotheses and Research Questions 
The interview results support the first research hypothesis, which states that 
Kuwaiti women wear luxury fashion brands as a means to define their social 
position in Kuwaiti society.   
The interviews’ analysis shows that wearing luxury fashion brands increases 
Kuwaiti women’s self-confidence levels and self-esteem.  It shows that 
Kuwaiti women pay great attention to how they are dressed in front of other 
women, especially in women’s gatherings, events or even daily work, 
because failing to comply with the latest fashion trends could bring negative 
feelings, such as embarrassment, discomfort or loss of self-esteem.    159 
Therefore, many people push themselves financially in order to acquire and 
wear luxury fashion.  Some other people take out loans just for the sake of 
acquiring a certain hand watch, bag or dress.  Most Kuwaiti women make 
sure that their selected choice of fashion is in line with the latest trends or 
what is being perceived by society as latest trends, fashionable and 
luxurious.  They buy it because they like to show off and to fit in with society 
as a means of redefining their social position or status in Kuwaiti society and 
to prove that the role of Kuwaiti women has been accelerated in society, 
allowing her to be a professional individual in most fields and being 
employed in the highest organizations’ hierarchy. 
At the first stages of luxury fashion spreading in Kuwait, women believe that 
the way they dress and the brands they wear reflect their social and 
economic position in society.  Nevertheless, due to the mass adaptation to 
wearing luxury brands in Kuwait currently, which indicates the beginning of 
the Fit-in stage, it is very difficult to confirm women’s social or economic 
class just from the way they dress.   
The interviews’ analysis shows that Kuwaiti women mainly purchase luxury 
fashion due to the emotional and social value that the luxury fashion brands 
have.  Many women buy it in order to use it on special occasions in the 
presence of special people.  Other women think wearing luxury fashion 
means they belong to a high class.  In addition, 80% of the interviewees think 
that wearing luxury fashion brands makes them elegant and enhances their 
self-esteem and self-confidence.  Although other attributes of luxury fashion 
brands, such as quality, trendy and sophisticated craftsmanship, are 
perceived by Kuwaiti women, they seem to be the excuses that justify their 
purchase rather than being the prime reason behind making the purchasing 
decision.  Kuwaiti women know that despite the quality and sophisticated 
design of the luxury item, it is still overpriced if they think rationally and 
compare the item with others in the market, which might be at the same level 
of quality as the luxury item but less than 10% of its price.  For example, 
Seiko watches outperform most luxury brand watches in terms of time 
presentation and accuracy whereas most famous luxury watches lose two 
minutes every year.  However, people buy luxury watches because it makes   160 
them feel special, not because they want to know the exact time to the 
nearest milliseconds (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009).   
The interviews’ results support a second research hypothesis, which states 
that Kuwaiti women are recognizing the concept of luxury fashion in the 
guise of Western luxury fashion brands at the current time.  The interviews 
show that Kuwaiti women believe that Western (European and US) brands 
have the reputation, history, financial capability, designers and tools that 
enable them to be global leaders in the luxury fashion world.  94% of the 
interviewees would feel very positive towards the fashion designed in the 
West.  Kuwaiti women are proud of the products that are designed and made 
in the West; they think they are coming from the sources and capitals of 
fashion.  Thus, they think that products designed in the West are 
undoubtedly elegant, add value, high quality, trendy and genuine; more 
importantly, every luxury fashion brand is proud of its craftsmanship.   
Moreover, the interviewees think that fashion designed in the West would lift 
their self-confidence, bring positive feelings and help by enhancing their 
social position.  This finding also supports the literature in Chapter 4, the 
luxury culture in Kuwait, which indicates that two events have played 
significant roles in shifting the perception from East, India and Persia to the 
West, Europe and US.  Firstly, the discovery of oil and the contribution of the 
West in building the modern Kuwait, secondly, the alliance of powerful 
western countries in liberating Kuwait from Iraq in 1990-1991 and protecting 
Kuwait from the subsequent Iraqi threats after the liberation.   
The interviews’ findings show that Kuwaiti women are placed at the end of 
the Show-off stage and at the beginning of the Fit-in stages, according to the 
Spread of Luxury Model (Chadha and Husband, 2006).  The interviews’ 
findings show that the majority of Kuwaiti women do not mainly buy luxury 
fashion brands as a means of expressing modernity or being contemporary.  
In fact, they buy luxury fashion brands mainly because they can afford to and 
have the disposable income or to show that they are economically capable of 
purchasing expensive fashion labels.  One of the participants said: “If I like it, 
I will buy it regardless of the price.”  Another woman said: “I don’t buy fake 
products because I can afford the real luxury brand fashion.”  Therefore, the   161 
assumption would have been that a luxury fashion brand is something that 
would be acquired as a part of modernization but it actually is not; it is 
economic development, which is a big shift because modernization and 
economic development are different things.  In this case, this also had an 
impact on how we understand Kuwaiti identity, especially Kuwaiti women’s 
identity.  Furthermore, the assumption is that modernization is the aim is not 
true.  In fact, it is a part of the resource availability that actually forces the 
issue rather than modernization.  Thus, it is to do with wealth and economic 
status.   
The interview’s findings do not support the research hypothesis that states 
that Kuwaiti women are aiming to define their cultural identity globally 
through the acquisition of luxury fashion brands.  The findings show that, in 
Kuwait, there is no relationship between the consumption of luxury fashion 
and cultural identity within this context.  However, the analysis shows that 
there is a relationship between the choice of fashion and the personal 
identity of individual Kuwaiti women.  The latter think that their choice of 
fashion reflects their own individual lifestyle and personality rather than 
reflecting the Kuwaiti cultural identity.  It is more related to showing society 
that they are up to date with the latest fashion trends.  Furthermore, the 
interviews’ analysis shows that Kuwaiti women do not find current Kuwaiti 
fashion brands luxurious, if there are any; they think the current brands do 
not have the characteristics that classify them as luxurious.  This finding 
supports one of the research hypotheses, which is that Kuwaiti women are 
recognizing the concept of luxury fashion in the guise of Western luxury 
fashion brands at the current time.  Therefore, due to most luxury brands 
coming from western countries (Europe and US), where this fashion is 
neither designed specifically for the Kuwaiti culture nor for that region, 
Kuwaiti women are being gradually westernized in terms of their choice of 
fashion.  One of the interviewees stated: “Western fashion brands are cut 
small and tailored to fit the shape of western women, they are designed for a 
different body shape than ours.”  
Kuwaiti women think that adding some unique touches to their selection of 
fashion brings out a unique personal identity through fashion.  However, in   162 
fact, when there is a new trend, whether in fashion, accessories or even 
headscarves, it is found that most Kuwaiti women follow this new trend.  
Therefore, there is not really a unique personal or individual identity through 
fashion in Kuwait.  A main reason behind this fact is the gap in the Kuwaiti 
market that has limited fashion choices.  As a result, Kuwait has plenty of 
tailoring businesses that Kuwaiti women seek to design a tailored fashion, 
which is unique, but is not categorized as luxurious.  Mostly, these designs 
are inspired or even copied from Western fashion magazines but with some 
twists or alterations in order to suit the Kuwaiti culture. 
Currently, cultural identity is not a global critical issue that countries and 
societies are struggling and fighting to sustain even though it exists in some 
spots around the globe; Brand and Teunissen (2005, p.87) noted that: 
Today, however, while such traditional socio-cultural classifiers still 
exit, they no longer prove adequate in describing, characterizing and 
classifying identity.  We are no longer bound by these conditions of 
our birth, and our true identities today are rooted in less easily 
articulated differences in attitude, vision, philosophy, desire and 
dreams.  
 
Nowadays, the great and leading countries in the world are not fighting 
diverse cultural identities, at least publicly, but are calling for equal 
opportunity and respecting diversities, be it in culture, religion, gender etc.  
Furthermore, in the context of luxury fashion, designers are looking for these 
unique and minor cultural identities and distinct cultural characteristics as a 
form of design inspiration.  According to Brand and Teunissen (2005, p.13), 
“Fashion, in the sense of constantly changing tastes in clothes, was originally 
a Western phenomenon, but it has always sought inspiration in other 
cultures… New exotic inspirations are almost important in implementing a 
new aesthetic in fashion and in shifting boundaries.”  Additionally, Chadha 
and Husband (2006) assert that, in recent years, many well-known Western 
designers have drawn inspiration from different cultures, such as China and 
India.   163 
6.5.2 Findings Related to Designs and Perception 
The interview findings show that the hedonic value, which includes the 
emotional and social value perceptions, are the primary factors driving 
Kuwaiti women to acquire and wear luxury fashion brands.  Therefore, value 
creation and proposition should revolve around these factors.  Although 
Kuwaiti women recognize the functional value of the luxury brand, such as 
the quality and value for money where it matters up to a certain extent, the 
functional value is not the main reason behind the purchase of the luxury 
fashion brand.  The analysis shows that half of the interviewees would 
sacrifice the comfort of the fashion product for the final look.  Nevertheless, 
Kuwaiti women justify the purchase upon the functional value that exists in 
the luxury fashion brand.   
The interviews’ findings indicate that the designs for a Kuwaiti luxury fashion 
brand should focus primarily on creating a distinctive logo, brand name and 
image.  The interviews’ analysis shows that Kuwaiti women are really after 
something of luxury that has luxurious essence, exclusivity, distinctiveness, 
elegance, global recognition and high quality.  The logo should be embedded 
within the garment itself so others can see it when the product is worn.  In 
addition, the quality of the product, finishing, cuts and details are essential in 
order to accommodate Kuwaiti women’s silhouette and to be categorized as 
luxurious.  Moreover, the pricing is a very important matter.  According to the 
interviews, Kuwaiti women think that a Kuwaiti luxury brand would be over 
priced in comparison to its quality, brand name and image.  In addition, some 
old perceptions of luxury in Kuwait, such as handcrafted work, is not 
currently being appreciated or considered when buying luxury fashion.  
However, Kuwaiti women are quite happy to embrace the Kuwaiti heritage 
and elements that are not completely western.  They want something subtle 
for them, as most of the luxury fashion brands are not designed for Kuwaiti 
culture.  Therefore, the designers can benefit from employing the traditional 
embroidery motifs and decorations in the creation of new collections inspired 
from the Kuwaiti heritage.  In addition, the designer can use the latest digital 
printings, for example, and other current technologies to regenerate and get 
the essence of traditional embroidery.   164 
Moreover, the garments and clothes in the form of ready-to-wear collections 
is the suggested starting line for Kuwaiti luxury fashion since the interview 
findings show that Kuwaiti women would be much interested in buying a 
ready-to-wear fashion from a start-up Kuwaiti luxury fashion. 
 
6.5.3 Findings Related to Marketing Strategy 
The interviews’ findings show that word-of-mouth is considered the strongest 
and most influential factor in Kuwaiti women’s buying decisions, followed by 
professional advertisements and campaigns.  Furthermore, society plays a 
significant role in setting and influencing a certain trend because society, 
mainly young women, reacts to global fashion brands’ advertisements by 
either adopting or rejecting the trend.  Thus, it is the digital and social media 
nowadays, such as YouTube, Twitter, and Blogs, Instagram and specialized 
fashion forums, driving the fashion trends.  Due to the rapid capability of 
spreading and sharing news and reviews, as well as the strength of word-of-
mouth, most global fashion brands actively operate and utilize the digital and 
social media networks in conveying their value propositions.  Usually, it is the 
young Kuwaiti women who have adopted the technology wave rather than 
the older ones and they are more up to date with the fashion trends than the 
older ones.  Once groups of young Kuwaiti women adopt a new fashion, they 
influence their peers to ride the wave.  As a result of the active social life in 
Kuwait, the new adopted trend is recognized quickly and other Kuwaiti 
women gradually adopt the trend that is being spread in society. 
In the light of the interviews’ findings and the fashion collection suggested for 
starting the business, it is recommended to focus on social networking and 
digital media.  Moreover, the adverts should include realistic elements that 
are relevant to Kuwaiti women’s lifestyle.  For example, the model could be 
Kuwaiti and some of them could be wearing the Hijab, especially for scarf 
adverts.  The main point is that the advert should reflect the local 
environment so that Kuwaiti women would not feel that what is in the advert 
is too good to be true.   165 
Moreover, in order to employ word-of-mouth as a marketing key, the brand 
should create a unique and exquisite customer shopping experience.  
Therefore, the pre and post-sale experience should be given great detailed 
attention and be as creative as possible.  Further details on the marketing 
strategy are found in a dedicated chapter.   
It is found from the interviews that Kuwaiti women are not influenced by 
globally-known celebrities in selecting and favouring certain luxury fashion 
brands.  In fact, they are aware that these celebrities have totally different 
lifestyles than that of Kuwaiti women.  In addition, Kuwaiti women understand 
that the celebrities are being paid to become a brand ambassador.  Thus, 
depending on celebrities to promote the brand as one of the marketing 
strategy methods is not recommended. 
There are signs indicating that after the Show-off stage, people start to 
perceive luxury differently as they fit-in with it.  They do not see luxury 
fashion as a means of wearing lavish luxury brands head to toe.  According 
to the interviews, Kuwaiti women are currently at the beginning of the Fit-in 
stage in which they have started to see luxury fashion brands as a tool for 
enhancing their own personality.  The younger Kuwaiti women have started 
to progress towards a simpler, classic yet trendy fashion.    
The interviews’ findings suggest that the Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand starts 
its business in the form of a ready-to-wear collection; then, upon a successful 
adaptation in which Kuwaiti women perceive the brand as luxurious, it 
extends its business into other lines, such as handbags, shoes and 
accessories.  The collection will look at how to enhance Kuwaiti women’s 
national identity and it will look to the future and leading Kuwaiti women 
towards more sophisticated and simpler styles focussing on patterns and 
simple cuts and details.  
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6.6 Summary 
This chapter addressed the notion of luxury fashion perception in the context 
of Kuwait.  It showed the findings of the interviews that were conducted with 
Kuwaiti women. These were sorted into three arenas: 
 
1.  Findings related to hypotheses and research question. 
The interview results support the first research hypothesis, which states that 
Kuwaiti women wear luxury fashion brands as a means of defining their 
social position in Kuwaiti society.  The interviews’ results support a second 
research hypothesis, which states that Kuwaiti women are recognizing the 
concept of luxury fashion in the guise of Western luxury fashion brands at the 
current time.  The interviews show that Kuwaiti women believe that Western 
(European and US) brands have the reputation, history, financial capability, 
designers and tools that enable them to be global leaders in the luxury 
fashion world.  The interview findings do not support the research hypothesis 
that states that Kuwaiti women are aiming to define their cultural identity 
globally through the acquisition of luxury fashion brands.  The findings show 
that, in Kuwait, there is no relationship between the consumption of luxury 
fashion and cultural identity within this context.  However, the analysis shows 
that there is a relationship between the choice of fashion and the personal 
identity of individual Kuwaiti women.  The latter think that their choice of 
fashion reflects their own individual lifestyle and personality rather than 
reflecting the Kuwaiti cultural identity. 
 
2.  Findings related to luxury perceptions and designs. 
The interview findings show that the hedonic value, which includes the 
emotional and social value perceptions, are the primary factors driving 
Kuwaiti women to acquire and wear luxury fashion brands.  Therefore, value 
creation and proposition should revolve around these factors.  Although 
Kuwaiti women recognize the functional value of the luxury brand, such as   167 
the quality and value for money where it matters to a certain extent, the 
functional value is not the main reason behind the purchase of the luxury 
fashion brand. 
From the interviews it can be said that Kuwaiti women are really after 
something luxurious that has luxury essence, exclusivity and distinctiveness.  
However, they are quite happy to embrace the Kuwaiti heritage, culture and 
elements that are not completely Western, as they want something more 
subtle for them.  This is because most luxury fashion brands are not 
designed for the Kuwaiti culture.  As one of the interviewees said, “it’s not 
designed for us and most of the time we have to do some kind of adaptation 
of the garments, especially if we wear the headscarf, and most of the time it 
leads to changing the whole look and style of the piece.” 
 
3.  Findings related to marketing strategy. 
The researcher will employ the findings of the interviews, the implications of 
luxury marketing scholars and the characteristics of luxury fashion, in order 
to select the right product, create appropriate designs and formulate a brand 
launching strategy.  The interviews’ findings show that word-of-mouth is 
considered the strongest and most influential factor in Kuwaiti women’s 
buying decisions, followed by professional advertisements and campaigns.  
Furthermore, society plays a significant role in setting and influencing a 
certain trend because society, mainly young women, reacts to global fashion 
brands’ advertisements by either adopting or rejecting the trend.  Thus, it is 
the digital and social media nowadays, such as YouTube, Twitter, and Blogs, 
Instagram and specialized fashion forums that drive the fashion trends.   168   169 
Chapter 7: Luxury Fashion Branding, Marketing 
Strategies and Consumers 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter is designed to broadly articulate ways to support the researcher 
in formulating a marketing strategy suitable for launching a new luxury 
fashion brand in the Kuwaiti market as a pre-requisite to expanding 
regionally.  The sought after marketing strategy includes various key points, 
such as building the brand image, selecting the products, advertisements, 
customer relationships and experience management and pricing. 
In addition, this chapter will point out traditional marketing strategies that are 
adopted by various marketing scholars, such as Noel Capon, Posner and 
Chevalier and Mazzalovo, in order to investigate how a marketing strategy 
overall is formulated.  It will be important to identify a luxury marketing 
strategy and realize the differences and similarities between it and traditional 
marketing strategies.  Having established the differences and similarities 
between traditional and luxury marketing strategies, it is possible to address 
examples of two case studies, showing the marketing strategies of one old 
reputable luxury brand and one newly-founded luxury brand.  The case 
studies show how these two brands adopted successful strategies to build a 
brand image and make profit.  In addition, the researcher employs the 
findings and implications of the group interviews conducted with Kuwaiti 
women and uses them in conjunction with traditional and luxury marketing 
strategies to formulate a strategy most suited to the Kuwaiti market in the 
context of luxury fashion.   
 
7.2 Traditional Marketing Strategy 
A marketing strategy, according to Noel Capon, has a clear and 
straightforward goal, “attracting, retaining and growing customers in the face 
of other competitors trying to do the same thing” (2009).  Furthermore,   170 
Capon (2009) states that the marketing strategy has two aspects, internal 
and external.  The latter concerns with what the firm is proposing to 
customers, whether it is a product or service, and how it is proposing it.  
Moreover, external aspects, such as customers’ and competitors’ insights, 
play significant roles in building the marketing strategy (Posner, 2011).  This 
information helps the firm in segmenting its customers and deciding how to 
position itself in the market (Chevalier and Mazzalovo, 2008).  On the other 
hand, internally, the strategy outlines how the firm raises the required 
resources so it can fulfil and cater for what it has proposed to customers.  In 
addition, the internal aspects focus on leveraging the resources and 
sustaining and protecting the firm’s competitive advantage (Brassington and 
Pettitt, 2007). 
Therefore, a marketing strategy starts and ends with the customer; all the 
processes and tasks within the marketing strategy are concerned with how 
good the firm is in optimizing the resources in order to be as close as 
possible to the customers so that they understand what the customers see 
as valuable.  As a result, the firm could create and convey the value to their 
customers. 
 
7.2.1 Customers’ Value Perception  
From a marketing point of view, the word ‘value’ comes in different 
perspectives.  However, in the context of this research, value is used in two 
perspectives.  First is the customer’s perceived value, which determines and 
explains how luxury fashion consumers perceive the value of their 
merchandise.  Second, the value creation and proposition models are used 
to direct and formulate the marketing strategy. 
Value perception defines how the customer evaluates the product or service 
overall.  This starts with evaluation of the usefulness of the product from a 
monetary point of view and is then extended to include the conditional and 
convenience aspects, such as the customer’s time and energy saving.  
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customer value perception; for example, how would the customer feel and 
react when using the product or service.  Therefore, in the context of this 
research, value is divided into two groups, intrinsic (Hedonic) and extrinsic 
(Utilitarian) (Chevalier and Gutstz, 2012; Choo et al., 2012). 
The hedonic value is concerned with the intrinsic side of the value 
perception.  The emotional and social value perceptions, which are found in 
many researches as strongly correlated, stem from the hedonic value.  
Furthermore, the hedonic value includes the customer experience, such as 
the look and feel while using the product or service (Smith and Colgate, 
2007).  This is contrary to utilitarian or functional value perception, which 
concerns with the product or service’s value for money (monetary value) or 
quality. 
The emotional value is perceived when the product or service leads to 
generating positive feelings (Sweeney and Soutar, 2001).  The social value 
is perceived when the individual believes that she or he belongs to a certain 
social class or special group.  Moreover, social value perception is related to 
the individual’s self-identity.  Therefore, in the context of luxury fashion 
brands, hedonic value perception shows how Kuwaiti women feel and like to 
be viewed by society when wearing luxury fashion.   
On the other hand, the classical definition of utilitarian value perception is 
“the overall customer assessment of the product or service based on what is 
received and what is given” (Zeithaml, 1988, p.14) or a “trade-off between 
quality and benefits” (Monroe, 1990, p.46).  Therefore, according to a 
number of researchers, utilitarian value perception includes functional value 
and convenience value perceptions (Smith and Colgate, 2007; Wiedmann, 
Hennigs and Siebels 2009; Tynan, Mckechnie and Chhuon, 2010).  The 
monetary value refers to the product or service’s value for money; this value 
is perceived when the customer realizes that the product or service 
adequately fulfils the needed tasks.  Hence, according to Sweeney and 
Soutar (2001), monetary value is sometimes referred to as functional value.  
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utilitarian value umbrella, which is concerned with the ease of using the 
product or service and its effectiveness in addressing its tasks. 
Many marketing researchers indicate that customer value perception is an 
antecedent to customer satisfaction and loyalty.  The studies suggest the 
firms should focus on maintaining customer satisfaction via understanding 
how the customer perceives the product or service value.  Eventually, by 
satisfying a customer in several consecutive interactions, the customer would 
be more likely to become a loyal customer (Chevalier and Gutstz, 2012). 
 
7.2.2 Value Proposition  
Value proposition is a milestone in creating the firm’s marketing strategy.  
Value proposition is a key point in attracting and retaining customers; it is a 
critical step that the firms take in order to convince customers to choose their 
brand over competitors’ brands.  Basically, the firms convey the attributes of 
their products or brand, which they think the customers perceive as valuable, 
in a way that stimulates the customer’s experience.  Capon (2009) states 
that value proposition is about positioning the company’s brand in the 
customer’s mind.  Therefore, Buttle (2004) thinks that value proposition is 
concerned with the pre-purchase customer experience in which the firm uses 
a number of elements, such as advert, store concept, price, product 
presentation, communication methods and others, in order to tackle the 
emotional and rational aspects of purchasing decision making (Vargo, Maglio 
and Akaka, 2008). 
An effective and competitive value proposition should have five attributes, 
which are believable, unique, sustainable, compelling and honest.  
Furthermore, according to Michael Porter (2008), sustainable competitive 
advantage is found when the firm’s value proposition has four attributes.  
Firstly, the value has to be considered by the customers as valuable.  
Secondly, the value should be rare and something competitors do not 
possess.  It is found from the research interviews that Kuwaiti women 
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competitors should not be able to reverse engineer the created value.  
Fourthly, a substitute should not exist; a substitute could be another product 
or brand that offers the same value but by different means.  Furthermore, 
marketing strategists suggest firms should create a sustainable competitive 
advantage by continuously cultivating their core competencies (Porter, 2008; 
Prahalad and Hamel, 1990).  Since this research is concerned with Kuwaiti 
women’s luxury fashion perception; customer insight, which is one of the 
main core competencies, is regarded as a main pillar when creating the 
general marketing strategy and the specific value proposition.  When the firm 
realizes where the market is moving and understands how the customer 
perceives the value, the firm could sharpen its approach and leverage its 
resources to create and deliver its value to the customers (Sharif, 1999).  
   
7.3 Luxury Marketing Strategies  
Luxury and its strategies share the same definition because they are both 
exceptional; that is, traditional marketing strategies can be applied to 
everything except for marketing luxury products.  In fact, luxury marketing 
strategies are the extreme opposite of traditional marketing strategies.    
In general, luxury fashion favours those who spend freely on its essential 
tools, such as the latest technology for textiles, designs and advertising 
campaigns.  Currently it seems that globally-known Western luxury fashion 
brand proponents are the leaders and the experts in utilising the latest 
technological tools to dominate the world of luxury fashion, although 
nowadays they seem to be facing fierce competition from some of the Asian 
countries, such as China.  Additionally, these well-known luxury fashion 
brands attract the interest of people from all over the world through their 
innovative and eye-catching designs and products.  Nevertheless, these 
same tools are available to any nation willing to spend freely in order to 
compete and take over Western luxury fashion’s position in the global luxury 
fashion market.  Thus, when speaking of luxury marketing strategies, the 
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by people so that a luxury brand image is built.  Kapferer and Bastien (2009) 
argue that a luxury strategy is the extreme opposite of a traditional marketing 
strategy.  They state that in luxury marketing, the brand does not need to 
position itself among others in the market in order to convey its value 
proposition and to gain customers over its competitors.  Instead, each brand 
has its own identity and it is not comparable with others.  Giron (2010) stated 
that in luxury marketing, it is all about the brand image and how strongly the 
consumers perceive it as luxury.   
Advertising in luxury marketing focuses on stimulating the customer’s 
imagination and elevating the hedonistic aspects, such as positive emotional 
feelings and living the perfect and dream lifestyle.  However, due to the close 
relationship between luxury brands and the specialized editorials, they 
convey their quality, history, artistic touches and philosophy of the brands 
through allied fashion magazines editors (Giron, 2010).  Moreover, a major 
goal in a luxury marketing strategy is to enable the brand to raise its prices.  
The more the customers perceive the brand as luxurious, the higher the 
prices can be set.  Since luxury is not comparative, according to how 
Kapferer and Bastien (2009) characterize it, prices should not necessarily 
become reasonable.  Lent and Tour (2009) assert that lowering the price or 
offering a sale would negatively affect brand image and the perception of its 
quality.  Furthermore, in luxury marketing, the brand does not follow the 
customer’s taste and needs but it promotes its own taste similarly to an artist 
who is promoting his or her creation to the audience. 
 
7.3.1 Branding 
In the current era, brand name and brand logo are considered the most 
striking features of the luxury industry, especially luxury fashion, as most of 
these names and logos remain the first mark and indication of recognition of 
any brand (Chevalier and Mazzalovo, 2008).  Luxury fashion brands are all 
about the name and the logo.  Okonkwo (2007) argues that the luxury 
fashion industry realizes the pivotal role of the brand name.  She noted:    175 
In the luxury fashion branding scene, the ‘name’, in other words the 
‘brand name’, is everything.  This is because it is the ‘brand name’ 
and the ‘brand logo’ that attracts consumers to a brand and launches 
the often enduring relationship between them and their chosen luxury 
brand.  
Okonkwo (2007, p.13) 
 
Moreover, Chevalier and Mazzalovo (2008) agree that the brand name is the 
most important element that many luxury fashion labels use to express and 
distinguish themselves among others in the crowded world of fashion.  These 
luxury labels take into consideration many aspects when working on their 
brand name, to enhance any features that may contribute to the success of 
the chosen name, such as the association of the name and well-known 
celebrities, or to avoid any defect that could negatively influence the way 
consumers perceive the name.  As they noted (2008, p.97):  
The logo, now an unavoidable part of our urban landscape, is what 
immediately comes to mind.  However, the name, in its ‘literal’ and 
onomastic dimension - how it sounds to the ear - is also given a great 
deal of thought and attention by the brands. 
 
In the world of luxury fashion, consumers are introduced to new varieties and 
ranges of different products from numerous fashion labels every season.  
Most of these products are presented with alluring names that indicate them 
as different from other products in the same range from different brands.  
The anatomy of luxury fashion products is mainly divided into two main 
sectors: apparel, such as Haute Couture and ready-to-wear; and 
accessories, such as shoes, handbags, watches and eyewear, in addition to 
a wide collection of cosmetics, such as makeup and fragrances (Okonkwo, 
2007).  Most of these products, usually leather goods and fragrances, are 
launched with special names.  Some of the names are distinct and 
memorable, such as Louis Vuitton’s Speedy bags, while many others are 
easily forgotten with the launch of new collections the following fashion 
season.   
Even though product naming is not a recently-developed practice in the 
luxury fashion field, the widespread implementation of this practice has   176 
provoked several arguments.  These arguments and questions are 
associated with the objective that might benefit both the brand and 
consumers, and the reason for naming products (Okonkwo, 2007).  
Adamson (2006) asserts in his book, Brand Simple, that the brand name is 
regarded as the most expressive power sign for any brand and it should 
communicate the brand’s claim to luxury and fame clearly; most importantly, 
the brand name should convey and imbue the associations that the brand 
wants its consumers to have.  In the same way, Okonkwo (2007) argues 
that, sometimes, naming each product could benefit the brands, especially if 
they want to tell their targeted consumers ‘a story’; at the same time, the 
name of the product could add some meaning to it.  However, the naming 
process should be tactically approached, as the chosen name needs to be 
credible to consumers.   
Product naming is one of the successful strategies used by brands in the 
luxury fashion industry, particularly when creatively used to name an 
evocative and distinct product.  An expressive, alluring and catchy name can 
contribute hugely and can enhance the product’s chances of a longer stay in 
the luxury market.  The best examples are the Hermès Kelly bag, which is 
named after Grace Kelly, and the Birkin bag, which was named after the 
actress Jane Birkin (Okonkwo, 2007, p.137).  Both of these bags proved to 
be sustainable and continued to exist as part of the famous brand of Hermès 
for a long time; they are both still desired because of their classic nature, 
attractiveness and the successful choice of product name.   
Several luxury fashion labels have recognised the significant influence of the 
product’s name; thus, many fashion brands have been tactically naming their 
products by choosing names with distinct associations, such as famous 
places or celebrities, which most of the time has resulted in making these 
products iconic items desired by many consumers (Okonkwo, 2007).  
Chevalier and Mazzalovo (2008, p.98) argue that any successful brand or 
product name needs to have two essential qualities.  Firstly, it must be easy 
to remember and, secondly, it must have a rational aspect or a meaningful 
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7.3.2 The Power of the Logo in the Luxury Fashion Industry 
Logos are a crucial feature in the luxury fashion world; they are usually 
distinct, noticeable and unique symbols.  Okonkwo (2007) claims that the 
logo plays a critical part in creating a recognised brand and product.  
Likewise, Miuccia Prada (cited in Thomas, 2007, p.272) agrees on the 
importance of the logo for any fashion label’s aspiration to recognition.  She 
said: “The recognition of the brand is too important.  The more you want to 
enlarge your business, the more you have to use your logo”.  This may 
explain why many luxury fashion brands made their logos begin, commonly, 
with the first name and surname or, in some cases, the initials of the 
founder/s, such as LV and YSL, Chanel and D&G (Chevalier and Mazzalovo, 
2008).  Chadha and Husband (2006) believe that one of the main benefits of 
the brand logo is its capacity to make it easier for consumers to refer to the 
brands.  They recorded in their book, The Cult of the Luxury Brand (2006, 
p.145): “Consumers often refer to brands by their initials – CD and DG are 
after all a lot easier to master than Christian Dior and Dolce & Gabbana”.  
Similarly, Chevalier and Mazzalovo (2008) maintain that, for any brand, the 
logo has become an inevitable component of our urban landscape and it is 
what comes to the consumer’s mind straightaway.  Likewise, Okonkwo 
(2007, p.109) agrees that most of the globally-known luxury fashion brands 
have followed the strategy of incorporating the brand’s initials into the logo 
for the reason that these logos, with their simple and clear symbols, help 
consumers to remember the brand name.  On the other hand, she also 
asserts that the process of choosing the brand’s initials for a logo must only 
be considered after attaining extensive global recognition and appeal; this 
will ensure that the brand’s image and consumers’ awareness and 
perception of it remain undiminished.  In the luxury fashion industry, it is 
essential for any brand to have a logo that can represent it and that is able to 
reflect its identity in the most perceptible way.  In other words, Chevalier and 
Mazzalovo (2008, p.102) wrote:  
[For any brand] a logo also seeks to take on the indicial function.  The 
brand’s dream, of course, is for its logo to represent it in a way that is 
as elementary as the way smoke signifies fire – even though such an 
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The brand logo is the most noticeable feature of a product, especially in the 
luxury fashion world where most of the well-known fashion labels are 
adopting the strategy of plastering their distinct symbols in various types of 
pattern all over their products.  Chadha and Husband (2006) argue that the 
logo patterns created by each luxury fashion label are, without doubt, the 
loudest and clearest symbolic language that can be used in the luxury 
fashion industry.  Additionally, Chevalier and Mazzalovo (2008) claim that 
logos are created to function as clear symbols that represent well-recognised 
brands, mostly in the world of luxury fashion, to ascertain and describe the 
brand notion of consumers’ association with its distinctive club.    
The brand name and logo are both crucial features in creating the desired 
factual image and recognition in the consumers’ perception.  Therefore, an 
appropriate brand name should have several characteristics.  For scholars 
(Chadha and Husband, 2006; Okonkwo, 2007; Chevalier and Mazzalovo, 
2008), the main attributes include the ability to clearly express and 
synthesize the brand’s personality and image.  In addition, both should be 
catchy and easy to remember and should be able to distinguish the brand 
from its contestants in the field.  Last but not least, both the brand name and 
logo should have the quality of being globally understood because, as 
Chadha and Husband (2006, p.58) assert, any brand that wants to achieve 
ultimate success, especially in the current era of globalization, should 
“develop a symbolic language and invest in making it universally 
understood… creating a luxury brand Esperanto, spoken globally”. 
 
7.4 Luxury Fashion Consumers 
There is no doubt that the consumer represents the most important factor in 
the luxury fashion industry and beyond; that is why it is crucial, as a first step, 
to understand and try to analyse consumer behaviour, mainly in the luxury 
fashion sector, as one of the main aims of the research. 
With regard to the notion of luxury fashion, it is very clear that it does not just 
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special objects that are desired by clients.  Chevalier and Mazzalovo (2008) 
believe that luxury is mainly about exceptional goods that people want to 
acquire and keep.  The authors argue that, when a client purchases a luxury 
product, he or she is not intending to consume it and return to the store to 
obtain another one; on the contrary, these clients wish to possess these 
desired objects as part of an exceptional experience and special mood.  This 
chapter will answer several questions regarding luxury clients, mainly in the 
luxury fashion sector.  For example, who are the luxury fashion clients?  
What are the characteristics of luxury fashion consumers?  Lastly, how 
different is the Kuwaiti consumer, the main focus of the study, from other 
consumers in several different nations?  
 
7.4.1 Who Are the Luxury Fashion Clients? 
With the spread of the democratization of luxury fashion, the answer to the 
question could simply be ‘everyone’ because the luxury fashion industry 
claims that the main objective of democratizing luxury fashion is to make it 
accessible to a large cross-section of people, even those who are not able to 
afford it.  Dubois and Duquesne (1993, cited in Husic and Cicic, 2009, p.4) 
define a luxury consumer as “a person who had acquired at least three 
accessible products in the last two years and at least three exceptional 
products in the last three years”.  However, Okonkwo (2007, p.60) has a 
different point of view when it comes to defining luxury consumers.  She 
argues that, today, luxury consumers are divided into two major segments: 
the first is what she calls ‘the traditional luxury consumer’ while the second 
type is what she refers to as the ‘new luxury consumer’.  According to 
Okonkwo (2007, p.60), traditional luxury consumers are those who still 
admire and remain loyal to the established and well-known fashion labels, 
such as Dior and Hermès; meanwhile, the second type of client are the ones 
who are no longer tempted by the famous brand names and logos but are 
instead more drawn to the whole experience of the luxury world, which 
includes the product, the service and the atmosphere.  She noted:    180 
The second segment constitutes a larger proportion of luxury 
consumers … This new consumer group are no longer lured by only 
brand names but also cherish a complete package of products and 
services that offer solid value through innovation and exceptional 
experience in every element of the brand. 
   
Other scholars identify luxury consumers in more elaborated segments.  For 
instance, Ziccardi (2001, cited in Chevalier and Mazzalovo, 2008, p.151) 
divides luxury consumers into four segments:  
First: Millennium money - this group includes all the people who 
obtained their wealth around the turn of the century, such as sports 
stars and celebrities, in addition to people who became wealthy as a 
result of the Internet.   
Second: Old money - this group includes those who inherited their 
means, and professionals with a quality of living not associated with 
monthly income.   
Third: New money - this category includes all those people who were 
responsible for creating their wealth by themselves; they are different 
from the Millennium group as they did not gain their fortune easily but 
worked hard and are prudent when it comes to spending money. 
Four: Middle money - this is the group of the upper-middle classes 
who depend on their monthly income and thus spend it reasonably.   
Writing from an expert consumer-insights point of view, Chadha and 
Husband (2006, p.47) assert that luxury fashion consumers are divided into 
three categories mostly based on their bank balances; that is, the more 
money people have, the more they spend on luxury.  According to Chadha 
and Husband (2006, p.47), the three categories are as follows:  
“Luxury gourmands”: in this group are clients with more than a million 
dollars in financial assets and who love to dress in designer brands 
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“Luxury regulars”: this includes people with fortunes estimated at more 
than US $ 100,000 and who consume luxury brands on a staple basis;  
“Luxury nibblers”: this mainly comprises young professionals with well-
paying careers and, sometimes, teenagers with no bank savings who 
are willing to spend more by using credit cards to aid them in their 
occasional luxury indulgence.   
 
7.4.2 What Characterises a Luxury Consumer at the Present Time? 
Luxury fashion at the present time is about innovation and customers’ 
expectations for the latest trends and products.  Consumers expect luxury 
fashion to be creative and innovative in terms of products, trends and styles.  
They expect manufacturers to understand the rapid changes in clients’ 
tastes, attitudes and perceptions towards fashion as a concept (Okonkwo 
2007, p.11).   
Despite the fact that consumers are considered the main drivers of the luxury 
fashion sector and beyond, most scholars mentioned above have identified 
them differently.  However, scholars agree that these luxury clients, in the 
current era of luxury democratization and globalization, differ in their ideas 
and expectations of luxury brands; these consumers also seem to have 
dramatically changed over the last few decades.  Today’s consumers know 
exactly what they want from luxury fashion; it is not just about the brand 
name anymore.  More to the point, gone are the days when consumers were 
loyal only to one brand that they adored the most.    
When talking about current luxury consumers, Okonkwo (2007) argues that it 
is important to understand that, although females are the main group in 
luxury fashion consumption, males and even children are currently also 
deemed significant luxury consumers.  She also adds that current luxury 
consumers are totally different from the older, traditional luxury consumers, 
who were mainly very wealthy people.  The former want to be constantly 
pampered, surprised and presented with items that were produced creatively 
and, most importantly, they wish to embrace the entire luxury experience,   182 
whereas the latter group of consumers were easier to understand and gratify.  
Okonkwo (2007, pp.66-67) provides a detailed list of the seven major 
attributes that describe the current luxury clients.   
First, she claims that today’s luxury consumers are smart, as they are able to 
decode and understand both the marketing and the branding messages.  
They are also culturally competent and more knowledgeable about product 
reviews and comparisons.  Today’s consumers are savvy when it comes to 
understanding luxury products as a whole in terms of the price, quality, 
design and clear identity of the brands.   
Being powerful is the second feature of today’s luxury consumers.  Since the 
shift in power from luxury brands to luxury clients, consumers have become 
the centre of attention for these brands, which are extending their product 
categories in trials to satisfy consumers’ needs in almost every aspect.  The 
luxury brands are also presenting some of their products at lower prices, 
such as in the case of the introductory ranges of luxury goods.  As a result, 
consumers currently have the power and authority in the luxury brand 
market.  These consumers are aware of all their options, whether in the 
choice of products, the different shopping channels they can access or in the 
diversity of prices.  Nevertheless, through the use of the Internet, consumers 
today have the option of viewing a wide selection of luxury products whilst, at 
the same time, reducing their purchasing costs.  The advances in the 
telecom and mobile sector have contributed to increasing consumers’ power; 
for instance, they can use their mobiles for shopping or taking and 
exchanging digital photos.  Furthermore, consumers have several options 
when they want to finance their luxury shopping indulgence; they can either 
use credit cards or store accounts but, most importantly, they know what to 
buy, the most opportune time for buying and which brands to buy from.   
According to Okonkwo (2007), the third characteristic of today’s consumer is 
individualism.  She argues that, nowadays, consumers use fashion to define 
and explain their identity and their individual character, in their unique style 
and on their own personal terms.  They know who they are and they also 
know how to use fashion to clarify and express their personal style,   183 
regardless of their geographical location.  The author additionally claims that 
the growth of the fashion market and the spread of high-street fashion 
brands have enabled the consumer to be creative, innovative and 
experimental, especially when wearing outfits that combine luxury fashion 
and high-street fashion; this has resulted in the consumers being able to 
stamp their own individual taste via their independent style, not the brands’ 
style.   
Fourthly, Okonkwo (2007) asserts that being highly demanding is a feature of 
the current luxury client.  As mentioned earlier, today’s consumers are smart 
and Okonkwo (2007, p.67) noted that “these smart people are less accepting 
of anything sub-standard and when people become knowledgeable, they 
also become demanding”.  They also constantly desire attention and rapid 
fulfilment of their needs; for example, they expect the services of a style 
advisor and a shopping assistant in their quest for luxury indulgence and 
they also require services and products to be customized for them.  Today’s 
luxury clients are aware of and consider the ethical applications of their 
favoured brands and they also give consideration to the materials, labour 
and source of the products they choose to acquire.   
Having high expectations is the fifth attribute of today’s luxury consumers.  
Although most globally-known luxury brands provide enticing products with a 
high level of service, today’s consumers are always expecting and asking for 
more.  They crave authenticity and ask for originality from luxury brands.  
They also like to be treated with respect, and wish to be known and greeted 
by their names when visiting luxury stores.  Moreover, they desire to be 
invited for private shopping and to be among the first to view limited edition 
products.  Simply put, they aspire to experience delight and surprise every 
time they come into contact with luxury brands.   
Okonkwo (2005) argues that the sixth characteristic of current luxury 
consumers is their disposable attitude, especially towards fashion.  This is 
due to the fact that the luxury fashion market is constantly fuelled by 
numerous different products at short time intervals, which contribute to 
creating pressure on the consumer to be in line with the latest trends and   184 
styles.  Additionally, the advance and spread of high-street fashion have 
played a large part in increasing the disposable attitude of the consumers.  
The author claims that, for these reasons, luxury consumers nowadays are 
no longer loyal to one brand but have taken to mixing different brands.  She 
wrote that “luxury consumers are no longer content to use a single luxury 
item for five years, without acquiring more”.   
Strong values and principles constitute the seventh attribute of today’s luxury 
clients, according to Okonkwo in her book, Luxury Fashion Branding.  She 
asserts that the majority of the world’s newly-wealthy consumers have 
acquired their means by perseverance and hard work in combination with 
honest discipline.  That is why they want to be distinguished, as they value 
the brands that share and contribute to the same moral principles as their 
own.  They appreciate and purchase from luxury labels that are able to 
exhibit core ethical associations whilst, at the same time, symbolizing 
genuine values throughout their offerings (Okonkwo, 2007). 
Nevertheless, Silverstein and Fiske (2003, p.22) claim that, today, female 
consumers dominate the luxury goods market but their consumption 
behaviour has changed dramatically since the time when they were the 
‘housewife-consumers of the 1950s’.  They explain that the results of the 
social and economic changes that have occurred since the 1950s have 
influenced women’s lifestyles greatly and they have become an important 
factor in the market for luxury goods.  They add that women have the ability 
to assess the values of the products and are capable of more clearly 
understanding the complex nature of these products in terms of the message 
of the brands, and details of the designs, colour and packaging from an early 
age, compared to men.  In the current era, women represent the greater 
influence and power in the luxury market sector and even beyond, as they 
have the motives, options, and, most importantly, the means to acquire the 
luxury products that fulfil their emotional needs. 
Michael Burke, the current CEO of Fendi (2003, cited in Chadha and 
Husband, 2006, p.49), argues that having a high disposable income is one of 
the most obvious features of the current luxury clients; he states:    185 
In today’s world, the luxury good consumer is characterized not 
necessarily by high net worth but by high disposable income… So we 
have people, who earn enough money to pay for luxury goods, and 
they’ll buy them; they become our consumers and that’s one reason 
why the average age of our consumer has dropped so dramatically 
over the last 20-30 years.   
 
7.5 Case Studies 
This section contains brief case studies of two luxury brands, the first of 
which is Louis Vuitton, as an example of a luxury brand with a reputable 
history.  The second case study concerns a relatively new luxury brand, 
Jimmy Choo, which does not have a long history in luxury fashion and has 
succeeded using different but effective and convenient strategies. 
7.5.1 Louis Vuitton  
Louis Vuitton, the trunk-maker, is internationally known for creating one of 
the most successful luxury brands of our time.  He understood that the 
concept of luxury lay in the crafting and refining of the art of making travel 
trunks.   
He changed the traditional basic shape of the travel trunk to feature a flat top 
for easier stacking; in addition he replaced the leather, used as the covering 
layer, with a waterproof lightweight cotton canvas.  Louis Vuitton was 
appointed as the official Layettier to Napoleon III’s wife Eugenie, which led to 
the association of Vuitton’s trunk with the privileged, high classes and 
exclusive services for very important people (Thomas, 2007; Chevalier and 
Lu, 2010).  Vuitton founded his company for making leather luggage and 
trunks in Paris in 1854.  His trunks were so beautifully and distinctly crafted 
that their design became, as described by Tungate (2009, p.9), “so 
commonplace that Vuitton began printing his own name on the canvas in a 
symmetrical pattern, transforming his trunks into branded accessories”.   
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7.5.1a The Successful DNA of Louis Vuitton 
Since its beginning in 1854, Louis Vuitton started as an artesian creator in a 
small shop (Pasols, 2005).  LV trunks expressed the art of travel through the 
creation of functional, chic and classic luggage and bags and led the way to 
become the core of the giant LVMH.  During that period, LV went through 
numerous strategies in order to sustain its competitive advantage.  However, 
the context of this research is not to analyse LV’s strategies over time but to 
shed light on the generic marketing strategy that is adopted by a reputed 
luxury brand with a long history of craftsmanship, for the last decade. 
 
7.5.1b Louis Vuitton’s Recent Marketing Strategies 
Louis Vuitton, “LV” as it is globally known, is recognized for its long history, 
fine craftsmanship, high price, chic designs and, most importantly, its iconic 
logo.  LV, as a luxury brand, has remained successful and distinctive for a 
long time.  According to (Roberts, 2012), Louis Vuitton is currently the 
world’s most valuable luxury brand.  At one point in time, LV’s business 
model was considered the standard for the luxury brand model.  However, 
LV senior managers realized that by remaining with the same traditional style 
and products, LV could face a risk of falling out of fashion or losing its 
exclusivity (Economist, 2009).   
Although LV does not reveal its marketing mixture in detail, Bernard Arnault, 
LVMH’s CEO and Executive Director, has presented at various interviews a 
glimpse of LV’s successful strategy that he describes as the traditional 
marketing mix of the 4 P’s, which are product, promotion, place and price.  
According to Chevalier and Lu (2010, p.129), the devised strategy formula by 
Mr Arnault is all about the brand identity or “DNA” and he articulates it by 
saying: “mining the brand’s history and finding the right designer to express; 
tightly control the quality and distribution; and finally, creating a masterful 
marketing buzz”.  Every brand may add other elements to their mix or even 
use a totally different approach.  Nevertheless, the researcher intends to 
analyse LV’s marketing strategies in the context of the 4 P’s of marketing.   187 
In the late 1990’s, Mr. Arnault saw the necessity of updating LV’s strategy in 
order to maintain its leadership in luxury fashion.  As for the first P, the 
product, LV’s executives think that by sticking to only leather goods might 
lead the brand to be perceived by customers as boring.  Therefore, new 
designers were hired to create and introduce new fashion lines in order to 
reincarnate themselves in the luxury fashion market (Pasols, 2005; 
Economist, 2009).  Since this period witnessed a dramatic change in most 
luxury brands’ strategies (Chadha and Husband, 2006; Okonkwo, 2007), LV 
believes that young designers can help in updating the brand image while 
maintaining its classical touch, feel and perception.  For example, they hired 
Marc Jacob and Yves Carcelle (Pasols, 2005; Tungate, 2008) and the 
designers were instructed to execute LV’s new strategy, which states that 
new products and fashion lines have to be introduced and the signature 
monogram has to be revamped in order to sustain brand image and 
customer perception.  Thus, LV’s designers developed numerous products 
with different shapes and colours and using different materials and patterns.  
LV pays significant attention to its products, especially from the quality point 
of view; unlike many other fashion brands, LV never gives licenses to 
external entities, which means they can preserve the quality of the brand 
(Kapferer, 2012). 
Moreover, for the second P, promotion, LV maintains a strong relationship 
with the top media and press firms in order to promote its products and 
convey their value proposition to their customers (Nagasawa, 2008).  As a 
way to attract a number of marketing segments and to preserve the 
exclusivity of the brand, they offer a range from sensibly-priced bags through 
to very expensive, custom-made luggage.  Besides, LV introduced limited-
edition handbags as a means of maintaining their rarity characteristics 
(Economist, 2009).   
To tackle the third P, place, LV ensures it owns and controls its distribution 
channel.  Even if they open a section in department stores, such as Harrods 
or Selfridges, LV acts as an independent store within that department store.  
The idea is to keep control over the stock, presentation and pricing (Hines 
and Bruce, 2007; Nagasawa, 2009; Chevalier and Gutsatz, 2012).  Last but   188 
not least, for the fourth P, price, LV never put their product into sales, which 
ensures their product becomes timeless and keeps its value (Kapferer and 
Bastin, 2009; Kapferer, 2012).  In fact, LV pushes the first three P’s to the 
highest standards so it can raise its products’ prices comfortably; as 
described by Arnault, LVMH’s CEO and Executive Director, “there are four 
main elements to our business model - product, distribution, communications 
and price.  Our job is to do such a fantastic job on the first three that people 
forget all about the fourth” (Economist, 2009). 
 
7.5.1c How do I benefit from LV strategies? 
First of all, it can be learnt from LV’s case that even the most prestigious and 
successful luxury brand has to analyse the external business environment 
and adjust their strategy accordingly (Porter, 2008).  LV has decided to 
extend their products, update their image and use new tactics to set their 
prices and attract different market segments.  The researcher could benefit 
from the LV strategy by using limited edition and exclusive textile designs for 
the ready-to-wear fashions in order to set a relatively higher price.  In 
addition, a price range could be used in order to accommodate as many 
customers as possible. 
The store concept, pre-purchase customer experience and after-sale 
services are used to elevate the emotional value.  A clear example would be 
LV’s Island Maison at Marina Bay Sands in Singapore because LV clients 
get the taste of luxury and art as part of the memorable experience there.  
Yves Carcelle, Chairman and CEO of Louis Vuitton, described the Island 
when he said: “Luxury and art are both expressions of passion and emotion.  
Visitors come to Louis Vuitton not only to shop but also to experience 
emotion” Available: (http://www.plushasia.com). [Accessed 3 June 2012]. 
Customer experience is becoming an essential element in a luxury marketing 
strategy, starting with the store as the first contact with customers, the 
display of the products, the service, and the atmosphere and even the finest 
details, such as the smell and the music; all of these elements contribute to   189 
creating an unforgettable experience for the clients.  Chevalier and Gutsatz, 
(2012, p.viii) assert that customer experience in the world of luxury fashion 
not only happens in the store when they noted: “[customer experience] it is a 
holistic strategy whose major objective is to ensure that a customer’s mind is 
won over before he or she steps into the store” to ensure that every part of 
the client’s experience is distinct and unforgettable. 
The researcher learned from LV how to build a distinctive brand image and 
elevate and update that image continuously in order to cope with the 
changing market environment.  LV’s monogram signature is very simple and 
is deeply rooted in French culture as a part of their art of travel theme; 
however, it has been updated and enhanced by different designers from 
around the world.  Every designer adds his or her own touch from his or her 
culture; yet, LV’s monogram still preserves the French art of travel theme. 
 
7.5.2 Jimmy Choo 
Jimmy Choo, a British luxury brand, was co-founded by Tamara Mellon and 
Jimmy Choo in 1996 (Hoffmann and Coste-Manière, 2012).  It started as a 
brand that specialized only in luxury shoes but, later on, it extended its 
product line to include accessories and handbags.  Although Tamara Mellon 
has fine taste in fashion and shoes in particular, she had not handled the 
design at the beginning but left the design aspects to Jimmy Choo and his 
niece, Sandra Choi.  Tamara comes from a family that is well-versed in 
fashion and business.  Her mother, Anne Davis, was an haute couture model 
and her father, Tom Yeardye, is a businessman.  Tamara focused more on 
the strategy of her new luxury footwear brand due to her high entrepreneurial 
skills and insight into the fashion and luxury.  Jimmy Choo, which started with 
capital of around 200,000 Euro, now has more than 60 stores around the 
world and is valued at more than 233 million Euro (Giron, 2010). 
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7.5.2.a Jimmy Choo’s Successful DNA  
There are four main elements to the success of Jimmy Choo as a luxury 
brand, which are expertise, market insight, powerful networking and 
entrepreneurial thought.  Firstly, regarding expertise, the designer, Jimmy 
Choo, was born in Malaysia and comes from a family that specialized in 
shoemaking; in fact, he designed and made his first shoe at the age of 11.  
Moreover, he graduated from Cordwainers’ Technical College in London, 
which later became part of the London College of Fashion.  Jimmy Choo 
achieved international recognition only two years after opening his own 
workshop in London and some of his creations appeared in Vogue (Giron, 
2010).  Secondly, with reference to market insight, Tamara Mellon has strong 
fashion and luxury insight due to her previous career in Mirabella and Vogue 
magazines, in which she was the accessories editor.  Thus, she knows 
where the market is moving and what it lacks.  Thirdly, for powerful 
networking, Tamara has connections with the media, celebrities and fashion 
industry figures and she made use of her connections to increase brand 
awareness (Okonkwo, 2007).  Fourthly, regarding entrepreneurial thought, 
again, it is Tamara’s vision, thought and strategy that led Jimmy Choo to 
become a leading footwear luxury brand.  In addition, Tamara’s strategy 
raised the brand value to 233 million Euro when it was last sold to 
TowerBrook Capital Partners in 2007 (Giron, 2010).   
 
7.5.2.b Jimmy Choo’s Marketing Strategies 
Jimmy Choo, the brand, had a vision of isolating the shoes from being a part 
of the accessories; they positioned the shoes as an independent fashion 
item that could represent the whole style of women.  Tamara Mellon realized 
that the market has undergone some changes, which led to some gaps in 
providing the consumer with the individualism they were after.  Some of 
these market changes are globalization and democratization of fashion 
(Giron, 2010).  Tamara thought of the shoes as a means to fill part of this 
market gap.  From a business point of view, the goal was to bring the shoes 
to the high-end price range, which could be at the same level as haute   191 
couture.  At the launch of the brand, Jimmy Choo sold only shoes because 
the brand wanted to succeed with its core product, the shoes, before thinking 
of extending its line of products.  Jimmy Choo, the designer, along with his 
niece, focused on the designs while Tamara focused on other business 
aspects of the brand.  Although they used various means, it was largely the 
media that increased brand awareness.  Due to the strong connections and 
public relation capabilities that Tamara has, the brand used celebrities to 
wear and show off their shoes on some significant occasions that had wide 
media coverage, such as red carpet events.  In addition, the brand featured 
in a famous American TV series, Sex & the City, and they also produced a 
book, Four Inches, which shows Hollywood stars wearing nothing but Jimmy 
Choo shoes (Okonkwo, 2007).  The brand uses advertisements and brand 
awareness methods in order to convey their vision and definition of shoes as 
an independent fashion item rather than part of the accessories. 
Furthermore, to keep control of the customer shopping experience, the stock 
and prices, as well as enhancing the brand’s status and growth, Jimmy Choo 
established a network of their own stores.  In addition, they focused on 
developing and raising the internal value of the company and its core 
competencies in order to boost its external value.  Thus, whenever the brand 
is being taken over by any other firm, they make sure to keep Tamara as the 
head of the company.  In 2007, the brand was sold at 233 million Euros. 
When the brand established a good reputation in the luxury market, they 
extended their product line to include accessories and handbags.  The 
product extension has mainly been done through careful collaboration with 
other fashion entities that are capable of complying with Jimmy Choo’s 
quality level and standards (Hoffmann and Coste-Manière, 2012). 
 
7.5.2.c What is learnt from Jimmy Choo’s Strategy? 
The luxury market, like many others, is dynamic and market changes offer 
opportunities for new entrants.  For the Jimmy Choo case, the democratized 
access to fashion and globalization opened a gap in the market; the   192 
consumers who look for individualism and something that make them feel 
different are looking for something the market is not offering.  Tamara 
thought that the shoe would fill part of this gap; hence, at the launch of 
Jimmy Choo, there were not many competitors. 
New luxury fashion brands can succeed even if they do not have a long 
history and reputable name in the luxury world.  However, they need to know 
where the market is moving, what customer segment they are after and how 
they are going to convey their products to prospective customers.  Thus, they 
should have a vision and should come up with the right strategy to reach that 
vision. 
 
7.6 Suggested Strategy 
Today, it looks like it is a difficult and complex task to establish a new luxury 
fashion brand due to the large number of competitors in the market.  
However, by learning from how other newly launched brands have 
succeeded and by formulating the right strategy, a new luxury fashion brand 
could make its way into this fierce market.  Furthermore, the previously 
outlined traditional and luxury marketing strategies suggest guidelines for 
drawing the right path to driving newly launched and existing brands forward 
and coping with the dynamic business environment.  Traditional marketing 
strategies suggest that the firm’s strategy revolves around the customers and 
understanding how they perceive value.  Thus, firms can create anticipated 
value, convey it to their customers and try to gain their satisfaction and 
loyalty.  On the other hand, luxury marketing strategies suggest that a firm 
focuses on building the brand image and this is achieved by creating a 
product that is perceived by the customers as luxurious.  Moreover, in luxury 
fashion, the core concern is on the hedonistic value rather than the utilitarian 
value of the product.  Hence, there are not really technical standards to the 
products.  With regard to this research, the brand is to be created and 
launched; therefore, the researcher will initially follow the traditional path in 
which she focuses on gaining customer insight.  The researcher has   193 
conducted interviews with Kuwaiti women to understand how they perceive 
luxury fashion and, accordingly, the right fashion product line has been 
selected and created.  Along with the advertisement selection and positive 
perception of the product, the brand will build its image and reputation in 
Kuwait.  It is very important for the brand to succeed in its place of origin, 
Kuwait, before it attempts to expand into other countries (Kapferer and 
Bastien 2009).   
The Goal: To launch a Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand reflecting the soul of 
Kuwaiti heritage with a contemporary touch. 
The Strategy: By understanding how Kuwaiti women perceive luxury 
fashion, creating a distinctive logo, employing the latest technology in 
fashion and textile design to impose the distinct characteristics of Kuwaiti 
heritage by creating exclusive and luxurious contemporary fashion designs, 
and launching the brand from a store located in one of the prestigious malls 
in Kuwait. 
Customer insight and understanding how Kuwaiti women perceive luxury 
fashion is achieved by conducting interviews with 100 Kuwaiti women.  The 
result of the interviews can be found in the previous chapter.  The interviews 
helped the researcher in deciding what fashion product line to start with, 
which is a women’s ready-to-wear fashion collection, and the characteristics 
of the products.  The next chapter will provide visual analysis and sample 
products based on the findings of the interviews and the practice of the 
researcher.  The logo is a very essential element in building brand image and 
making it distinguished and attractive.  To be a successful luxury fashion 
brand, the logo should be classic, simple and neutral because, in luxury 
fashion, the logo is part of the garment (Okonkwo, 2006; Chadha and 
Husband, 2007; Chevalier and Mazzalovo, 2008).  The logo and the brand 
name are the main attractions in luxury fashion; the more they are perceived 
as luxurious, the higher value the brand could achieve and the higher prices 
it can set.  Since the logo is part of the garment, a ready-to-wear fashion 
collection is to be produced.  Luxury fashion brands always pay attention to 
details, such as buttons, patterns, hem, and finishing details; of most   194 
importance is where to place the logo in the garment.  Therefore, there is a 
convenient reason why the logo has to be developed along with the garment 
and the purpose is to develop the garment as a part of a luxury brand.  
Moreover, the location of the first store is a very important factor in setting 
the brand status because store location decides the brand’s personality; 
therefore, the location has to be prestigious.   
7.7 Summary  
This chapter has summarized the path that the researcher pursued in 
formulating a marketing strategy to launch a luxury fashion brand in Kuwait.  
The chapter gave a brief outline of traditional marketing strategies, luxury 
strategies, and case studies of two luxury brands, one with a reputable 
history and one relatively new one without a long history in luxury fashion, 
both of which have succeeded using different but effective and convenient 
strategies.  Moreover, the research formulated a strategy suitable for 
launching a luxury fashion brand in Kuwait using the lessons and techniques 
used by other brands and suggested by marketing and luxury strategists.  
Furthermore, strategy is not definite; it changes and adjusts to the external 
environment.  The chapter presented that even the most luxurious brands 
change and conduct critical changes in their strategy in order to sustain their 
brand value and image.  Therefore, the strategy formulated by the 
researcher is a start-up strategy with which to launch the brand.  Further 
changes will occur in future once the brand takes off and establishes itself in 
the market.  Luxury fashion is in constant change and in the process of 
becoming, it redefines itself constantly, even though it claims it is classical in 
content.     195 
Chapter 8: Practice Reflection 
8.1 Introduction  
This chapter is designed to exhibit issues regarding the practice component 
of this study.  It will discuss the two different roles of the researcher: as an art 
director in the early stages of the project and the researcher as a designer in 
the final stage of the project.  In addition, it will address how action an 
research method has been employed in the context of the practical part of 
the study through adaptation of the two different roles, embracing the nature 
of the cyclical process of planning, acting, observing and reflecting.  This 
chapter will also propose examples for the design of the logo, textile patterns 
and fashion collection, along with their visual analysis based on the brief 
associated with the formation of new contemporary visual elements and 
designs for the establishment of a new Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand. 
 
8.2 The Researcher as Art Director and Designer 
The purpose of the study is to investigate the main factors that have 
significant impact on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards the acquisition of 
Western luxury fashion brands.  In addition, it aims to identify the factors that 
have remarkably contributed to changing the perception of luxury in Kuwaiti 
society, in order to understand the relationship between luxury and the 
formation of cultural identity.  Furthermore, it performs a practice-based 
study involving the researcher in two different roles, in different stages of the 
study, one as design/ art director while the other as designer.  Therefore, 
conducting the practical research for this study demanded that the 
researcher embraced the nature of the cyclical process of action research.  
This starts with planning through constructing the brief and acting, observing 
and evaluating during the act of being art director, along with devising 
expressive answers while performing the designer role.       196 
8.3 The Creation of Fashionable Heritage  
As a creative director, the researcher will design a brief for participant 
designers that would aid and provide them with the brand theme, vision and 
the characteristics of the sought-after designs.  Furthermore, the brief will 
rely on the theoretical understanding of the notion of luxury fashion brands, 
in addition to the interviews’ findings.  Then, upon the answers to the brief by 
participants, analysis and reflection were performed by the creative director 
and an expert in the field of graphic design to determine the logo’s suitability 
within the theme of the luxury brand, artistic value and visual impact.   
The brief declares that a new luxury brand aspires to be the first Kuwaiti 
luxury fashion brand inspired by the distinct elements found in the heritage of 
Kuwait, reflecting and embracing the following values: 
•  Classic and timeless logo 
•  Contemporary logo associated with well-known luxury fashion brands 
•  Bold, eye-catching, yet simple 
•  Craftsmanship 
•  Classic, strong and clear design visualisation 
•  Kuwait’s heritage and culture 
 
8.3.1 Practice Analysis and Evaluation of the Logo 
This section consists of two parts.  The first part presents the visual practice 
of the logo, which has been produced by participant graphic designers.  The 
second part presents the visual practice of the textile designs and the way 
they have been employed for the fashion collection.  The logo, textiles and 
fashion designs were produced as a response and answer to the 
researcher’s brief and vision whilst acting as a creative director.  
Furthermore, in both sections, the researcher conducts a visual analysis for 
each of the previously-mentioned designs for their suitability within the theme 
of the luxury brand, appropriateness for the target consumers, artistic value 
and visual impact.     197 
As stated in the methodology chapter, besides the primary resource, the 
researcher will refer to secondary resources in order to gain expert opinion 
on the visual analysis.  Tim Metcalf and John Hopkins are deemed to be 
experts in their field.   
Metcalf has worked for leading design businesses in London, such as 
Saatchi & Saatchi, and as a freelance graphic designer, producing a variety 
of high profile freelance projects in the field of advertising campaigns through 
to website design, for over ten years.  He is well known in this field for his 
professionalism, creativity and attention to details. 
Currently, he supervises the Graphic Arts program pathways and teaches 
graphic design and advertising at the University of Southampton.  He 
continues to embark on design commissions and his research interest is in 
the area of international creative processes. 
Hopkins studied Fashion and Textiles before graduating with a Masters in 
Fashion Design at the prestigious St Martins School of Art.  He has 
comprehensive knowledge and experience in the international fashion 
industry.  He has worked as a senior fashion designer for some of the 
leading British luxury brands, such as Jaeger and Burberry, where he was in 
charge of developing the label’s international collections and he directed 
licensees in Europe and Asia.  Hopkins also designed the inaugural Thomas 
Burberry womenswear collections.  Currently he is the Head of the Fashion 
and Textiles Department at the University of Southampton. 
 
Image 8.1 Logo Design by Participant 1   198 
The design makes appropriate use of the shape and colour of the 
embroidery found in the traditional female costume.  It has a connection with 
the main theme of the project, which is traditional with a contemporary feel.  
On the other hand, the word KUWAIT gives a clear indication of the origin of 
the brand. 
Although the font used in the Latin letters of the word ‘Zeri’, the name of the 
brand, looks smooth and fluid, the shape of the letter Z may affect the whole 
appearance of the word/name when reducing the size of the logo for different 
purposes.  Finally, the geometric shapes in and around the outer edge of the 
logo do not seem to have a link with the idea of the project. 
Metcalf indicated that the colours selected for the design of this logo are 
really nice in that they have the sense of luxury which matches perfectly the 
idea of the project.  He argued that the type of font used in writing the word 
‘Zeri’ in English seems confusing and is not clear enough, making it difficult 
to grasp what the word is, especially for people who are not familiar with the 
word.  I have asked Metcalf whether he thinks that using the shape of 
stitches in the edges of the logo would enhance the appearance of the logo 
and help people to link it with fashion.  He stated that it would be beneficial, 
especially if combined with an appropriate choice of colours.   
Although the designer succeeded in addressing a critical element related to 
logos in luxury fashion, which is simplicity, the design lacks artistic and eye-
catching touches.  In the researcher’s view, it needs modification in selecting 
a clearer font type that can work successfully in both English and Arabic.   199 
 
Image 8.2 Logo Design by Participant 2 
 
The first impression of this logo is very bold in terms of the type of font 
chosen for the name of the brand ‘Zeri’, both in Arabic and English; However, 
it lacks connection with the idea of the project being associated with luxury 
fashion.  The type of font in the Arabic word ‘Zeri’ makes it unclear to read 
when reducing the size of the logo, as the first two letters might look like 
other letters, which may lead to a totally different word. 
Metcalf agreed that the logo lacks any creative and aesthetic elements.  The 
size of font is considerably suitable for the notion of luxury fashion because it 
focuses on the most important element, which is the brand name.  However, 
it could be beneficial to experiment more with different types of font to 
achieve a distinctive and balanced result that works well in both Arabic and 
English.    
A close analysis of the logo reveals insufficient use of the shapes that form 
the outer border of the logo.  They do not have a significant link with the 
theme of the project and they could be unclear when reducing the scale of 
the logo. 
As an art director, the researcher ascertained that the logo has not 
succeeded in answering the brief because it fails to deliver the most 
important component, which is the idea of combining the main qualities of 
luxury fashion brands and the distinctive features of the Kuwaiti heritage.   200 
 
 
Image 8.3 Logo Design by Participant 3 
 
At first glance, this logo appears to have too many striking elements and 
details that could have a negative impact on the idea of a simple yet bold 
logo.  The design does not reflect the main theme of the project, which is a 
traditional design inspired from the Kuwaiti heritage but with a contemporary 
feel.  On the other hand, as an art director, the researcher believes the word 
‘KUWAIT’ should be in a larger size font to give a definite indication globally 
that Kuwait is the origin of the brand. 
Metcalf pointed out that this design is far too decorative and does not 
express the concept of elegant simplicity that reflects luxury fashion brands; 
this is especially so in the decoration used in the lower part of the logo 
because it gives the logo the impression of being art deco.  As for the font 
type and colours used in the logo, he believes that choosing black as the 
colour is appropriate as it is similar to most of the well-known luxury fashion 
brands.  Even though he is not familiar with Arabic writing, Metcalf drew the 
researcher’s attention to the need for the name of the brand in both 
languages to have some sort of connection and reference with each other.  
He stated that the design of a logo has to be very clear so that people would 
be able to read it regardless of its size.  Therefore, the problem in this logo is   201 
whether it is going to work well when reduced to a smaller size.  Metcalf 
thinks that the logo works correctly on screen and in larger scales; however, 
it could be problematic and difficult to read if it were reduced to a smaller 
scale if, for example, used on a business card.  As for the colour palette used 
in this design, Metcalf thinks that beside the black colour used in the font, it 
would be appropriate to have different shades of gold in some parts of the 
logo rather than mixing or adding other colours.  He argued that when 
designing a logo, there might be a version that is just solid black or, in the 
case of fashion brands, a version of the logo that coordinates with the trends 
of the colour palette used in a specific collection. 
 
  
Image 8.4 Logo Design by Participant 4   202 
This design looks over-embellished because of the shape used in the outer 
edge of the logo.  It does not reflect the distinct elements of the Kuwaiti 
traditional costumes.  In addition, the shape used in the lower part of the logo 
is very similar to the shape of the cross, which could indicate to the 
consumer that the brand is associated with or related to Christianity.  With all 
respect to all religions in the world, the objective of the brand is to convey a 
luxury fashion sign rather than a specific religion.  Moreover, the origin of the 
brand is meant to be Kuwait, in which Islam is the official religion and most of 
the targeted consumers belong to that religion.  Therefore, in order to 
succeed in the place of origin, Kuwait, as a luxury brand before expanding 
regionally and globally, the researcher argues that the brand should keep 
away from any notion of religion. 
The layout of the word ‘Zeri’, both in Arabic and English, could be confusing 
to readers, as it is difficult to decipher, especially if the logo is in a smaller 
scale, such as in the corner of a scarf.  It is obvious that the designer 
attempted to create a distinctive typography for this logo; however, the 
researcher, as a creative director, believes it negatively affects the design.  
Simplicity is the key when designing a logo; it allows the scale to be small 
whilst retaining its details.   
Metcalf commented that this logo is not functional and also too decorative, 
which really detracts from the simplicity of what it needs to indicate.  He 
argued that for a logo to be considered successful, it should be bold, simple 
and easy to remember.  In terms of the colour selections in this logo, he 
thought that they are really nice, strong and express the feel of luxury.   
Metcalf pointed out that although the typography in the logo seems to have a 
relation with each other; both are arched in the direction of the surrounding 
edge, which might be problematic when reducing the scale.  He suggested 
that the designer might create elements in the decorative shape around the 
logo to create a shape inspired from some of the features found in traditional 
Kuwaiti costumes that would give a sense of association with fashion, such 
as stitches.     203 
             
               
 Image 8.5 Logo Design by Participant 5 
 
From a first look, this design looks poor and unclear in terms of creativity and 
aesthetic ideas and elements.  The form of the external design of the logo 
appears fuzzy and confused.  It appears to have no connection with the 
foundation of this project but the researcher can see clearly that the designer 
tried to give the logo the impression and feel of some of the globally-known 
luxury fashion brands by using only black colour in the design.  However, it is 
unfortunate that, due to insufficient quality in the design, it does not convey 
the idea of high-standard luxury fashion.  As for the font used in writing the 
brand name ‘Zeri’, it is clear that the thickness of the font used in the Arabic 
writing is very different from the one used in the English writing and, 
consequently, the design appears unbalanced. 
Metcalf gave a very similar opinion that the design feels like singing, dancing 
and shouting everything all at the same time.  He thinks that the logo is just 
doing so much and it certainly needs to be simplified to make it purer and 
easier to recognise and remember by consumers.  The unprofessional 
techniques employed in drawing or making the outer shape of the design   204 
gives the logo a confusing and unattractive look.  Metcalf argued that 
simplicity is the criterion for a successful logo.  Looking at some of the well-
known luxury fashion brands’ logos shows clearly that less is more.  They 
normally consist of a name or initials and a simple, easy to remember symbol 
that is associated with the brand.  Metcalf suggested that one way to test the 
logo is to reduce the size of it and see how clearly it appears.  Another idea 
for testing a logo that relates mainly to fashion and textiles, is to use it in a 
repeat pattern or to place the logo in the pattern design; for example, the 
Fendi logo shown in images 8.6 and 8.7. 
 
              
 
Image 8.6 (left) Fendi’s Logo in Repeat  
Source: www.fendi.com 
Image 8.7 (right) Logo in pattern 
Source: Participant design                      205 
        
 
Image 8.8 Logo Design by Participant 6 
 
The typography in this logo looks interesting.  Although the name of the 
brand ‘Zeri’ is written in two different languages, they seem to relate to each 
other because of the fluidity and smoothness of the font.  The designer’s 
choice of the type of font is successful.  On the other hand, the shape used 
to decorate the edges of the logo does not seem to have a direct and clear 
connection with the idea of the project; however, the true meaning of the 
brand name ‘Zeri’ is clearly reflected in the different shade of gold used in the 
border.  The colour palette works well with the idea of luxury and the colour 
of the embroidery found in Kuwaiti traditional costumes.   
The design of this logo looks luxurious, classic and contemporary at the 
same time. 
Metcalf pointed out this is a clear design; it looks simple and reflects the idea 
of luxury.  The logo looks balanced and all elements in the design were 
correctly positioned and suitably well considered in terms of visual perception 
and presentation.  The typography is appropriate for its purpose; it is smooth, 
fluid and clear.  Even though the brand name is written in two different   206 
languages, their presentation and types of font being used enable a 
connection to be made between the Arabic and English words.  Metcalf 
suggested that the logo could be further visually enhanced by simply writing 
the two representations of ‘Zeri’ in a straight line rather than using the arch 
effect, which would avoid difficulties when reducing the scale of the design.    
As for the colours, Metcalf thought that the colours are employed 
appropriately by using more than one shade of gold around the edge of the 
logo.  However, he argued that the shape used in the border does not work 
well with the theme and idea of the project, as it does not show any 
association with the distinct elements featured in the Kuwaiti heritage.    
 
8.3.2 Visual Reflection of the Logo  
This section exhibits the researcher’s visual reflection related to the 
knowledge gained from analysing and evaluating the previous logos, in 
addition to the views of the visual expert. 
The researcher will produce a logo in response to the previously-mentioned 
brief, taking into account all of the critical views and feedback presented by 
the expert mentioned earlier in the section.  In the researcher’s role as a 
designer, she will design a logo that will be developed based on the critical 
principles derived from this investigation, such as: 
•  Classic, strong and clear design visualisation 
•  Bold, eye-catching, yet simple  
•  Contemporary logo associated with well-known luxury fashion brands 
•  Kuwait’s heritage and culture 
•  Aesthetic and creative design elements  
In terms of practice, there is a necessity to take actions and make 
appropriate decisions.  Accordingly, practitioners attempt to test and evaluate 
their actions related to the design process and to be able to explain and 
present precise reasons for taking specific decisions.  However, it is not 
always possible for practitioners to give a precise reason and clear   207 
justifications for taking decisions, especially when related to aesthetic and 
artistic choices in the design and as they distinguish one practitioner from 
another.   
Considering this limitation, in her role as a designer, the researcher will 
attempt to present the thoughts and processes she went through whilst 
working to achieve an appropriate logo.  Explanations for the artistic and 
aesthetic decisions will be explicated in the process.  The choices for the 
aesthetic elements in the logo were created to express and establish a clear 
connection to the Kuwaiti culture and the distinct features in its heritage.  The 
final design of the logo will be critically evaluated by Metcalf in order to 
provide the researcher with professional insight and feedback regarding the 
final logo. 
        
Image 8.9 Logo Design Experiment 1 by the Researcher 
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Image 8.10 Logo Design Experiment 2 by the Researcher 
 
 
 
             
 
Image 8.11 Logo Design Experiment 3 by the Researcher   209 
           
Image 8.12 Logo Design Experiment 5 by the Researcher 
 
 
 
  
Image 8.13 Logo Design Experiment 5 by the Researcher 
 
Metcalf declared that the final choice of the logo is a bold design.  Certainly, 
it has been developed through a logical process and therefore the result is 
suitable for its purpose.  By comparing the final version of the logo with its 
early designs, especially (images 8.9 and 8.10) with the circular border, are 
too simple and have no aesthetic elements, which may make them look 
uninteresting.  He thinks that the typography used in the designs is simple, it 
works well on the screen and the researcher believes it will also work well 
when reducing the scale of the design for other usage, such as for business   210 
cards.  Metcalf confirmed that the researcher had made the correct decision 
regarding the choice of font for both versions of ‘Zeri’; it is simple, bold, yet 
very clear and it can be easily associated with the notion of luxury fashion 
brands.  He mentioned that he liked the idea of choosing a font type that has 
the effect of being handwritten for representation of the name in both English 
and Arabic, as the smooth and fluid lines seem to have a sort of connection, 
with a relationship and really nice reference to each other.  The position of 
the word ‘KUWAIT’ in the lower middle part of the logo under the brand 
name, gives a clear and strong indication of the brand’s origin.   
Metcalf agrees that using a shape similar to stitches (images 8.11, 8.12 and 
8.13) as a border for the logo is a proper improvement on the over-decorated 
design presented earlier in the chapter.  The stitches’ shape can be linked 
with the distinctive hand embroidery found in the Kuwaiti traditional female 
costumes.  At the same time, the shape of the stitches is a clear indication 
that the brand is related to the fashion industry.  As for the colour palette, 
Metcalf thinks it is a suitable choice to have the logo in one colour, such as 
black in image 8-9, so as to be able to test it different ways.  Having few 
colours in the logo related to the theme of the project will enhance the 
design; for example, in images 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12.  On the other hand, it is 
a very interesting jump from single colour stitches for the borders of the logos 
to three different shades of gold in the last design (image 8.13).  The colours 
in the last design are strong and suited to luxury, which is what they are 
meant to express.  He pointed out that keeping the background white in the 
logo resulted in giving the whole design the right balance between classic 
and modern, similar to other luxury fashion brands.  Metcalf stated that 
writing the brand name ‘Zeri’ both in Arabic and English gave the logo an 
international feel, which is a correct balance; it does not give the impression 
that it is exclusively for Kuwaiti people and it has a global quality to it.  
Overall, the last design (image 8.13) has the right elements to be brandable.   
   
Metcalf’s analysis confirmed that the final version of the logo the researcher 
produced has the qualities of a luxury fashion brand and it could be used as   211 
a live commercial logo for the brand ‘Zeri’.  As a further step, the logo will be 
tested in the final textiles collection, along with the packing that will be 
presented in the following section.    
 
8.3.3 Practice Analysis and Evaluation of the Collection 
This section presents the visual practice of textile designs and the way they 
have been employed in the creation of the final fashion collection.  The 
researcher conducts a visual analysis for the patterns and designs used for 
producing the textiles to examine and evaluate their relationship with the 
Kuwaiti heritage, relevance within the theme of luxury fashion brands, 
appropriateness for target consumers, artistic value and visual impact.  
Furthermore, the researcher will refer to an expert from the luxury fashion 
field in order to gain expert opinion and critique regarding the final collection.  
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, John Hopkins is deemed to be an 
appropriate professional.   
To initiate and develop design samples for visual experimentation that 
should reflect, relate and address the creation of a contemporary textile and 
fashion collection for the foundation of a new Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand, 
the researcher designed a brief to help, guide and inspire 
participants/designers in the design process.  The participants were 
instructed to produce textile patterns that reflect the values and themes 
mentioned in the brief.  The main target consumers at this stage are Kuwaiti 
women; however, the designs should preserve the luxury criteria that enable 
them to expand regionally and globally.  The designers were provided with a 
number of images of traditional Kuwaiti female costumes, images of some of 
the main motifs used in traditional embroidery and images of some of the 
essential traditional jewellery pieces favoured by Kuwaiti women in the past.  
Moreover, they were provided with some additional information about Kuwait, 
such as traditions, climate and costumes, to help the designers to develop 
and cater for the requested patterns and designs.  The participants were 
informed that they are able use any type of visual material they expect to 
serve the purpose of the project but they should consider that all of the final   212 
designs should be digitally printed on textiles.  In terms of the colours used in 
the patterns, there were no restrictions for producing the initial design ideas; 
however, the participants should present three colour ways (scheme) for 
each of the designs in a later stage that will be determined by the art director.  
The participant designers were provided with some of the design concepts, 
layouts and features ideas that could be related to the theme of luxurious 
heritage, such as: 
•  Printed embellishment 
•  Jewel inspired  
•  Illusion effect of light fabrics 
•  Complex, mixed and elaborated layers 
•  Sequin light reflection  
 
 
Image 8.14 Design Ideas for Digital Printed Embellishment 
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Image 8.15 Design Ideas for Jewel-Inspired Patterns 
 
 
Image 8.16 Design Ideas for Illusion Effect of Light Fabrics 
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 Image 8.17 Design Ideas for Mixed Layers 
 
        
 
Image 8.18 Design Ideas for Sequin Light Reflection  
 
The brief declares that the new contemporary brand aspires to be the first 
Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand inspired by the distinct elements found in the 
heritage of Kuwait, reflecting and embracing the following values: 
•  Exclusivity 
•  Classic and timeless 
•  Innovative luxury 
•  High-standard quality   215 
•  Craftsmanship 
•  Kuwaiti heritage as a sign of luxury. 
The following designs represent the initial visual executions created by 
participants as answers for the brief. 
 
 
Image 8.19 Coast and Land Design Idea by Participant 1 
 
This design immediately suggests a relationship with the theme of Kuwait’s 
heritage and landscape.  The border is very well linked with the rich 
embroidery found in traditional Kuwaiti costumes.  On the other hand, the 
effect used for the inner part of the design is a proper application for the 
illusion idea; however, as an art director, the researcher believes that using 
the red colour is very strong and daring to wear, especially for a headscarf.  
For the next stage, the designer should consider experimenting with other 
colours, such as neutral palettes or ocean tones, in order to make the pattern 
more wearable and appealing to consumers.  The pattern could be 
enhanced by adding a layer of foiling, mainly around the borders to create a 
sheen.   
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Image 8.20 Patched Pattern Design Idea by Participant 1 
 
First impression of this design is that it is interesting because it could be 
used as a headscarf, especially when using black as the main colour.  The 
pattern could be enhanced by adding a layer of foiling, mainly on top of the 
golden colour shapes used in the patching.  
 
 
Image 8.21 Night and Sky Design Idea by Participant 1 
 
This design is inspired by traditional necklace jewellery, combined with a 
pattern inspired from the traditional garment “Al-thoub”.  The design could 
possibly be used as a headscarf and as a basic pattern for a classic female 
jacket.  The designer could experiment more in the next stage with the colour 
pallette by using solid colour, such as different shades of blue, orange and 
purple.   
   217 
 
Image 8.22 “Al-thoub” Placement Design Ideas by Participant 2  
 
Although this design has a clear unmistakable connection with one of the 
most distinctive features found in Kuwaiti traditional costumes, the luxurious 
hand-made golden embroidery called ‘Zeri’, the placement of the pattern on 
the first and last design may not work well if used for a headscarf due to the 
way Kuwaiti women wear them.  The researcher believes the most important 
thing when applying patterns used in a headscarf is to understand the layout 
of the design and the position of the pattern should suit how the scarf will be 
worn.    218 
 
 
Image 8.23 Hand Drawn with Realistic Embellishment Design Ideas by 
Participant 2  
 
This design is visually strong and reflects the idea of a luxury brand and 
could be more developed as the house style for the brand ‘Zeri’.  The use of 
symmetry in repeat is appealing to the eye.  The pattern is clearly inspired by 
the designs found in traditional jewels; although the design looks complex 
and elaborate, they add a touch of creativity to the designs mostly because 
of the combination of the realistic embellishments and the hand-drawn 
elements.  The design could be further improved by possibly using the 
gradient technique in more different directions, to achieve other different 
designs, either obtained from the same motif or from other motifs.  In terms 
of colour, the designer could try to make the pattern of the realistic embroider 
a more vibrant shade of gold.  For the next stage, the design should be 
presented in range of vivid and bold colour palettes, such as fuchsia, blue 
and orange.    219 
This Section exhibits the visual practice designs created by the participants.  
These designs were developed as responses to the task of presenting the 
selected designs with three colour schemes. 
 
Coast and Land Design Idea 
 
 
Image 8.24 1
st Scheme Aqua Blue Colour Way by Participant 1 
 
 
 
Image 8.25 Options for the Aqua Blue Colour Scheme   220 
 
 
Image 8.26 2
nd Scheme Gold Sand Colour Way by Participant 1 
 
 
 
Image 8.27 Options for the Gold Sand Colour Scheme 
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Image 8.28 3
rd Scheme White Gold Colour Way by Participant 1 
 
 
 
Image 8.29 Options for the White Gold Colour Scheme 
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Night and Sky Design Idea 
 
 
Image 8.30 1
st Scheme Sunset Orange Colour Way by Participant 2 
 
 
 
Image 8.31 Options for the Sunset Orange Colour Scheme 
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Image 8.32 2
nd Scheme Galaxy Purple Colour Way by Participant 2 
 
 
 
Image 8.33 Options for the Galaxy Purple Colour Scheme   224 
 
 
Image 8.34 3
rd Scheme Midnight Blue Colour Way by Participant 2 
 
 
 
Image 8.35 Options for the Midnight Blue Colour Scheme 
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Hand Drawn with Realistic Embellishments Idea 
 
 
 
 
Image 8.36 Options for the Embroidery Pattern with Four Schemes by   
Participant 2 
 
As an art director, the researcher ascertains that the hand-drawn with 
realistic embellishments design patterns have succeeded in answering most 
of the important tasks contained in the brief because the participant designer 
has delivered the most important component of the idea by combining the 
sense of luxury fashion brand and the distinct features of the Kuwaiti 
heritage.  For the next stage, a further experiment will be conducted with the 
previous pattern, along with the night and sky design Idea, to explore their 
suitability when applied to other types of garment for the fashion collection.   226 
 
 
Image 8.37 Different Placement for the Realistic Embellishments Pattern 
 
 
Image 8.38 Box Jacket 1 Design with Jewel Inspired Ornaments 
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Image 8.39 Box Jacket 2 Design with Jewel Inspired Ornaments 
 
 
Image 8.40 Ornament Necklace Design Ideas   228 
8.3.4 Practice Analysis and Evaluation of the Fashion Collection 
In her role as a designer, the researcher will produce a collection of five 
pieces of garments employing patterns derived directly from traditional 
embroidery found in a collection of “Thoubs”.  These traditional garments 
were lent to the researcher from a Kuwaiti woman’s private collection.  The 
researcher will produce the collection in association with participant designer 
2, mainly for assistance using the Cad programme for fashion.    
The collection will be developed based on several factors, including the 
findings of the interviews and the implications of luxury marketing scholars, 
as well as the essential elements derived from the analysis of participants’ 
designs.  Moreover, the values and the characteristics of luxury fashion, such 
as exclusivity, classic, timeless designs and craftsmanship, which were 
reflected in the brief, are included in order to create proper designs and 
formulate an appropriate launch strategy for the brand ‘Zeri’ . 
In the collection, the researcher will look at how to enhance Kuwaiti women’s 
cultural identity mainly by employing some of the distinctive features found in 
the traditional costumes used before the discovery of oil in Kuwait.  Although 
these costumes were used as a part of traditions, there are aspects 
associated with luxury, such as exclusivity and craftsmanship.  At that time, 
the perception of luxury fashion in Kuwait was different.   
The researcher’s designs will look to the future and lead Kuwaiti consumers 
towards more sophisticated and contemporary styles.  They will focus on 
simple cuts and distinctive design patterns inspired by traditional Kuwaiti 
embroidery.  The aim of the designs is to enhance Kuwaiti women’s figures 
and personality instead of adding unnecessary decorations; however, to 
meet certain customers’ demands for lavish decorations, a touch of foiling 
could be added on top of the patterns to achieve the effect of light reflection 
and more complex patterns.  The collection could be described as classic 
and timeless yet, at the same time, the researcher is aware that the fast 
lifecycle of fashion requires a fashion brand to constantly add new designs to 
its collection and keep up with the ever-changing world of fashion.   229 
As stated earlier in chapter 6, there are different factors that should be 
considered when starting to establish a Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand, such as 
focusing primarily on creating a distinctive logo, brand name and image.  The 
interviews’ analysis from chapter 6 shows that Kuwaiti women are really after 
something luxurious that has a luxury essence, exclusivity, distinctiveness, 
elegance, global recognition and high quality.  They have revealed that the 
brand logo should be embedded within the pattern or the garment itself so 
that others notice it when the product is worn.  In addition, the quality of the 
product, finishing, fine details and cuts that accommodate Kuwaiti women’s 
figures are essential features that Kuwaiti women consider when classifying 
garments as luxury fashion.  Moreover, the interviews’ findings also show 
that Kuwaiti women would be very interested in buying ready-to-wear fashion 
from a start-up Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand, as they consider them exclusive 
designs that cannot be found in any other brands.  In addition, they think that 
a Kuwaiti brand would be able to understand their needs and figure more 
than Western brands.  Moreover, the interviews’ analysis from chapter 6 
shows that Kuwaiti women are quite happy to embrace the Kuwaiti heritage 
and elements rather than completely western.  They want something subtle, 
as most luxury fashion brands are not designed for Kuwaiti culture.  
Therefore, as a designer, the researcher tried to benefit from employing 
traditional embroidery motifs and decorations in the creation of her textile 
patterns and fashion collection. 
Furthermore, the interviews’ findings suggest that a Kuwaiti luxury fashion 
brand should starts its business in the form of a ready-to-wear collection; 
once Kuwaiti women perceive the brand as luxurious, it would extend its 
business to other lines, such as handbags, shoes and accessories.  The 
collection will look at how to enhance Kuwaiti women’s identity and it will look 
to the future and lead Kuwaiti women towards more sophisticated and 
simpler styles, focussing on patterns and simple cuts and details. 
This section presents the visual practice of textile designs and the way they 
have been employed in the creation of the final fashion collection.  The 
researcher conducts a visual analysis for the patterns and designs used to 
produce the textiles in order to examine and evaluate their relationship with   230 
the Kuwaiti heritage, relevance within the theme of the luxury fashion brands, 
appropriateness for target consumers, artistic value and visual impact.  
Furthermore, the researcher will refer to an expert from the luxury fashion 
field in order to gain expert opinion and critique regarding the final collection; 
as mentioned earlier in the chapter, John Hopkins is deemed to be an 
appropriate professional.   
 
8.3.5 The Collection  
 
 
Image 8.41 Kaftan Design in Black 
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Image 8.42 Kaftan Design in Two Different Colour Ways 
 
Hopkins emphasized that this type of shirt must have a very high level of 
finishing, especially around the neck area.  In addition, he thought that the 
placement of the embroidery, especially in the back of the Kaftan, is very 
important; he declared that the last motif should not be cut in half.  Thus, it is 
better to work to a scale of having three to five motifs.  He suggested an odd 
number, such as three or five, because it would create a central motif and 
the eye tends to find something in the centre.  Moreover, Hopkins pointed out   232 
that choosing the number of motifs should be considered carefully and 
should be in line with the design.  It is important that the scale should not be 
so large as to overwhelm the woman wearing it; similarly, it could make the 
woman appear small as well as large.  Therefore, the scale of the print 
should work with the human proportion.  Moreover, Hopkins added that the 
prints of the design on the side must match the front and the back.  As for the 
prints on the sleeves, the print coming down the sleeves should start with a 
large scale and become smaller and in proportion to the size and shape of 
the arm.  Generally, Hopkins argues that, in any design, if all the elements 
are working in harmony and correctly, people’s eyes will accept it and enjoy 
it.  In contrast, if there is any flaw in one of the design elements, the eye will 
spot it immediately.  Finally, Hopkins thought that the design and the prints of 
this Kaftan created impact with a focus around the neckline.   
 
 
Image 8.43 Box Jacket Design in Black 
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Image 8.44 Box Jacket Design in Two Different Colour Ways 
 
Hopkins explained that when designing a jacket, it is important to consider 
the lining and also the composition of it.  Hopkins suggested that if this jacket 
is going to be made of silk, the lining could be made of viscose.  He also 
mentioned that viscose was often used in lining in Burberry when he used to 
work there and he advised that it is better to avoid using polyester, especially 
when promoting luxury.  Additionally, there is no point in using silk as a lining 
because when it rubs against the body, it does not wear well whereas, 
viscose is more durable.     234 
 
Image 8.45 Cropped Trousers Design in Different Colour Ways 
 
Hopkins indicated that prints on trousers are not easy for an individual to 
wear if they are not tall.  To Hopkins, there is a problem with the design of 
the motifs used for this trouser and he advised that the designer should 
rethink the placement of the flowers.  He suggested not making the flower 
motifs all the same size or in the same position but to have the flower in 
different scales and in scattered repeat.  He argued that it is easier for a 
woman to wear trousers with prints when these prints have a variety of sizes 
and shapes.  Finally, Hopkins thinks that removing the side strips from this 
design would be more appropriate and the flower design should only be used 
in a scattered pattern.  He suggested considering stripes on the waist band 
to enhance the design details.     235 
 
 
Image 8.46 Slouchy Trousers Design in Different Colour Ways 
 
Hopkins sees this design as different, which is acceptable because of the 
placement of the print design that draws the eye to the hem of the trouser.  
He thinks that the designer should consider re-drawing the shape of the 
pleats, especially in the front of the trouser.  Hopkins thinks the name 
‘slouchy pant’ is very American and he prefers to call it ‘Palazzo’ from the 
Italian name for this style of trouser.  He states that the name of the garment 
is important, especially in the field of luxury fashion.  To refer to wide leg 
pants or a full shirt is not very stimulating for luxury customers and it is better 
to name each piece, such as princess blouse or Palazzo trousers, which is 
more what the customer prefers to hear because the name sounds special.  
Hopkins thinks that these designs are working fine.  The opening should be 
on the side and, since most people are right handed, the opening should be 
on the left side; this detail is important.  The print on the lower side should 
match front and back.   236 
 
 
 
Image 8.47 Skirt Design in Different Colour Ways 
 
Hopkins finds it a quite interesting design and, for him, it could be due to one 
of two possibilities.  The skirt could either be what is called a gored skirt, 
which means there are seams that cannot easily be seen, or the design of 
the skirt could circular, in which it is cut in one circle and in one piece.  
Hopkins added that what matters for both skirts is the grain-line because it 
affects the way it drapes, which is critical for this type of skirt.  For making 
this type of skirt, Hopkins suggests the designer considers a factory 
specialized in making skirts for luxury.  He pointed out that the cut of the skirt 
is really important because it is so simple; however, it must be cut perfectly 
and, as a luxury garment, it has to be of very fine quality and finish.  As for   237 
the print, Hopkins says that the design needs quite careful consideration, as 
it looks misleadingly simple; therefore, the designer should consider the 
position and layout of the print.  Thus, Hopkins thinks that it would be better 
to work only with scattered motifs and possibly consider removing the 
straight lines of the motifs.  He suggested that it might be interesting and 
helpful for the designer to look for examples at the introduction of the new 
look skirt introduced by Christian Dior to see how is it cut because it is luxury 
standard.  At that time, the new look skirt was cut to the best standards and it 
has become difficult for everyone else to copy it.   
The researcher asked Hopkins for his opinion on the colour palette used in 
the collection and he explained that the colour position within any fashion 
collection is a critical and important issue to consider.  He argues that 
different colours can be used but they should have the same hue or 
saturation where they look like they belong to the same family.  For example, 
if one group of colours is called pastel or sorbet when colour groups could 
have different names; however, the hue or saturation should be consistent.  
Colour in any collection must be addressed because colour has different 
response depending on the light and, therefore, the local designer should 
know better what customers in Kuwait will accept.  Hopkins states that, 
typically, the colours can be lighter or brighter in a warmer climate.  He thinks 
that it is quite an interesting design looking at this; it is just the impression he 
gets from these images.  It may not be intended but they look iridescent, 
which means the colour appears to change when moving the fabric surface; 
this is something to do with the yarn, especially when different colours of 
yarn one over one.  Moreover, Hopkins explained that the gradient effect 
used in some of the designs can be sophisticated but it is more challenging 
to get it right; therefore, if the designer gets it right, it will be very bold and 
successful.  Additionally, if someone tries to copy it and does not achieve the 
same high quality, it will be obvious.  Hopkins stressed that the thing about 
luxury is to try to justify it against something that can be copied.  This is quite 
important as most factories will look for something that is not easy to copy or 
do without compromising the quality.  He thinks that the designer should 
work with a factory for the production of his/her textiles where they do have   238 
high quality printers in order to achieve a suitable gradient effect.  Finally, 
Hopkins states that everything has to be considered carefully.  The resolution 
and the quality of the printer are really important in order to achieve a high 
level of clarity and precision.   
 
8.4 Summary 
This chapter aimed to investigate the distinct characteristics found in the 
Kuwaiti heritage and the possibility of employing them in the creation of the 
logo and textile and fashion collection for the luxury brand Zeri.  The 
researcher was involved in both roles, as an art director and as a designer at 
a later stage, embracing the nature of the cyclical process of the action 
research.  Moreover, the practice components of this research rely on the 
theoretical findings, which were mainly in the form of interviews.   
While acting as a creative director, two main tasks had to be accomplished, 
which were creating a logo and designing a ready-to-wear fashion collection 
for the brand Zeri.  As a creative director, the researcher developed a brief 
for the participant designers that would aid them and provide them with the 
brand theme and vision, as well as the characteristics of the sought-after 
designs.  Furthermore, the brief relies on theoretical understanding of the 
notion of luxury fashion brands and on the interviews’ findings.  Then, having 
received the participants’ answers to the brief, analysis and reflection were 
performed by the creative director and an expert in the field to determine 
their suitability within the theme of a luxury brand, appropriateness for target 
consumers, artistic value and visual impact.  For these two tasks, an expert 
in graphic design was consulted for the creation of the logo and an expert in 
luxury fashion was asked to review and criticise the final collection.   
Since this study employs the cyclical process for the action research, the 
researcher started in the initial cycle as a creative director.  Then, based on 
the feedback and the reflection gained in this cycle, the researcher shifted 
her role at the next stage from creative director to become a designer.  In this 
role, the researcher enhanced her understanding and knowledge of the   239 
projects and came up with expressive answers that allowed greater control of 
the outcome of the project which, in this case, was the logo and textile and 
fashion collection for the luxury brand Zeri. 
As a practitioner designer conducting this project, the researcher’s 
knowledge of luxury fashion brands and how they are perceived by Kuwaiti 
women consumers was enhanced and became better informed.  By adopting 
the cyclical process, she was able to review and reflect and take further 
action to improve the outcome of this project.  In addition, the professional 
opinions and critiques provided by the experts added value and contributed 
to the whole design process for the final logo and the fashion collection 
designs, which are considered to be the real conclusion of this chapter.   240   241 
Chapter 9: Conclusion 
9.1 Introduction 
The oil discovery and production in Kuwait elevated Kuwaiti society from 
subjugation and poverty to the Start of Money stage, as described in Chadha 
and Husband’s Spread of Luxury Culture Model (2006).  This event caused a 
dramatic change in the Kuwaiti society’s lifestyle due to the economic boom 
and the emergence of a middle class.  The role of Kuwaiti women, the focus 
of this research, significantly improved as they started to heavily participate 
in building the modern Kuwait whereas, in the past, their education level and 
role were very limited and mainly concerned the housework.  Consequently, 
traditional female customs were not very convenient if a woman wished to 
practice all sorts of professions.  Therefore, the Kuwaiti woman’s cultural 
identity changed in the context of fashion, such as their dress code and 
fashion choices, which became more westernised and seemed more 
appropriate for them to practice their new professions and lifestyle.  
Currently, almost 65 years after the discovery of oil, Kuwaiti women’s fashion 
choices and their perception of luxury fashion brands specifically have 
progressed and developed rapidly.  Nowadays, luxury fashion is essential to 
Kuwaiti women in order to fit in with the rest of society. Thus, Kuwaiti women 
are considered to be trendsetter in the gulf region. Furthermore, a 
phenomenon now exists mostly among women in Kuwaiti society, in which 
women’s identity and social status are determined by the visible brands and 
luxury fashion logos they choose to wear. 
The researcher, a Kuwaiti woman sent from an academic institution in Kuwait 
to pursue a PhD in Textile and Fashion, found a gap in the academic 
literature in which no extensive and thorough study has been conducted in 
the field luxury fashion culture in Kuwait.   
Therefore, the purpose of the study is to investigate the main factors and 
events that have a great impact on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards 
acquisition of Western luxury fashion brands and to identify the factors that   242 
have remarkably contributed to changing the perception of luxury in Kuwaiti 
society, in order to understand the relationship between luxury and the 
formation of cultural identity.   
Moreover, since the researcher is also a textile designer for fashion, she has 
found there is no current global or regionally known Kuwaiti luxury fashion 
brand.  Thus, the researcher intends to discover Kuwaiti women’s perception 
of luxury fashion, along with the characteristics of luxury fashion that help the 
creation and launch of a start-up luxury fashion brand and lead it to reach 
regional and International levels. 
Therefore, a practice-based study is performed involving the researcher in 
two different roles at different stages of the study, one as art director and the 
other as designer; this is in order to create new contemporary visual 
elements for the formation of a new Kuwaiti luxury fashion brand. 
In order to address the needs of the practice-based study and the theoretical 
objectives of the research, the following research questions and hypotheses 
were constructed. 
 
9.2 Research Hypotheses 
With the spread of the luxury fashion culture internationally/globally, there is 
a natural tendency amongst Kuwaiti women to perceive luxury fashion 
brands as a modern set of signs that they use to redefine their social position 
in Kuwaiti society and to define their cultural identity globally.  Therefore, 
Kuwaiti women are recognizing the concept of luxury fashion in the guise of 
Western modern luxury fashion brands at the current time. 
Therefore, in order to have a good and thorough understanding of the 
phenomena under investigation in this research, choosing appropriate 
methods is crucial.  Due to the nature of this research, which is under the 
umbrella of interdisciplinary studies, qualitative research has been selected 
as the most pertinent method.  For the purpose of this study, a variety of 
research methods were involved to cover the different types of knowledge,   243 
such as theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge in the form of action 
research, which combine as essential elements for answering the research 
question (Seale et al. 2007). 
 
9.3 Research Question 
The purpose of the study is to investigate the main factors that have 
significant impact on Kuwaiti women’s tendency towards the acquisition of 
Western luxury fashion brands.  In addition, it aims to identify the factors that 
have remarkably contributed to changing the perception of luxury in Kuwaiti 
society, in order to understand the relationship between luxury and the 
formation of cultural identity.  Furthermore, performing a practice-based 
project involves the researcher in two different roles, in different stages of the 
study, one as design/art director and the other as designer; this is to create 
new contemporary visual elements for the formation of a new Kuwaiti luxury 
fashion brand.  The main research questions are: 
What are the characteristics of Kuwaiti heritage that are distinct from 
the modern luxury fashion brands in the context of textile and fashion 
accessories?  Moreover, how can these distinctive characteristics be 
used in the creation of new contemporary designs that reflect Kuwaiti 
women’s cultural identity at the current time and are perceived as 
luxury fashion? 
 
9.4 Key Findings 
9.4.1 Findings Related to Hypotheses 
•  The interviews’ results support the first research hypothesis, which 
states that Kuwaiti women wear a luxury fashion brand as a mean to 
define their social position in Kuwaiti society. The interviews’ analysis 
shows that wearing luxury fashion brands increases Kuwaiti women’s 
self-confidence levels and self-esteem. This shows that Kuwaiti   244 
women pay great attention to how they are dressed in front of other 
women, especially in women’s gatherings, events or even in their daily 
work, because failing to comply with latest fashion trends could 
engender negative feelings such as embarrassment, discomfort or 
loss of self-esteem. 
•  The interviews’ findings show that Kuwaiti women are placed at the 
end of the Show-off stage and at the beginning of the Fit-in stage, 
according to the Spread of Luxury Model (Chadha and Husband 
2006).  The research findings show that the majority of Kuwaiti women 
do not buy luxury fashion brands mainly as a means to express 
modernity or being contemporary; in fact, they buy luxury fashion 
brands mainly because they can afford to buy them and have the 
necessary disposable income or to show off that they are 
economically capable of purchasing expensive fashion labels. 
•  Kuwaiti women are recognizing the concept of luxury fashion in the 
guise of Western luxury fashion brands at the current time.  The 
interviews show that Kuwaiti women believe that Western (European 
and US) brands have the reputation, history, financial capability, 
designers and tools that enable them to be the global leaders in the 
luxury fashion world.  94% of the interviewees feel very positive 
towards fashion that is designed in the West.  Kuwaiti women are 
proud of the products that are designed and made in the West; they 
regard them as coming from the sources and capitals of fashion.  
Thus, they think that products designed in the West are undoubtedly 
elegant, add value, high quality, trendy and genuine; more 
importantly, every luxury fashion brand is proud of its craftsmanship. 
 
9.4.1 Factors and Events Underpinning the Spread of Luxury in Kuwait 
•  Subjugation is a crucial and critical stage in the spread of luxury 
notions in any society.  It affects people in many different ways and 
performs some kinds of cravings and wishes for what is hard to get, 
such as living in luxury.   245 
 
•  Two significant events are significant in shifting Kuwaiti women’s 
perception of luxury fashion from East to West.  First, the discovery of 
oil and the contribution of the West in building the modern Kuwait.  
Second, the alliance of powerful western countries in liberating Kuwait 
from the Iraqi invasion in 1990-1991.   
•  The perception, understanding and practice of living in luxury 
dramatically changed in Kuwait after the discovery and production of 
oil.  It created a middle class society able to afford consuming 
luxurious products and services. 
•  The role and lifestyle of Kuwaiti women has remarkably changed 
during the development of modern Kuwait.  They are gradually making 
a contribution to all aspects of modern Kuwait, such as economical, 
educational, political, medical and other factors. 
•  Luxury fashion no longer means quality, craftsmanship and 
exclusivity; luxury was perceived as a symbol that assisted Kuwaiti 
women to redefine their identity and social place in the constantly 
changing world around them.  A phenomenon was born in Kuwaiti 
society, mostly among women, in which women’s identity and social 
status were determined by the visible brands and luxury fashion logos 
they wore. 
•  From the time of the Ancient Egyptians, the Greeks and the Medieval 
Western Civilisation until nowadays, fashion has been one of the 
prime elements that the privileged and higher class people used to 
distinguish themselves from the ordinary people within society.  This 
model is called the Trickle-Down Theory and it was developed by 
George Simmel (1904).  Nevertheless, during the last century, this 
theory was developed and contested by a number of scholars who 
found that although the theory as a core is still valid in many countries, 
especially Asian countries, which accord to the Spread of Luxury 
Model (previously discussed in Chapter 4).  However, in other 
countries, especially in the capitals of fashion, the Trickle-Down 
Theory could go horizontally instead of vertically.  Moreover, the street   246 
culture could sometimes set a new trend and become a source of 
inspiration to fashion designers; this process is known as the Bubble-
Up Process (Entwistle 2000; Welters & Lillethun 2007).  Similarly, in 
Kuwait, since the few decades just before the discovery of oil until the 
current decade, luxury has trickled down from the merchants and 
higher class to the middle class.  However, fashion trends nowadays 
could be set from public young women with the help of social media, 
bloggers and events. 
•  Another major factor that has contributed to the spread of luxury 
fashion in Kuwait is the new marketing strategy used by most of the 
famous Western luxury fashion brands.  According to Chadha and 
Husband (2006), most of the well-known European luxury fashion 
brands during the 1990s were aiming at global expansion.  Thus, they 
adopted new strategies with which to spread their brand awareness 
and preference.  Some brands have modified their distribution control 
to include many new destinations, especially in Asia, whilst other 
companies have renovated their brand’s image. 
•  Luxury brands have globally expanded and extended to include every 
aspect of life and, according to Chadha and Husband (2006), “luxury 
hasn’t just been democratized, it’s become inescapable”.  This 
occurred at just the right time for Kuwaiti women because their 
lifestyle was changing rapidly due to, as mentioned earlier, the various 
positions and roles they were performing both in the public and private 
sectors.  In addition, they were pursuing higher academic degrees and 
professional qualifications from both local and international institutes.  
Consequently, many of them started to attain high disposable incomes 
that they wanted to demonstrate, which perfectly matched the luxury 
brands’ strategies.   
•  Therefore, the assumption would have been that a luxury fashion 
brand is something acquired as a part of modernization but that is not 
the case; it is economic development, which is a big shift because 
modernization and economic development are different things.  In this 
case, this also had an impact on how we understand Kuwaiti identity, 
especially Kuwaiti women’s identity.  Furthermore, the assumption is   247 
that modernization is the aim also is not true.  In fact, it is a part of the 
resource availability that actually forces the issue rather than 
modernization.  Thus, it is to do with wealth and economic status. 
 
9.4.2 The Relationship Between Luxury Fashion and Cultural Identity 
•  Within the context of this study, it is found that cultural identity is 
subject to constant change and development unconsciously from 
generation to generation as the group tries to cope with the 
surrounding environment (Omar 2001).  Colonialism has been one of 
the factors playing a significant role in changing many cultural 
identities in the past.  In Arabian countries such as Palestine, Syria 
and a few of the North African countries, colonialism during the last 
century made efforts to demolish the local cultural identity and impose 
its own (McLeod 2000).   
•  Nevertheless, Kuwait, which is the scope of this research, has not 
been under any colonisation power, although it was under a protective 
treaty with Great Britain from 1899-1961.  Thus, in the case of Kuwait, 
political incidents had not greatly affected cultural identity; in fact, this 
treaty preserved the Kuwaiti cultural identity from being stripped by 
other colonising powers in the region at that time, such as the 
Ottoman Empire, and the French, Russians and Germans (Scarce 
1985). 
•  Furthermore, it is economic factors that have remarkably affected the 
cultural identity in Kuwait.  The oil discovery and the subsequent 
economic boom have turned Kuwait into a rich and modern country.  
Therefore, the process of modernising Kuwait has caused dramatic 
changes in the cultural identity, in which the lifestyle, views and 
attitudes of Kuwaiti people, especially the women, have changed. 
•  Fashion is under the umbrella of cultural identity; its trends usually 
have a short lifecycle.  However, fashion trends play a significant role 
in developing and changing the cultural identity in order to comply with 
changing surroundings (Omar 2001; Kelly 2010).     248 
•  Furthermore, luxury is a layer that sits on top of cultural identity and it 
spans all aspects of lifestyle; it is not a commodity but it is an 
experience and status.  However, the way luxury is defined and 
perceived in each aspect of lifestyle differs from society to society and 
also within the social groups in one society.   
•  Both cultural identity and the perception of luxury are always in 
constant change, always in the process of becoming and always in 
flux because they are continuously facing a dynamic environment. 
•  The researcher argues that Kuwaiti women are not trying to define 
their cultural identity through the acquisition and wearing of luxury 
fashion brands.  They did have the goal of defining a certain identity 
during the 1950s-1960s when they wanted to be liberated more and 
they did achieve that goal (Al-Mughni 2001).  However, right now, the 
goal is not to define a certain identity at a national or international 
level through fashion.  In fact, Kuwaiti women are currently defining 
their cultural identity through other aspects than fashion.  For 
example, they have tried to enter the political field and succeeded by 
becoming members of the Kuwait National Assembly and Ministers.  
In addition, Kuwaiti women have pursued the highest educational and 
academic degrees and have become representatives and executives 
of leading Kuwaiti organizations operating in various fields.  Some 
Kuwaiti women were ranked among the most influential women in the 
region.  Nevertheless, Kuwaiti women are using fashion to rank 
themselves among a certain social group; however, even by fitting 
within that group, they would like to distinguish themselves as 
significant individuals. 
•  In Kuwait, which is the context of this research, the findings show that 
there is a relationship between the choice of fashion and the personal 
identity of individual Kuwaiti women.  The latter think that their choice 
of fashion reflects their own individual lifestyle and personality rather 
than reflecting the Kuwaiti cultural identity.  It is more related to 
showing society that they are up to date with the latest fashion trends. 
According to Khaleda Rajab (2012), a Bahraini fashion designer, 
Kuwaiti women overall have a wider view of fashion than other   249 
females in the Gulf region. They have a unique perception of fashion 
and they are not afraid of trying new trends that may be seen by other 
women in surrounding countries as bold choices. They have always 
been the trendsetters in the region. Currently, young Kuwaiti women 
are using fashion as a main tool in order to achieve self-satisfaction, 
announce their social status and to become a distinctive individual 
among their peer group. 
•  The researcher argues that one of the tools that helps in propagating 
the new fashion style, which is either created by or brought from 
abroad by these young Kuwaiti women, is the wide adaptation of 
social media in Kuwait.  Currently, the Instagram is the most influential 
social media tool driving new fashion trends (Agathou 2012).  In 
addition, the leading fashion magazines in Kuwait are also promoting 
these new styles and trends.   
•  The researcher argues that this recent phenomenon is in line with 
both the tipping-point and bubble-up processes, both of which start 
with a group or distinctive individuals and eventually become a fashion 
trend and spread to the masses. 
 
9.5 Strengths of the Study 
•  The prime strength of this research stems from the various topics 
being covered.  The research focuses on multidimensional aspects 
that revolve around the spread of luxury fashion in general and Kuwait 
in particular.  It starts with the development, perception and spread of 
luxury from the time of the Ancient Egyptian civilisation all the way to 
the 21
st century.  Moreover, the research then concentrates on the 
spread of luxury culture in Kuwait from the period just before the 
discovery of oil until the current time.  Furthermore, the research 
investigates the relationship between the formation of cultural identity 
and luxury fashion brands within the context of Kuwait.  After that, the 
research addresses appropriate marketing strategies for launching a 
luxury fashion brand in Kuwait.  Finally, a practice-based project is   250 
conducted to create and visually analyse pattern designs and fashion 
collections that are perceived to be luxury standard for a Kuwaiti 
luxury fashion brand called “Zeri”. 
•  Furthermore, this research is considered to be the first academic 
study conducted in Kuwait that is concerned with the spread of luxury 
fashion, its perception and its relationship with cultural identity. 
•  Since the researcher is a Kuwaiti woman living in the same country 
and society being studied, she was able to closely examine the 
phenomenon and to analyse the underpinning factors and events.  
Moreover, being a Kuwaiti woman gave the researcher an advantage 
in conceptualising the research question and hypotheses, reaching 
the target research group and easily conducting interviews in their 
own language and with locally-used vocabularies.    
•  The sample size for the interviews was 100 Kuwaiti women, which 
facilitated in-depth analysis, observations and various inputs from 
interviewees. 
 
9.6 Further Research 
The same study could be conducted with Kuwaiti men instead of women and 
the findings compared with this study.  In addition, a similar model of study 
could be applied to another country in the Gulf region and compared with the 
findings for this study.  This study is under the umbrella of qualitative 
research because it provides in-depth views about a number of consumer 
behaviours and thoughts on luxury fashion.  A further study could benefit 
from the initial findings of this study and build upon it with a quantitative 
research that could make generalizations of certain consumer behaviours.  In 
addition, a similar research method could be conducted for high street 
fashion brands and the findings compared with this study.  Furthermore, this 
study presents a number of thoughts and ideas within the context of Kuwait 
that could be studied and investigated further, such as the influence of social 
media on setting a fashion trend.  Moreover, overall in Kuwait, there is a gap 
in fashion and textile studies in general; therefore, any academic research in   251 
this field would enrich the resources.  Consequently, it will enable future 
researchers to conduct further studies about Kuwait.   252 
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Appendix 2: Questions for Interviews  
 
1.  Do you buy luxury branded products? 
2.  What is your definition of a luxury brand? 
3.  How much would you be willing to spend on a luxury brand product (watch, 
headscarf, handbag)? 
4.  How often do you go shopping: Daily/Weekly/Monthly/Annually? 
5.  How much do you spend when you go shopping for clothes and fashion 
accessories? 
6.  Who is responsible for paying for your shopping? 
7.  What drives you to buy luxury fashion brands? 
8.  At what age did you start to care about buying luxury fashion brands? 
9.  Do you read fashion magazines? 
 
10. If yes, are you mostly interested in the Arabic or Western fashion 
magazines? 
11. What attracts you to these magazines? 
12. Do you keep up with the latest fashion trends in Kuwait? 
13. Do you follow the fashion shows regularly? 
14. If yes, how do you follow them? 
15. Do you visit the shopping malls regularly in order to glimpse the new fashion 
available on the market? 
16. What is your personal way of finding out what is the latest trend in luxury 
fashion brands? 
17. Do any of your friends buy luxury fashion brands? 
18. Do you feel that the advertisements for globally known luxurious fashion 
brands influence your decision in buying their products?   263 
19. Do you consider buying luxury fashion brands to be a way of expressing 
modernity? 
20. Does possessing luxury fashion brands give you the feeling of being 
contemporary? 
 
21. Does possessing luxury fashion brands give you the feeling of fitting in with 
the best people in the world (celebrities)? 
22. How does the fact that this fashion brand is designed and manufactured in 
the West affect your feelings? 
23. Would you consider buying fake products instead of real luxury brand 
products? Why? 
24. Do you know the difference between handcrafted and engineered products? 
25. Are your fashion buying decisions influenced by the way that others in 
society are dressing’? Why? 
26. Do you prefer to dress in a similar style to your peers? 
27. Do you have a feeling of confidence and relevance when wearing the latest 
Western fashion? 
28. What do you feel when you are the only one wearing local traditional 
costume in the presence of other people wearing the latest Western 
fashion? 
29. Do you think the way you dress significantly reflects your identity? How? 
30. Do you think the way that someone dresses reflects her social and 
economic status? How? 
31. Do you like to dress in a way that attracts people’s attention? Why? 
32. Which matters most to you when buying clothes: the final look, or how 
comfortable you feel? Why? 
33. Does the price, whether high or low, affect your decision when buying a 
fashion product that you are really interested in? Why?   264 
34. Do you have friends from foreign countries? 
35. Where do you spend your annual/summer vacation? 
36. Have you had any of your clothes designed by a well-known foreign fashion 
designer? 
37. Have you had any of you clothes designed by an Arabian fashion designer? 
38. Would you be interested in buying luxurious fashion products designed by 
Kuwaiti fashion designers in particular or Arabian fashion designers in 
general? Why?  
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Appendix 3: Example of An Interview 
 
Group 5 
Date: 8/1/2010 
Time: 4:00 pm 
Interviewees: Al-Zalzalah sisters (Shayma’a and Sarah) 
 
First I would like to thank you for taking part in the interview and for answering my 
questions. 
 
1.  Do you buy luxury branded products? 
Shayma’a: Yes (quick response). 
Sarah: Yes (quick response). 
2.  What is your definition of a luxury brand? 
Shayma’a: Beautiful and feels good when you wear it or use it. 
Sarah: Something valuable, has high quality, and is expensive. Fashionable. 
3.  How much would you be willing to spend on a luxury brand product 
(watch, headscarf, handbag)? 
 
Shayma’a: Well, see, for a handbag for example, I pay up to 500KD once a 
year. And I may buy more handbags, which are less than 500KD. 
I buy an expensive watch that lasts a long time, like 10 years or so, and I am 
willing to pay up to 3000KD maximum. 
Sarah: I pay up to 400KD for a handbag. I am willing to pay 2000 - 2500KD 
for a watch. 
4.  How often do you go shopping: Daily/Weekly/Monthly/Annually? 
Shayma’a: I shop on a weekly basis. 
Sara: I also shop on a weekly basis. 
5.  How much do you spend when you go shopping for clothes and 
fashion accessories? 
 
Shayma’a: I spend about 1/4 of my salary on shopping which comes out 
around 550KD. And I spend the same on my kids and family. 
Sara: Hmmm...I think yeah, I also spend around 1/4 of my salary on 
shopping for myself.   267 
6.  Who is responsible for paying for your shopping? 
Shayma’a: “My shopping?” I pay for it.  
Sarah: My husband and me. 
7.  What drives you to buy luxury fashion brands? 
Sarah: Because... [pause] 
Shayma’a: [Interrupted] I like them and I will love my purchases more than 
something which is not a luxury fashion brand’. 
Sarah: I agree... and to be unique and significant among others. 
Shayma’a: And quality of course, which means it will last longer. 
Sarah: And for social relevance (smile). 
Shayma’a: Yeah I totally agree (firm answer). 
8.  At what age did you start to care about buying luxury fashion brands? 
Shayma’a: Fifteen. 
Sarah: Fourteen. 
9.  Do you read fashion magazines? 
Shayma’a: Both. 
Sarah: Me too both Arabic and English. 
10. If yes, are you mostly interested in the Arabic or Western fashion 
magazines? 
 
Sarah: to be “up-to-date with the” fashion trends. 
Shayma’a: In order to be in-line with society in Kuwait...[laughing] when I 
travel outside Kuwait I will not be under this pressure to keep up with the 
fashion trends. 
Sarah: Oh yeah, here in Kuwait we have to be in-line with those around us 
[ironic expression]. 
11. What attracts you to these magazines? 
Sarah: to be “up-to-date with the” fashion trends. 
Shayma’a: In order to be in-line with society in Kuwait...[laughing] when I 
travel outside Kuwait I will not be under this pressure to keep up with the 
fashion trends. 
Sarah: Oh yeah, here in Kuwait we have to be in-line with those around us 
[ironic expression]. 
12. Do you keep up with the latest fashion trends in Kuwait?   268 
Sarah: [Quick Answer] Yeah 
Interviewer: Why? 
Shayma’a: I keep aware of what is happening in the fashion world in Kuwait. 
Sarah: I like to be aware of the latest trends in Kuwait but I don’t have to 
follow them. 
Shayma’a: And I follow it if I find that it suits me. For example, the way we 
use the headscarf has been changing over and over again, and I follow most 
of it except for some extreme styles. “I am sure you know what extreme 
styles I am referring to” [laughing]. 
Interviewer: Yes [laugh]. 
Sarah: Yeah me too. I follow most of the trends as well; for example the style 
you are wearing now is one of my favourites.  
13. Do you follow the fashion shows regularly? 
Sarah: I don’t [quick response]. 
Shayma’a: Are you referring to the TV shows? 
Interviewer: Let’s see in general if you follow the shows, then we can 
specify the ways of following these shows. 
Shayma’a: I do follow them to a certain extent. 
14. If yes, how do you follow them? 
Shayma’a: I only follow them on the Internet and in magazines. 
15. Do you visit the shopping malls regularly in order to glimpse the new 
fashion available on the market? 
 
Shayma’a: Not necessarily. I go shopping only when I want to shop. 
Sarah: Yeah, I do. 
16. What is your personal way of finding out what is the latest trend in 
luxury fashion brands? 
 
Sarah: Well for me, I use the Internet and I visit the shopping mall...And 
yeah from the girls...my friends. 
Shayma’a: Well see, in Kuwait, you don’t need to look for it. You will see it 
everywhere: for example, your sister comes from college and talks about the 
trends going on among college girls; furthermore, at your work place, you 
find all the trends among adults; also during the family gatherings and so on. 
So basically, you don’t look for it. It comes to you by itself. 
In Kuwait, the women take the ideas and touches of the West but still they 
add their own appeal and touches to it because Western fashion is simply 
not specifically designed for our society and culture.   269 
And if you are interested to know, in Kuwait, right now, we have these local 
fashion exhibitions going on every now and then. They show only fashion 
designed by amateur Kuwaiti fashion designers. Although they are not 
globally known brands, they are as expensive as the luxury fashion and 
there is a demand for them. The reason for this is their uniqueness, rarity, 
and beautiful design and most importantly their suitability to our culture. 
17. Do any of your friends buy luxury fashion brands? 
Shayma’a: Yes, friends and family. 
Sarah: Yes, almost everyone. 
18. Do you feel that the advertisements for globally known luxurious 
fashion brands influence your decision in buying their products? 
 
Shayma’a: Yes...Yes...they are very smart. 
Sarah: mmm Yes, Yes...their adverts are so attractive and catch our 
attention. 
Shayma’a: They make your eyes love the product even without being 
exposed to it. I don’t necessarily go and buy it, but at least I will be 
interested enough to go and check it out and I might buy it as well. 
19. Do you consider buying luxury fashion brands to be a way of 
expressing modernity? 
 
Shayma’a: [Long pause] Maybe yes. 
Sarah: Mmmm, yes. 
20. Does possessing luxury fashion brands give you the feeling of being 
contemporary? 
 
Shayma’a: I think yes. 
Sarah: Yes 
21. Does possessing luxury fashion brands give you the feeling of fitting 
in with the best people in the world (celebrities)? 
 
Shayma’a: No I don’t compare myself with any celebrity.  
Sarah: Definitely no. 
22. How does the fact that this fashion brand is designed and 
manufactured in the West affect your feelings? 
 
Shayma’a: [Instantly] Pleasure [laughing] happiness....[laughing] feeling of 
being beautiful....oh my God...I feel that we are shallow. 
Sarah: Significant, distinctive and happy 
23. Would you consider buying fake products instead of real luxury brand 
products? Why? 
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Sarah: No I don’t [instantly]. 
Shayma’a: Aha me neither. 
Interviewer: Why not? 
Sarah: I don’t like anyone to KNOW that I am using a fake luxury brand. So 
if I cannot afford the real luxury, I simply won’t buy it. 
Shayma’a: [Interrupting] I would not feel good about myself buying and using 
a fake luxury brand. I would prefer to buy something mass produced or from 
the high street rather than spending the same amount on a fake luxury 
brand. 
24. Do you know the difference between handcrafted and engineered 
products? 
 
Shayma’a: No they make no difference to me. 
Sarah: I cannot see any difference between them. 
25. Are your fashion buying decisions influenced by the way that others in 
society are dressing? Why? 
 
Sarah: Only if it suits me and my personality. 
Shayma’a: Yeah, I go with society’s ongoing fashion styles. 
26. Do you prefer to dress in a similar style to your peers? 
Shayma’a: Yeah I do. 
Sarah: Yeah I do and I think it’s an unconscious decision. 
27. Do you have a feeling of confidence and relevance when wearing the 
latest Western fashion? 
 
Sarah: Oh yeah sure. 
Shayma’a: I feel happy when I dress up nicely whether it’s a luxury brand or 
one from the high street. 
Sarah: [Interrupting] But you can’t deny that the luxury brand will give you 
more confidence. 
Shayma’a: Yes it will indeed. 
Sarah: What I mean by having more confidence is that, in the instance of 
going to a social gathering where all the attendees are wearing top luxury 
brands, if I do the same, it gives me the confidence that I fit in with this 
group. 
Shayma’a: Ok I may have more confidence when wearing the luxury brand, 
but I will not lose my self-confidence when I don’t wear luxury at all. For 
instance, I could wear basic pieces from the high street, like Zara, and I 
could mix them with other luxury brand products, like headscarves from 
Fendi for example, and I would feel confident in that gathering.   271 
28. What do you feel when you are the only one wearing local traditional 
costume in the presence of other people wearing the latest Western 
fashion? 
 
Sarah: I feel that I am old fashion and outdated. I will not cry but I will feel 
bad and plan right away to start shopping and changing my fashion style. 
Shayma’a: I feel bad but I don’t lose my self-esteem and become “isolated” 
and unable to socialize with the attendees. In the end “I will plan right away” 
to buy the latest. 
29. Do you think wearing a specific luxury fashion brands reflects 
women’s identity? How? 
 
Sarah: Hmm, yes. 
Shayma’a: Listen, for me yes, and yes for my sister as well, but I am sure 
she is more into this than me. 
Sarah: Yes because it shows my style, my taste, my way of dressing...my 
sister and I have similar tastes in fashion... 
Shayma’a: [Interrupting] I prefer a casual style and I find it comfortable...I 
don’t mind going to work dressed casually, unlike my sister who has to wear 
luxury brands for her daily work. 
Sarah: Yes this is true because of the work environment. 
30. Do you think the way that someone dresses reflects her social and 
economic status? How? 
 
Sarah: Yes it should be. 
Shayma’a: Here in Kuwait NO...not at all, it does not reflect anything. 
Everyone possesses luxury brands. For example, you can see a woman 
carrying Hermes and you can not for sure say that she is rich or middle 
class. 
31. Do you like to dress in a way that attracts people’s attention? Why? 
Shayma’a: It depends on the occasion and location. If it’s for daily work then 
no, but for special invitations and women’s gatherings then yes for sure.  
Sarah: Hmmm, yes depends on the location and event. 
32. Which matters most to you when buying clothes: the final look, or how 
comfortable you feel? Why? 
 
Shayma’a and Sarah: [Together] We have to be comfortable. 
33. Does the price, whether high or low, affect your decision when buying 
a fashion product that you are really interested in? Why? 
 
Shayma’a and Sarah: [Together] Yeah we look at the price tag. 
34. Do you have friends from foreign countries?   272 
Sarah: No I don’t. 
Shayma’a: I don’t have close friends but mainly colleagues at work. 
35. Where do you spend your annual/summer vacation? 
Shayma’a: Either Europe or Dubai. 
Sarah: Yeah, me too. 
36. Have you had any of your clothes designed by a well-known foreign 
fashion designer? 
 
Shayma’a: No. 
Sarah: No. 
37. Have you had any of you clothes designed by an Arabian fashion 
designer? 
 
Shayma’a: No. 
Sarah: No. 
38. Would you be interested in buying luxurious fashion products 
designed by Kuwaiti fashion designers in particular or Arabian fashion 
designers in general? Why?  
 
Shayma’a: [Long pause] Hmm, I will buy but the price will matter to me. I will 
not be willing to pay as much as I am paying for the famous luxury brand. 
Sarah: No, I will not buy at all. 
Interview: Why is that? 
Sarah: Because the famous luxury brands usually have a long history and 
originality and they have been through a lengthy journey to reach this level. 
Shayma’a: I think the Kuwaiti Designer will always exaggerate the price. If 
the brand is still newly launched, why should it be over-priced. 
Interviewer: What about the quality? 
Shayma’a: In the end, we buy the Name of the brand. We don’t care much 
about whether something is handmade, crafted or good quality [laughing]. 
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Appendix 4: Example of An Interview 
 
Date: 21/1/2010 
Time: 7:40 pm 
Group 6 
Interviewees: Misk and Sharifa (friends). 
 
First I would like to thank you for taking part in the interview and for answering my 
questions.   
 
1.  Do you buy luxury branded products? 
 
Misk: Yes. 
Sharifa: Yes. 
2.  What is your definition of a luxury brand? 
 
Misk: Something I show off. 
Sharifa: Something nice. 
3.  How much would you be willing to spend on a luxury brand product 
(watch, headscarf, handbag)? 
 
  Misk: I would pay more for a classic bag. 800KD for a handbag and up to 
1800KD for a watch. 
  Sharifa: For a handbag of a certain brand, like Chanel, and in a certain color, 
such as a classic collection bag, I would pay up to 800KD, and 2000KD for a 
watch because it lasts longer. 
4.  How often do you go shopping: Daily/Weekly/Monthly/Annually? 
Misk: Weekly. 
Sharifa: Weekly. 
5.  How much do you spend when you go shopping for clothes and 
fashion accessories? 
 
Sharifa: It depends on the need. If I need to shop for a social occasion, I 
would spend as much as half of my salary on shopping. 
  Misk: I agree with Sharifa and it really depends on the occasion. 
6.  Who is responsible for paying for your shopping? 
Sharifa: Myself.   275 
Misk: Myself. 
7.  What drives you to buy luxury fashion brands? 
Sharifa: To fit in. Everyone else has them so why not me? To keep up with 
society. 
Misk: We live in a very judgmental society; I know we should not think this 
way but we feel good inside when buying luxury brands. 
Interviewer: Do you think that fitting in and feeling good are the main 
reasons behind buying luxury brands? 
Both: Yes. 
8.  At what age did you start to care about buying luxury fashion brands? 
Sharifa: Fifteen, with my friend at school. 
Misk: Eighteen, with my friends in general and checking out magazines. 
9.  Do you read fashion magazines? 
Sharifa: Sometimes. 
Misk: Sometimes. 
10. If yes, are you mostly interested in the Arabic or Western fashion 
magazines? 
 
Sharifa: Elle, Cosmopolitan, Vogue, Glamour and In Style; and sometimes 
gossip magazines in order to know what the stars are wearing. 
Misk: In addition to the ones mentioned by Sharifa, I like to read Hello 
magazine because it does interviews with celebrities. Sometimes people get 
obsessed with the style of certain celebrities. For example, Victoria Beckham 
has many fans who follow her style and like to imitate her. 
11. What attracts you to these magazines? 
Sharifa: To get ideas on what to wear and how. 
Misk: To get ideas about trends. 
12. Do you keep up with the latest fashion trends in Kuwait? 
Sharifa: Kind of, not always. For example, right now, the demand is for Free 
City pants. As much as I wanted to buy them before, I don’t want them 
anymore because they have been over-consumed.  Too many girls have 
them and this has ruined the trend.  
Misk: Yes and it depends on the mood. 
13. Do you follow the fashion shows regularly? 
Sharifa: I don’t like fashion shows. If it’s on TV I will watch it but won’t pay 
much attention   276 
Misk: I don’t like them. I see the pictures in the magazines instead. 
14. If yes, how do you follow them? 
Sharifa: TV and magazines. 
Misk: TV. 
15. Do you visit the shopping malls regularly in order to glimpse the new 
fashion available on the market? 
 
Sharifa: We go to the shopping malls regularly in order to meet up   with 
friends in the café, so we are able to catch a glimpse of the new fashions as 
well. 
Misk: I agree with her. 
16. What is your personal way of finding out what is the latest trend in 
luxury fashion brands? 
 
Sharifa: Magazines. 
Misk: The Internet and checking out my favourite celebrities and getting 
some ideas from them. 
17. Do any of your friends buy luxury fashion brands? 
Both: Yes. 
18. Do you feel that the advertisements for globally known luxurious 
fashion brands influence your decision in buying their products? 
 
Sharifa: They can affect me and make me go and check out the product, 
especially if the advert is for one of my favorite brands. 
Interviewer: Such as? 
Sharifa: Dolce & Gabana. They are so sexy. 
Misk: Yeah it does affect me. 
19. Do you consider buying luxury fashion brands to be a way of 
expressing modernity? 
 
Sharifa: Not really. 
Misk: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Why? 
Misk: Because the environment that we live in makes you think this way. 
20. Does possessing luxury fashion brands give you the feeling of being 
contemporary? 
 
Sharifa: Not necessarily. 
Misk: Not necessarily.   277 
21. Does possessing luxury fashion brands give you the feeling of fitting 
in with the best people in the world (celebrities)? 
 
Misk: A little bit. 
Sharifa: A little bit. Especially when you are not in Kuwait, you don’t see as 
much of it.  
Interviewer: Could you explain a little more please? 
Sharifa: For example, when I am out of Kuwait, and I carry a Chanel, it gives 
a kind of distinctive feeling and a feeling of celebrity. On the other hand, 
when I am in Kuwait everybody carries a Chanel so it does not make me any 
different from the rest. Outside Kuwait, I feel that I want to be different so I 
care about doing my hair and wearing make up and carrying a Chanel or a 
high end luxury brand. 
Misk: Well I think even in Kuwait I would get the feeling of celebrity. Unlike 
Sharife, when traveling I like to be more casual. 
Interviewer: Why did you choose Chanel as an example? Is it because 
you love it or because you think is it the ultimate luxurious brand? 
Sharifa: There is a more luxurious brand than Chanel but this is the in-brand 
right now in Kuwait, the must-have handbag. But it is really expensive. 
Misk: It is really expensive but their classic lines are very nice and timeless. 
Sharifa: Marc Jacobs, you can identify Marc Jacobs from the colour, the cut 
and design. 
22. How does the fact that this fashion brand is designed and 
manufactured in the West affect your feelings? 
 
Sharifa: Because I know that many brands are manufactured in China, even 
if it says made in Italy, it might not be totally made in Italy. So it does not 
matter much to me. 
Misk: For me, I know it does matter. 
23. Would you consider buying fake products instead of real luxury brand 
products? Why? 
 
Misk: No, because it does not give you the same confidence that the luxury 
brand does. 
Sharifa: No, it is like cheating, because if I want to show off then I need to do 
it right. 
Misk: Plus I don’t want to embarrass myself. In our society, if someone 
knows that you are showing off with a fake one, they might show you up. 
Interviewer: Can you tell the difference between real and fake? 
Sharifa: Sometimes it is very difficult. 
Misk: Yeah, sometimes you can’t tell the difference.   278 
24. Do you know the difference between handcrafted and engineered 
products? 
 
Sharifa: I appreciate it but I am not willing to pay more for it because I get 
bored quickly and I don’t take good care of my things. 
Misk: I may appreciate it but I am not willing to pay more for it. 
25. Are your fashion buying decisions influenced by the way that others in 
society are dressing? Why? 
 
Sharifa: I focus on comfort first. So I do follow, but only to a certain extent. 
Misk: Yeah, but only up to a certain level so that I won’t be obsessed with 
following the rest of society. 
26. Do you prefer to dress in a similar style to your peers? 
Sharifa: No I don’t necessarily follow their style. I wear whatever I feel like 
wearing. 
Misk: Me too. 
27. Do you have a feeling of confidence and relevance when wearing the 
latest Western fashion? 
 
Sharifa: It does not make any difference. 
Misk: Yeah, I agree. 
28. What do you feel when you are the only one wearing local traditional 
costume in the presence of other people wearing the latest Western 
fashion? 
 
Sharifa: I have been in this situation once and I didn’t like the people’s 
reaction. However, I am confident and was comfortable with myself so I was 
not affected. I do still, though, remember that incident. 
Misk: I might not be comfortable because sometimes they make you feel that 
you look different in a negative way. In our society, and even at the family 
level, people are judgmental and might ask ‘how come this girl or the 
daughter of this person is wearing these clothes?’ 
29. Do you think wearing a specific luxury fashion brands reflects 
women’s identity? How? 
 
Sharifa: Definitely. For example, when I go shopping, my friend might pick 
up something and say this is for you Sharifa It matches your character. 
Misk: Yeah, I agree. 
30. Do you think the way that someone dresses reflects her social and 
economic status? How? 
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Sharifa: No because you are focusing on how they look not how much they 
own. Some are willing to spend their entire income on their external 
appearance. 
Misk: Up to a certain level. Some people are capable of working out your 
social and economic status from your look, especially if it’s between women. 
Sharifa: Sometimes you can tell, not from what a woman is wearing, but 
from how she is wearing it and how she is acting with it. 
31. Do you like to dress in a way that attracts people’s attention? Why? 
Sharifa: It depends on my mood. Sometimes I want to look very good and 
attractive. 
Misk: I like to wear things that make me feel good and comfortable. 
32. Which matters most to you when buying clothes: the final look, or how 
comfortable you feel? Why? 
 
Sharifa: If it’s a party then yes I may sacrifice the comfort but if it’s for 
everyday use then no. 
Misk: I agree. 
33. Does the price, whether high or low, affect your decision when buying 
a fashion product that you are really interested in? Why? 
 
Sharifa: If it’s expensive but I know that I will use it and I look good in it then 
yeah I would buy it. But there is a limit to the price of course. 
Misk: The price matters and if it’s reasonable and the product looks good 
then it is better. 
34. Do you have friends from foreign countries? 
Sharifa: Yes. 
Misk: Yes. 
35. Where do you spend your annual/summer vacation? 
Sharifa: In the US. 
Misk: Mostly in Europe and the US for leisure. 
36. Have you had any of your clothes designed by a well-known foreign 
fashion designer? 
 
Sharifa: No. 
Misk: No. 
37. Have you had any of you clothes designed by an Arabian fashion 
designer? 
 
Sharifa: Yes, a Kuwaiti.   280 
Misk: No. 
38. Would you be interested in buying luxurious fashion products 
designed by Kuwaiti fashion designers in particular or Arabian fashion 
designers in general? Why?  
 
Sharifa: Yes because they make one or two pieces only. Because it makes 
me more distinctive. 
Misk: I did buy a handbag from a Kuwaiti girl. If it’s good and distinctive then 
people will ask me ‘what is this?’ and ‘which brand is that?’ So that makes 
me feel good.   281   282 
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